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Abstract

The Classroom Management Improvement Study (CMIS) tested the effective-

ness of research-based classroom management principles and strategies

for establishing and maintaining good learning environments in

elementary school classrooms. The study was designed to verify findings

of an earlier descriptive-study and to learn more about the process of

helping teachers gain classroom organization skills. The study included

41 teachers in grades one through six in 14 schools. Stratified.random

selection was used to divide teachers into two groups, balanced for

years of experience and grade level. One group (n 3.1 23) received a

teacher's manual before school started, and participated in two work-

.shops. The remaining teachers serted as a control group (n 18). The

control group was subsequently divided into two groups of nine teachers

ewlh. One of these groups received the CMIS tfeatment in the middle pf

the school year to assess the effects of mid-year intervention. The

CMIS manual and workshops included guidelines, activities, and_case

studies focusing on 11 aspects of classroom organization and management.

Classes taught by teachers in the study were observed eight times in the

first 8 weeks of sehool and four additional times later in the school

year. Data included descriptive classroom narrative records, counts of

students on- or off-task or in dead time, ratings of student success and

appropriate or disruptive behavior, logs of class time use, ratings of

teacher use of specific instructional management techniques, and teacher

interviews and questionnaires. Results indicated that teachers who

received the,CMIS treatment at the beginning of school implemented the

recommended management strategies significantly more than the control

group teachers. Treatment teachers also obtained significantly higher



levels of student task engagement and appropriate behavior. Treatment

effects were strongest for prescriptions focusing on formulating class-
11

room rules and procedures, conducting class in the.first week of school,

teaching classrooM procedures and rules, and managing student behavior;

but significant effects were found for all but one of the 11 prescrip

tion areas. The CMIS treatment had limited impact in classrooms of

teacher§ who received the treatment in the middle of the school year.

Background, treatment design, methodology, and instrUmentation, and

results for major hypotheses and research questions are presented and

discussed. Appendices include teacher workshop materials list,of

teacher manual contents, observer guidelines, all instruments, and

teacher interview protocols.
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This report will present results from an experimental field atudy,

the Classroom Management Improvement Study (CMIS), conducted during

1980-1981. The experAental study was based on earlier descriptivg and

correlational research in which classroom activities and behaviors

associated with effective management were identified. Management

materials were prepared to translate these findings into suggestions for

practice, and these materials formed the basis for the CMIS experimental

treatment. After administering the treatment at the beginning of the

school year, researcheis made-extensive observations of an experimental

group of teachers and of a control group of teachers who did not receive

'the treatment. These observations were directed at determining the

extent to which the teachers used the recommended management strategies

and to assess whether the treatmen% condition produced improved

management (for exampley higher student engagement rates, lower levels'

of inappropriate behavior). Thus, major purposes of this research were

4 to examine *Ale extent to which teachers coulA use researchderived

clasaroom management strategies, and then to determine irsuch

strategies actually lead to improved student behavior, as the

descriptive/correlational research suggests would occur.

In this report we will provide an overview of the CMIS: its

background, treatment design,.methodology and instrumentation, results

for arialyses of the major hypotheses and research questions,, and

discussion of the implications of the results for research on management

and for teacher training. Reports based on analyses of CMIS data which

pertain to other research questions will be published separately. The

background section of this repoyt, which follows, will present an



\
overview of the researcht literature focusing on the classroom Management

function of teachers. In addition, a review and discussion of recent

-ftperimental classroom research will be provided. No attempt will ,be

made to provide an exhaustive teview of the classroom manegement

literature; readers interested in various perspectives on this field

should examine Duke (1979),

Background for the

The Classroom Menagement Function

While few educator s would disagree witk the importance of the

teacher's classroom:management function, the specification of what

constitutes appropriate management behavior is not easy to resolve.

an imRortant sense, thi ituation is similar to the concept of

effective teaching: Everyone agrees with its importance, but the

specification of what it is first requires identification of eatable

criteria, and then the identification of teaching components related to
,

the criteria.

An examination of 'the recent research literature on classroom

management, including such diverse work as Kounin's classic studies in

Discipline and droup Management in Classrooms (1970), the behavior

modification literature, and the NSSE yearbook, Classroom Management

(Duke, 1979), indicates the choice of criteria by researchers in this

field has converged on student behaviors such as on-task rates, levels

of disruptive behavior, or similar measures of student involvement and

cooperation.
,

The choice of-such measures as criteria in _classroom management

research has two bases: relevance to the task demands of teaching and

evidence for a relationship to student achievement. The relevance of

-2-
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Such student behavior criteria to the\ management tasks of.teaching is

apparent in the work of scholars who have studied the teaching rOle.

For example Lortie (1975) notes that:

Ihe teacher, koreover, is expected to elicit work fromstudenis.
Students in all subjects and activities must engage in directed
activities which are believed.to pro\ uce learning. Their behavior,

in short, sbould be purposeful, norm tively Controlled, and
studied; concern with discipline and control, in fact, largely
revolves around the need tO get work done\by immature, changeful,
and-divergent persons who are confined in a small space.
(p. 151)

Jackson (1968) expressed a similar view:

Certainly no educational goals are more immediate than those
that concern the establishment and the m4intenance of the student's
absorption.in the task at hand. Almost all other objectives are
dependent for their accomplishment upon tbe attainment of this
basic condition: (p. 85)

Thus, a central teaching function is to use, activities and

b.lhaviors which allow the teachers and students to work together on

learning tasks for long periods of time in a manner conducive to student

involvement in the tasks. A similar idea is.expreased by Doyle's (1979)

description of the classroom environment.

Twhers encountersclassrooms as units of time-to be filled t4ith
activities that can, be justified educationally and as groups of
students who vary widely in aptitudes and propensities for suCh

activities. At a proximal level then, the teachers.' task as :

defined.hy these situational demands is to gain and maintain
cooperation in classroom activities (authorrs Mphasis]..
(p. 47)

Doyle defines cooperation in,terms of the frequency ofstudent "behavior

task initiations" which basically are student behaviors that are in some

way inappropriate for.the classroom setting.
0

The conceptionl4f classroom management upon which the CMS is based

is consistent with the previously cited scholars' views ot teaching

tasks. We view effective classroom management as that set.of teacher



behaViors and activities which bring about student Cooperation and,

involvetent. Thus, when effective classroom management is

operationalized, it,will be done with measures of student cooperation

And involvement; namely, by rates of on-task or engaged behavior and hy

4,

minimizationof disruptive and other inappropriate student behaviors.

AnotherAuestion of interest is whether the definition of

management effectiveness in terms of student cooperation is related to

student learning. This question is important to consider, because if

the criteria ttive Management are unrelated to student
;

learning, th n no matte how consistent,the management.Criteria are with

tions of teaching tasks, the ease for using such criteria

. will be-weakened. Ho*Over, the'research literature does support the

inference7that classr*on management effectiveness and student learning

are linke When..Ahe-qiterature is searched for studies which used

student beh vior relevant tO.this study's definition of management

outcomes (for, example, student engagement ratings, academic engaged

time, student level of attention, frequency of disruptive student

behavior), then, a.consistent and significant relationship (adjusted for

entering achievement) is commonly reported. This literature will not be

reviewed here, because several authors have already done so: Borg

(1980), Good (1979), Medley (1977), Bloom (1976), and Jackson (1968).

While these reviews do not necessarily focus on classroom management per

se, each reports on research which demonstrates relationships between

student learning and variables similar to the criteria for effective

management-used in the CMIS.' Thus, the conception of_classroom

management used here, is supported not only by role definitions of

teaching, but by numerous results in research on classroom learning.



This prOjeces viewpoint with respect the management function:of

teaching is aptly reflected it Dunkin and Biddle's (1974) comment:

It seems to us that.'&1équate management of the classroom
environment alai) forus a necessary condition for cognitive
learning; and if the teacher cannot solve'Oroblems in this s'phere,",
we can giVe the rest of ieaching away. (p. 13.*

A number of research studies have identified teacher behaviors

which are related to student management criteria used in the present

study. Kounin's (1970) well-known study identified a series of teacher

behaviors which include withitness, overlapping, smoothness,

group-alerting, and student accountability. Other variables related to

4

the student management criteria include teacher academic feedback and

interactive instruction (Filby, Note 1), continuiy of lesson's signal

systems (Kounin & Doyle, 1975)." tonsistent use of consequences

(Benowitz & Busse, 1976), and provision of structure during transitions

(Arlin, 1979). Also, an extensive research literature in the area of

behavior modification has contributed to knowledge of classroom

management. Behavior modification research has identified specification

of desired behavior, positive reinforcement, consistent use of

consequences, and clear signals as facilitating on-tasi student

behavior. More detailed descriptions of the classroom management

research can be found in Braphy and Putnam (1979) and in Emmer and

Evertson (1981). Although many of the research studies on management

have been of excellent.quality andhave been helpful in identifying

individual teacher variablea which promote effective management results,

the research as a whole does not lend itself to a comprehensive view of
_e..s

classroom management that reflects a longitudinal perspective based on

large sumbers of classrooms in typical school settings. For example,



most research las studied management at soMe time well into the school

year, rather than considering how the observed classrooms actually

acquired their particular properties.; Exceptions to this general

statement include Moskowitz and Hayman (1976), and Tikunoff, gard, and

Dasho (Note 2).

Thus, the major question of how to organize and mahage a classroom

at the beginning of the year and how to maintain it haa a thin research
, . .

base. To help provide some empirical evidence usegul for teachers and

teacher educators, a longitudinal, descriptive study of classroom

management was conducted.by COET in 1977-1978.

The Classroom Organization Study

Conducted in,27 third-grade classrooms, the Classroom Organization

Study--(COS)-was the precursor to the CMIS. In the COS, a descriptive/

correlational methodola'u was used. At the beginning of the school year
/

each teacher was intensively observed4during the first 3 weeks,,and

thetaafter at 3- to 4-week intervals. Observation instruments included

a variety of high- and low-inference measures such as student engagement

rates, time logs of activities, ratings of various student and teacher

characteristics and behaviors, and extensive narrative notes used to

produce typed specimen records from each class. Ther'classroom

observation data permitted,the reconstruction in detail of classroom

processes, especially those assaciated with management functions. Pupil,

achievement was also measured at the end of the school year. In this
...... _

study, class mean student engagement rates in reading activities

significantly and positiyely predicted class mean reading achievement

gaind-4441usted for entering achievement), confirming again a link

between management criteria and student learning. In order to identify

-6- 16



teacher strategies and behavior associated with'effective management,

several analyses were performed: Correlations between teacher behavior

Variables and management criteria such as student engagement rate and

amount of disruptive behavior were calculated.. Also, subsamples of more

and less effective managers were identified using year-loni indicators

of effective management and were compared using data collected at the

beginning.of, the year:;.In general, results from this Management study'

indicated that effective classroom managers established ruleS and

procedures which guided. student behaviors fn a variety of activities in

their, classroOms. The better managers carefully taight these procedures

to students and utilized the first several weeks of sChool for'

socialization of children into the classroom setting. Better managers

were consistent in their use of their rules and procedures and

communicated them clearly to their students. In addition, better

managers monitored student behavior very carefully and provided feedback

regardiqg the appropriateneas of student behavior. They were more

consistent than poor managers in respon4ing to student behavior and

dealt with, rather than ignord inappropriate behavior quickly when it

occurred: The results of the study are, organized and discussed in more

detail in several articles (Anderson, Evertson, & Emmer, 1980; Emmer,

Evertson, & Anderson, 1980; Evertson & Anderson, 1979).

The results of the COS and also a subsequent descriptive/

.producing an effectively managed classroom.

Planning rules, procedures', and consequences. This phase is

preinstructional. In it the teacher identifies expected student

behaviors in a wide array of contexts, such as whole-class presentations



or recitations, small group work, individual seatwork, ind transition

pofnts. Aspects of student.behavior which must be considered include,

studenetalk, movement about the room, ccintacts with the teacher and

other students, and use of materials. These expectations are translated

into a coherent, reasonable system of rul4 and procedures. In

addition, the teacher identifies consequences for not following

'particillar rules or procedures.

Implementation during the first weeks of school. A major

management task at the beginning of the school\year is the soCialization

of the children into the classroom setting. The teacher's task is'to

communicate clearly expected student behavior in the areas identified by

the system of tnles and.procedures. This task is generally.accomplished

over a period of time, rather than a day or two. During initial class

meetings, effective managers typically introduce general rules governing

behavior, and also provide accUrate and specific feedback to their

students. Reh2arsal or practice until procedures are, learned is

commonly observed. In addition, procedures needed for various

activities are Introduced gradually as they are needed, rather than in

one or two presentations. Some, but not all, effective managers will

involve students in.decisionmaking about general rules.

Maintaining a system of classroom management. Tllroughout the year,

the teacher's ability to maintain high levels of task involvement and to

minimize inappropriate behavior is improved by careful monitoring of

student behavior. In addition, better managers typically deal qackly

with disruptive behaviors and do not ignore them. Other maintenance

skills include cOnsistent response to behaviors, clarity in

communicating directions and instructions, and keeping students



accountable for work by having clear wotk requirements and provisions

,for academic feedback.

Although the previous report of what constitutes effective

management suggests a causal interpretation (that is, teachers who use

behaviors and activities consistent with the description will produce

more effectively managed classrooms), the research base is correlational

and descriptive. In order,to verify whether these teacher behaviors and

activities will yield improved classroom management requires

experimental iesearch. The next stage in the research program,

therefore, was to design an experiment in order to test whether.teachers

could implement the management behaviors and activities identified in

the research and to determine what eflect this implementation would haVe

on criteria for effective management.

Experimental Classroom Research

COET's series of studies on classroom management follows a research

paradigt suggested by Rosens:Ane and Furst (1973) and Dunkin and Biddle

(1974), who recommended that research on teaching should progress from

descriptive and correlational studies to experimental studies set in the

classroom. itecent research on effective teaching includes a number of

field experiements in which researcheri utilized findings of descriptiVe

research to formulate recommendations and to design treatments to change

teachers' classroom behavior. We will briefly review several of these

-studies, focusing on factors that appeir to influence implementation (or .

lack of implementation) of training recommendations by experimental

tesChers.



Our discussion will include six experiments in which experiMental

treaements ranged from minimal (information packets Tailed to teachers)

to intensive (a series of interactive, personalized small-group

workshops): Crawford and Stallings (Note 3), Anderson, Evertson, and

Brophy (1979), Stallings, Needels, and Stay ook (Note 4), Good and

Grouws (1979), -Coladarci and Gage (Note 5) and Good and Grouws

(Note 6). All of the studies shared the following characteristics. A

treatment based on earlier researCh was given to one or two.experimental

groups of elementary or secondary teachers. After the treatments were

administered, classroom observations were Used to assess the extent to

which treatment 'teachers utilized the recommended behaviors iâ their

teaching. Treatment effects were evaluated by comparing treatment

groups' use of the recommended behaviors with that of teachers in

control groups Dr by comparing before-treatment and after-treatment

observation data for the teachers. All of the studies reviewed examined

effects on students' behavior and/or achievement, -2,s well as on

teachers' classroom behavior.

Stanford Program on Teaching Effectiveness. Crawford and others at

the Center for Educational Research at Stanford (Crawford & Stallings,

Note 3) conducted an eXperiment in 33 primary-grade classes. Using

stratified random assignment, teachers were divided into three groups: -

..

a "minimal" 'training group, a "maximal", training group, and a control-

group. Treatment content consisted of manuals or packets of materials

presenting recommendations based on findings from four correlational

studies of teaching effectiveness. Suggeitions were grouped into three

areas: behavior management, instructional methods, and questioning and

feedback strategies. The minimal treatment group got five manuals (one

-10- -20



a week) and a self-administered test,. The maximal:treatment group

received the materials.and teat and also attended a series Of in-service

workshops. All of the classes in the study were observed frequently

before, during, and after the training sequence.

Although results were complicated by treatment interactions with

teachers' verbal fluency, pre-treatment teaching style, an4 a concurrent

program of parent assistance, both of the treatments had significant

impact on teachers' behavior, studetts' behavior and adjusted

achievement gains. Classroom observations showed that-teachers in both

treatment groups used more ,sg. the recommended teacher behaviors than did

control group teachers, although results were not significant for all of

the variables. Teachers implementeg some of the recommended behaviors

more than-others. The live variables for which treatment effects were

strongest were concrete, specific recommendations; more global or

complex recommendations were implemented less. Implementaeion scores

for the minimal treatme4 group were as high or higher than scores for

the maximal treatment group. Thus, impletentation did not seem to

depend on interaction with 'the project staff.

First-grade Reading ttoup Study. .Anderson, Evertson, and Brophy

(1979) conducted an experiment with 27 first grade teachers focusing on

management and instruction in small' reading groups. The treat.ment

consisted of-22 principles of small group instruction derived from

processroutcome research. Treatment was given to teachers in the form

of a short manual, and project staff mat with treatment teache&,twice

to discuss the treatment content and to answer questions. Control group

teachers received no materialse This study included two treatment

grouPs: Ten teachers received the treatment and then were 'observed once

-' -11 -

s;04.
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a week between November,and May (as were control group teachers); seven

teachers received the treatment but were not observed. This design

allowed some assessment of the impact of observation on training

effects. Observations used a coding system keyed to the instructional

mOdel im the treatment. Student achievement was measured with.

standardized aChievement tests.

In general, results indicated that treatment teachers who were

observedhad higher implementation scores than the control group

teachers. However, teachers did not -consistently implement all of the

different components of the treatment. Authors reported that the

variables that were most Specifically defined in the treatment were moSt

easily implemented. For example, teachers adopted suggested methods for

selecting students to answer questions but they were less successful in

implementing suggestions about using students as peer models.

When adjusted achievement of students taught by control group and

.reatment group teachers werecompared, both treatment groups (observed

and not observed) Pad higher mean adjusted reading achievement scores

than did the control teachers. These findings not only confirmed the

process-outcome relationships on which the Study was based, but also

suggested that effects of the treatment on student achievement did not

depend on greater accountability effects of being Observed. The effects

of the treatment on achievement for both the observed and unobserved

treatment groups suggested that treatment teachers who were not observed

probably implemented suggested teaching behaviors.

Secondary School Basic Reading Skills Study. Based on a large

.scale descriptive study of effective reading instruction in junior high

and high schools, Stallings, Needels, and Stayrook .(Note 4) conducted



experimentaletudies in severalphases. In the first phase, 25 teaaers

were observed to establish entering teaching behaviorS. The resulting

teacher profiles were used to design individualized teacher training

programs, consisting of six 2-1/2-hour small group workshops in which

treatment teachers recei ed continuing feedback-, encouragement, and

information, and mere enc uraged to interact with trainers and with

other workshop teachers. Classroom observations in three class periods

after the training showed thati the trained teachers improved on most,

but not all, of'the areas of tscOmmended.behaViois ior teaching reading:
A \-

In a second phase, 32 moie teachers were traided with similar reSults.,;

In discussing reasons Why teachets did not implement some of the

behaviors, despite the intensive supportive and rather coStfy

treatment, the authors suggested'that teachers are unlikely to implement

strategies they perceive as impractical, not congruent with-thei.: values

or role definition, or not easily adaptable to thetr classrnom

environment (requiring too great a change).

Missouri Mathematics Effectiveness Project. Based on a large-scale

descriptive study of effective fourth-grade mathematics teaching, Good

_
and Grouws (1979) carried out an experimental study ini4hich 21 teachers

received a 45-page manual describing a system of instruction that
1

outlined routineS fot conducting instruction and presented-

recommendations for developing content, conducting practice and.revie4,

pacing, monitoring, and student account'ebility.. A tontrol group of 19

teachers received the treatment after classroom observatiOns were

complete.. Treatment teachers received the manual in a 90-minute

training session and attended a second 90-minute workshop held after

2 weeks of scbool.,



In-six clailroOM:obserVatians of all teaChers, pilkess meaSnies and

specific program implementation measures were taken. -These indicated'

Strong treatment effects for"teacher behavior and student achievement

gains. Treatment teachers used more of the recommended classroom

behaviors and activities than did control teachers, and all but two of

the 21 treatment teachers implemented-the whole system reasonably well.

Variables that related to lesson development were leas well implemented

than other components of this system.. Authors suggested.that reasons
,

for, the low imPlementatiOn maY have been that other Oarts'of the system

were more clear-cut and easier to implement, or that teachers lacked

sufficient knowledge baee,-or that other components of the system

(review, homework check, controlled practice) took more class time than

anticipated. At any rate, suggestions for increasing studente'

understanding.of lesson concepts were less successfully implemented by

the teachers, and the authors recommended that the lesson development

components of the system warranted further experimental research,

-perhaps utilizing different kinds of training.

In a recently completed experiment at the secondary school level)

Good and Grouws (Note 6) tested a similar research-based mathematics

program with 40 eighth-grade teachers and classes. This study provided

a test of the effects of teacher partnership, or involvement in design

of the program, on implementation. Two treatment groups were used: one

in which teachers were trained to use the program after participation in

revision of the materials to suit their eighth grade setting, and one

which used the revised program but had no input into the revision

process. A.third group of teachers was observed wiOlout receiving any

materials ortraining. Implementation of the program recommendations

(1,
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had significant impact on students' problem solving skills; there were
3

weaker.,4ffects-for basic skills*, There was no difference between

effeCtS-for the tWo'diff0entlfeatiefit-TeiaiW-OSfthership----

in developing or fevising the experimental program did not appear to be

,a significant facts affecting implementation of that program.

A minimal teacher training expeximent. Coladarci and Gage (Note 5)

reported an experimental study which assessed the effects of a minimal

intervention, using treatment content based on large-sCale correlational

studies supporting the use of direct instruction. The Coladarci-Gage

study utilized the same training procedures as had been tested with- the

minimal training group in the Stanford 11;roject on Teaching EffectivenesS`
\

Study (Crawford et al.'Note 7) Teachers wete simply mailed packets of

teaching recommendations focusing on behavior management,, instructiOnal

methods, and questioning strategies. Six packets .and some review sheets

Were received by.17'experimental group_teachers. (There were 16 control

grouO teachers who received no training-but were observed.) -Unlike. the

Crawford et al. study, only four observations of each class weremade to

sssess.implementation: two before the treatment and two after the

treatment. Observations showed no statistically significantly

,differences between treatment and control_grodps in their general_

confOrmity-tOrTeCommendations (implementatiod) scores. As a whole,

treatment implementation was:poor, and there were no significant effects'

C,

on student'achievement.

In considering potential reasons for lack of treatment effects, the

authors compared their experiment to the Crawford et al. (Note 7)

minimum treatmentand-tp the Anderson ei al.. First-Tgrade Reading*Group

StU'dy (1979They:notSiiithatislthOugh the,Crawford et al. treatment,



included*no workshop or meeting With the research staff,.the te#chers
LP

were observed repeatedly and at length after treatment, and they may,

have felt they were being monitored or held accountable for

implementation. In the Coladarci-Gage experiment, teachers were

observed only twice4fter the treatment and the authors postUlated that

more observations might have increased teaCher compliance with the-

recommendationa. Another possibility is that theremay have.been
*.*-,

treatment effects Whickthe low number.of observations made difficult to

detect. Id the Fitat-grade Reading Group Study, one group of the

teachets was not observed at all, and yetsignificant treatment effects, ,

.on student achievement were found. Coladarci and Gage pointed out,

however, that teachers in the First7grade Reading Group Study.met twice

for workshops with the research staff at the beginning of the study, so

their treatment was not comparable to the minimal treatment used in the

Coladarci-Gage study.

Taken togi,ther, the foregoing studies indicate that treatment

studies solldly'based on proCes&-nutcome studies can result in changes

in teachers'.instruttional and management behaviors and improvements in

student learning; and that.the treatment or training does not

necessarilyhave to be elaborate, intensive, or,inClude individualized

feedback. The absence of training effects with the Coladarci-Gage ,

minithal training (Note 5), hOwever, suggests that treatment design

should include, as a -minimum either teacher contact with trainers in

.one or two interactive.workshops, or repeated classroom observations

after training. Both of these components wou1,0 appear to.enhance

teacheis' sense of accountability and the first component may also

contribute to establishing teachers commitment to the-project and'



-willingness to implement the reCommended'uhanges. Workshops may also

provide information helpful to teachers. in operationalizing.the

recommendations.

Beyond these two design considerations, the six studies reviewed

raise some impprtánt questions aboUt content of4treatmehts. Eachof the

studies included a,.nuMber of different treatment comPonent, and in all

'but the.Coladarci-Gage (Note 5) report, some components of the

treatment were reported to be implemented more successfully than other!.

\A. cOnsistent finding was that recommendations that Were specific',
\

well-defihed, ahd easy to operationalize were implemented° more than

recommendations that'Were complex or global. Along 'these iinesv'Tobin

Note g) repdrted, after a series of studies manipulating classroom

variables with teacher feedback, that variables most easy to manipulate

were precisely defined behaviors with a low mean natural occurrence,

suCh as wait time-in questioning.

The requirements of recommendation specificity ahd ease in

translating recommendations into operational tasks raise problems for

treatmerft design., measuring'implementation, and interpreting results of

experimental studies., Teaching is a complex operation consisting,of a,

great'number Of interrelated and often sequential behaviors. Anderson

(Note,9) discussed the necessity of clustering specifid recommendations
11

and strategies under general guiding principles tcOlelp.teachers

operationalize, and integrate training suggestions. Good and GrouWs

(1979), and Coladarci and Gage (Note 5) addressed the issues of measuring

and reporting implementation of complex treatments consisting of large

numbers of different but interrelated behaviors. Coladarci and Gage

aigued for analysis and reporting of the experimental program as a



whole, using a global measure of conformity-to-recommendations (Note 5).

Good and Grouws generated at least eight different implementation scores

in their fourtir-grade mathematics teaching experiment, and reported

results with respect-to at least 15 operational-4eVel implementation

variables. Reports of results with respect to specific components of

treatment provide useful information,for researchers and practitioners,

although Good and Grouws (and others) have warned againilt interpretation

of treaitment finding*(especiSlly student -achievement effects) for

gpecific variables withOut reference to the context.of other variables

,and guiding principles in the experimental program:

In'designing the treatment for the CMIS,,,findings and implications

of:the reViewed studies were taken into consideration,with the'

*
objective of obtaining (and detesting) treatment effects while limiting

the.treetment to one that could be adapted practically for teacher

in-service or preservice education. ,Classroom management

recommendations were formulated as specifically and concretely as
:0

possible, and individual reCommendations and suggestions were organized

under 11 brold prescriptions. In addition to help experimental

teachers operationalize management suggestions,. many concrete examples,

illustrations, and tase studies were included in the CMIS manual. The

.treatment was planned to include two meetings between treatment teachers

and staff members: one 2-112-hour workshop before school began and

another after eeachers had been using the manuals for several weeks of

school.

The previOUs studies were also considered when planning procedureS

for data collection and assassment Qf treatment effect. Because a

primary focus of the CMIS was on the beginning of schOol, pretreatment

28



observatiOns of the main experimental group teachers were not possible;

treatment effects had to .beassessed by comparing posttreatment

observations Of randOmly selected treatment and Control groups. toth

groups were observed frequently across 6 months of the schdol year.

Implementation measures assessing specific teacher behaviors were

,grouped for analysis according to the 11 subsuming ManageMent,

prescriptions in the treatment. Measures of student behavior and

classroom environment_were also identified. Narrative records were

included in the classroom data to be collected leCause they would

provide valuable information about how teachers succeeded (or failed) in .

Implementing treatment suggestions and maintaining their use,across the

school year.

Statement of the Problem

The reviews of research in the preceding section of this report,

along with the aescriptive study of classroom management conducted prior

to the present study, suggest that effective classrocaomanagement

consists of 4 number of interrelated dimensions. Furthermore, the

processes which are asSociated with good year-long management results

begin early in the school year. Finally, prior research indicates that

teacher behaviors and activities derived from process-product classroom

research can be used as the basis for inservice teacher'training, and

that such-training can result in changes in teacher-and student.

behavior. These generalizations guided the current study's methodology.

Based upon the previously described classroom organization study and

related research major areas of classroom organization and-nanagement

were described in a manual for teachers. Extensive descriptive data

collected in COS classes provided vase studies and examples to help



teachereunderstand-the management,areas. The management manual and two

related workshops formed a treatment condition used at the beginning of

the school year with an experimental group of teachers in order to test

the first two general hypotheses.in this study.

Hypothesis 1. Teachers who are provided at the beginning of the
school year with a manual and workshops whose contents.describe
effective management behaviors will subsequently exhibit more of
'such behaviors than will teachers not receiving the manual and
workshops.

The specific manageMent behaviors referred to in Hypothesis 1 are

subsumed under the following 11 areas of classroom organization and

management contained in the teacher's manual, Organizing and Managirg

the Elementary School Classroom,

1. Readying the classroom

2. Planning rules, ahd procedures

3. Establishing consequences for appropriate and inappropriate

behavior

4. Teaching rules and procedures

5. Planninebeginning-of-school actiyities

6. Planning strategies for potential problems in the classroom

7. Monitoring student-behavior

8. Stopping inappropriate behavior

9. Organizing instructiOn

10. Student accountability for work

11. Increasing clarity in presentations

Each Area is operationalized by measures derived from the classrbom

observations, The observation ptocedures and varrables are described in

a later section.



Hypothesis 2. Teachers provided with the manual and workshops at
the beginning of the school year will establish and maintain
better nanaged classei than will teachers not receiving the manual
and workshops.

Better managementis operationalized in terms of observed student

behavior: higher rates of student engagement in classroom activities,

'lower amounts of off-task unsanctioned, disruptive, and inappropriate

student behavior.

The preceding two hypotheses focus on the effects of the treatment

intervention at the beginning of the year.. However, what 'effects wpuld

such an tntervention have if it were conducted later in the year? To

answer thia question, a subgroup of the.control teachers was identified

and provided with the manual and a related workshop in,December. The

next general' hypothesis pertains only to this subgroup of teachers.

Hypothesis 3A.'_ Teachers who receive the manual and a related
workshop during the year will subsequently exhibit improved
Alanagement behaviors, and

Hypothesis 3B. ,The levels of student task engagement and
cpoperation in these teachers' classes will improve.

The assessment of teacher behavior will be made using variables derived
,13

from the observation instruments, which relate to the areas of

management listed under Hypothesis 1, with the exception of those

variables whtch are specific to the beginning-of-year setting (primarily

in Area 5, Planning beginning-of-school activites). The'same measutes

of student behavior, namely student engagement rates and,amounts of

off-task unsanctioned, disimptive, and other inappropriate student

behavior will be used to operationalize.student engagement and

cooperation. Thus,-this hy0Othesis tests whether the effect of a

mid-year intervention is sAmilar to interVention at the beginning of the

year.

(
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Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3.pertain to the effects of the experimental

treatment on teacher and student behavior. However, another major

research question can be addressed by the present study; To,wfiat extent

are the management diMensions identified in prior research replicable in

the present study' data? This question is important because of the

need to accumulate consistent reseach findings. ,Also, the treatment is

actualfy a cotplex package of recommendations, and some areas may be

more amenable to this study's treatient than others. Consequently,

,information about the relatiOnships:,hetween the management areas and

criteria will aid the interpretation of results. These'considerations

lead to Hypothesis 4.

Hypothesis 4. Teacher behaviors and activities identified as being
effective management practices in prior descriptive correlational
research and included in the CMIS manual will be associated, with
higher levels of studenttask,engagement and cooperation in the
present study.;

Teacher management behavior and student engagement and cooperation will

be operctionalized by the classroom observations measures in each of the

11 areas cited above in Hypotheses 1 and 2. Correlations between

teacher and student hehaviors will be examined to determine the- degree

and direction of association.

Other research questions. Several other research topics can be

addressed using data gathered in the present study. These topics ,

include the relationship of the teachers' knowledge of management

practices and their own and their students' classroom behavior; the

teachers' perceptions of treatmeni components and their effects, and the

generalizability of management behavior and activities across different

classroom contexts (e.g., primary versus intermediate grade levels).

These topics will not be treated in this report except as they bear

VLIA 7,.51,71 Vd
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directly upon. the interpretation of the.results of the tests of the four

hypotheses. However, additional reports by COET are planned, and these

:will address the additional research topics.

Methods

This section includes a desoription of the CMIS methodology,

including a pilot study undertaken prior to the CMIS, the sample for the

CMIS treatment contents 'procedures for the experimental and control

groups, and instrumentation.

Rilot Study

The CRIS vas pilot tested during the fail of 1919. The pilot study

was designed to serve several purposes. The first purpose was to

provide teachers with an initial version'of the manual, Organizing and

Managing the Elementary School Classroom, in-order to receive feedback

that coullbe used in its rtVision. Second procedures planned for the

larger study were tested. Third, the results of tht pilot study were

used to estimate the probable magnitude'of treattent effects and to

provide other information to be considered in design decisions for the

fullscale experimental study. Finally, the-pilot provided an

opportunity to try out the instruments and to identify necessary

revisions.

Twelve elementary teachers with 0 to.3 Years of prior teaching

experience volunteered to participate. The pilot study was limited to,

relatively inexperienced-teachers because of 61e belief that they would

receive.the major benefits from the experiMtntal treatment. More

experiencedtteachers would more likely have developed More effective

management-through experience and would thus be less.likely to benefit

from the treatment. This assumption was supported by our earlier study,
4
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the COS, in which management problems were more often observed in the

classrooms of less experienced'teachers. The 12 teachers in .the pilot

study sample were randomly,assigned to three equal,groupa. Before

school began, teachers in one group were given the'management Manual and

were asked to read it. A secOnd group of teachera received both the

manual and some consultation and feedback from members of the COET staff

who observed.their classe%. Thus, eight teachers in all were in the

treatment group. Four teachers Who,did notipt,any astistance in

beginning school formed the control group.

The classrooms of all 12 teachers in the pilot study were observed

\

-during the entire first,day -of school and seven or eight,times

thereafter in the first 3 weeks, resulting in about 26 hours of

observation for each teacher. Followup observations continued. through

November. Classroom observers took notes and later recorded narrative

descriptions of all Class activities. They also completed ratings and

coUnts of students: and teachers' behavicrs.

The CMIS pilot yielded useful information with respect to its

objectives. In interviews and on a questionnaire, teachers were asked

to indicate their degree of use and their opinion.of each section.of the

manual and each case study or checklist. Teachers' suggestions for

additions or changes were solicited. In general, teachers reponses to

the training manual were positive, but some revisiOns and additions were

undertaken in the manual before the _CMIS began. The int&rview and

questionnaire data, howevdr, indicated that a second meeting or workshop

.
with teachers was needed after school began, in order to increase

teachers' reading and use of the material in the second half of the

34



manual, vhich.focused on. maintaining classroom management and oganizOg

instrUction.

With respect to-the second objective of the pilot, findings fOr

treatment effect's of the manual were endouraging, despite the small

sample. Ratings dompIeted.by observers after each observation and at

the end of the first .1weeks indicated that teachers who received the

'manual were more effective than control group teacherd in teaching rules,

and procedures to their students, in monitoring the class, and in

consisttently enforcing rules. The data also indicated that treatment

teachers! classrooms were better prepared for the start of school, and

their classes proceeded more smoothly in the.first days puring the

first.3 weeks'of schoOl there wai'-significantly (p < .05) less off-task

student hehavior in classes of treatment teachers. Scores for teachers

who received consultation and feedback in addition to. the Manual were

not different from scores of the other treatment teachers so it was

decided to eliminate this aspect of the treatment from the design of the

CMIS.

Another objective of the pilot was to.try out the instrumentation

and data collection 'procedures, which were similar to those used in

COET's descriptive studies of classroom management. As a result of the

pilot several additions and changes in the instrumentation'for the CMIS

were made. First, an instrument was created to assess teacher use of

specific strategies in the first week of school. .(See Addendum to

Component Ratings in the appendices.) Second, several additions and

revisions were made in the Component Rating instrument used after each

class observation. Nev sdales were created to give more specific

information about student accountability procedures and clarity of
/;.



instruction and directions. In addition, observer guidelines were

revised to clarify definitions of several variables.; Finally, the

format 9f the Time Log was changed to utilize numerical coding of all

actiVities and topids to facilitate analyzing time use data.;

CMIS Sample.

OneJarge urban school district (District A) and one small suburban

r
dchool district (DistriCt B) in and near a large Southwestern city

agreed to participate in the ClassToom Management Improvement Study

(CMIS) in the 1980-.81 SChool year. Both school districts served pupil

populations with a range of socio4conomic status and:racial/ethnic

'backgrounds. District A was involved in a new busing program to achieve

racial Valance. Fifteen elementary school principals in District.A and

one elementary school principal in District-13 agreed to participate and

had teachers eligible for the_study.. Eligible teachers included

teachers with 2 or fewer years of teaching experience or teachers who

were teaching for the first time in a vaw school or community setting,

with,a aifferent student population or ai a different grade level.

Recruitment of teachers took place in the 2 weeks prior to the,

start of the schoOl year. Contacts with-the teachers were made by

telephone and all relevant details about the study were explained. CMIS

staff members contacted 55 eligible teachers; 41 volunteered for the

study: 35 from District A and six from District B.

Each of the teachers in the study received a $100 honorarium to
4.

compensate them for time spent in interviews, completion of

questionnaires,zfind workshops.

Unanticipated features of the setting. School District A was in

the,first year of a courtordered busing plan to achieve desegregation
4 36



of the district's triethnic -population,. During the planning for the

silidy, the impending deaegregation effort did not threateA to

drastically affect the conduCt of the study, biCause the busing m*s

liMited to previOusly "unbalanced" echoola amOng the distrides.55

elementary schoOls. More than onehalf of theachools were not

involved, either because they were alreadyracially balanced or because

, 4
special circumstances exempted them. At that time We assumed that we

,

, . 4

would obtain our sample of teahers froth the schools, which would not be

under the busing plan, that is, the already balanced schools. .However,

when we.began recruiting'schools for participation in the,study,-ve

discovered that relatively few inexperienced teachers were available in

these schools. ThiS occurred for a numher'of reasons, including teacher .

..ranSfer patterns and declining enrollment during preliious years which. .

caused the district to reduce ihe hiring of new teachers. In additipi,

the anticipated lose of students to private and to suburban schools

caused the district to virtually freeze hiring teachers until enrollment

fijures were firm. These circumstances caused a change in the,plan to

include only relatively inexperienced teachers in the study.

One alternative Tas to seek another large"school district in which

to conduct the study. However, this would have meant a year's delay and

considerable expense. Another alternative was to conduct the study in

schools not involved in busing, primarily using an experienced aample of

teachers. This alternative was not chosen because of the difficulty in

securing enough more experienced teachers with a range of management

capabAity who would volunteer to participate in the research study.

The alternative)chosen was to select teachers primarily fropi schools

, involved in busing who were relatively ic.perienced, or who were



experienced but who were teaching in a new school and who' were working

with pupas of a different type than they previously taught or were

asSigned to a different grade le/el. Such inclusioncriteria, it was

felt, would allow for,variance in management ability and provide at

least moder'ate mOtiVation to consider using the management

lcepommendations44 the experimental. treatment, 'In addition,.the,

cooperation.of asmailer school .district nearby was obtained, taking

Available a limited number of relatively inexperienced teachers.

Busing for the desegration program in District A had a number of

effects on classroom management in the 11 schoOls that were affected.

Procedures to assure that every student got on the correct bus required

Classroom time and attention, especially during the first Week . of

school. Throughout the year in some schools, the busing program .

resulted in students arriving in classrooms at different times during

the morning. In all of theaffected schools, the integration program

resulted in wide ranges of student entering achievement and ethnicity

within classes. Another effect Of the newly instituted integration

effort was that there was a district-wide emphasis on good classroom

management and maintaining pleasant but orderly class and school

environments. Many school principals presented information to all of

their teachers about classroom management and organization for the

beginning of the school year. This district-wide emphasis would tend to

lessen chances of detecting a treatment effect in the CMIS. School

effects were controlled by stratifyiea random assignment of.teachers to

treatient and control groups within schools.

38
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Treatthent Design

Treatment and control group formation. Teachers were randomly

assigned to the.experimental and control groups. Prior t

randomization Step was taken to prevent imbalance across groups ona

teaching experience, srade level, and school.. Teacherse blocked 40==.-

into matched pairs ori these characteristics and then MeTbers of eaCh

p4e Were-assigned,randOmly to.,..each condition, 41,0g f table of random.
-

nuMbers. In a few cases, bloCks cOnsisted'Of thtee similar teachers

when no fourth teacher could be found for pairing.. In Such cases, two

teachers were assigned randomly to,the experimental group and one

.teacher was assigned to the control grouo. This procedure resulted in

23 teachers assigned to. the experimental%group and 18 assigned to the

control group. The distributions of the two groups by grade level and

years of experience are shown in Tables 1 and 2. rhe 23 teachers

comprising the beginning-of-year treatment group included 15 teachers

with 0 to 2 years of experience and eight teachers with 3 to'12 years.

Of these teachers, 12 taught primary grades (1 to 3) and U. taught at

the intermediate level (Grades 4 to 6). The 18 teachers in the

beginning-of-year control grouP includei eight teachers with 0 to,2

years of experience and 10 teachers with 3 to 12 years. Nine of these

teachers taught primary level classes and nine taught intermediate level

classes. OP

In order to provide for a test of Hypothesis 3, after the first

8 weeks of school. data Collected in the first.8 weeks 'of School were

used to identify control group teachers who had experidced management

or organiiation problems. These teachers were then given a mid-year

(December) workshop to improve their management skills. Management data



used in the seleceion procesi'included amount of_inappropriate and

diiruptive behavior and student engagement rates. There were several

reasons for choosing teachers.in this manner. By the end of

observations during the first 8 weeks of school, it was clear that the

control 4r-bug contained many teachers who had excellent classroom

management skills: to edgage them in the treatment would havabeen

pointless. l'hat left half the sample on whom some effect might,be

observed. These nine teachers wexe treated.as a group 4her than

divided randomly into treatment and control group because this would

have resulted in.too small a sample to yield adequate power for tests.

The absence of an equivalent control group for the secbnd treatmtnt

-

, group will place an obvious, limitation bn conclusions for Hypothesis

Ho;rever, because a series of observations-of each teacher Was made

before and after the December intervention, an assessment of,treatmeni

impact can be maddi albeit with caution. Years of teaching experience,

sex, and grade level taught by teachers'id this groug are shown in

?able 3. The remaining nine teachers'received the treatment manual and

workshop in March after all observations were completed.

Description of the beginning-of-year treatment procedures. The

major component of the CMIA treatmsnt was the teachers' use of the

-

management-manual, Organizing and Managing the Elementary School

Classroom (Evertson, Emmer, Clements, Sanford, Worsham, & Williams,

Note I0). The manual is organized around 11 elements of classroom

6 organization and management, five of which focus on planning and

establishing a good system of managemeat at the beginning of the school

year. The other six areas deal with maintaining good classroom

management and organizing instruction. The'll prescriptions for



%

effective management are:

1. Readying the classroom. Be certain your classroom space and

materials are ready for the,beginning of thi year:

2. Planning-rules and procedures. Think ahout what procedures

students must follow to function effectively in your classroom and

in the school environment. Decide what behaviors are acceptable.or

unacceptable. Develcip a list-of procedures and.rules.

. Consequences. Decide ahead of time consequences for appropriate

and inappropriate behavior in your.classroom, and communiCete them

to you students. Follow ihrough consistently.'

4. Téachir rules and procedures. teach students rules and procedures

systematically. Include in your less
'0

n
4

plans for the beginning of ,

school sequences fot teaching rules and procedures4 when and hmw

they will be taught, and when practice and review will obcur.

5. Beginning-of-school activities. Develop activities for the first

- few days of school that will involve students readily and maintain

a whole.grouti focus.

6. Strategies for potential probledis. Plan strategies to deal with

potential problems that could upset your classroom or6nikation and

.management.,

7. Monitoring. Monitor student behavior closely.

8. Stopping inappropriate behavior. ,Haddle inappropriate and

disiuptive behavior promptly.

9. Organizing instruction. Organize insteuction to provide learning

activitfes at suitable-levels for all students in your class,.

Student accountability. Develop procedures that keep the. children

responsible for their work.



11. InstruCtional clarity. Be clear, then you present information and

give directionS_tO your students.

Each\of the above prpscriptive areas and statements is the-subject of a

separate chapter .in the manual. In each chapter, the general

prescriptive statement s Made more explicit -by providing a rationale

for it, definition of terms, smd specific recommendations And guidelines

for implementing the prescription. To facilitate,understanding and uses

nUmerous case studies are provided along with several checklists which

contain specific behaviors and aCtivities for particular prescriptions.

An outline of thecontents of the manual is provided in' Appendix A.

Copies of. the manual are available thiough the R&D Center's

Communication Services office.

'The beginning-Of-the7year treatment group teach&rs were giVen the

manual at a workshop conducted in the week prior to the first day of

school. Teachers iere asked to read the entire manual., but tb give.

specil consideration to the five prescriptions dealing with the

beginning of school.

Beginning-of-year treatment teachers attended two 3-hour workshops.'

The first workshop (at which teachers received the manual) took place'

4 days.before the beginning of the.school year, and the second' (booster)

workshop ook plaoe'during the fifth.week of the school Year. 'All but

two'of the 23 treatment teachers attensied the first workshop. Copies of
0

the manual were-delivered to the two teachers who missed the workshop.

For the second workihop, teachers were allowed to choose either a

Wednesday afternoon or Saturday morning workshop. Fourteen attended on

Wednesday after class.hours, and seven attended on Saturday morning.

'.Two teachers did not attend the bodster workshop.



The workshops were organized to support the use of the manual,

rather than tor the presentation 6f.additional management strategies.

Copies of workshop agendas, Outlinesr and activity haddouts are in .

Appendix B. The befOretschool workshop was designed to introduce and

reinforce contents of the-classroom_management manuallwhile encouraging

some idteraction among teathers in similar grade levels. .The fiist

workshop. included an introduction and exPlanation of the project,

idoiguding an.explanation of the research basis for the contents of the

manual. A staff member discussed the objectives of the workshop and the

organization Of content in the manual.

'During the Workshop, teachers were divided into three geoups by

grade level taught. Each group met with a staff member'to overview and
0

discuss sections of the manual: "Planning Rules and Procedures," "First

Day Activities," or "Organizing Instruction.". About 35 minutes of
. ,

discussion was devoted to each of the three sectiOng. The .staff member

leading each small group gave a brief overview of the section's contents

and led the eeachers in a discussion of case studies or items of concern

to them reg4rding the particular area of focus. Teachers were

encouraged to adk questions and share suggestions, comments, and

experiences about particular management tasks. The three staff members

rptated among the groups of teachers so that all teachers were

introduced to all parts oi the manual. At the en&of the Workshop, the

teachers rejoined as a large group to view and discuss a 30-minute Video-

tape entitled, "The First Day of School: Effective Clagsroom Management

in the Elementary School" (Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development, 1980). 'This videotape, based on COET's,descriptive



management research', illustrates an effective teacheris first-day.

activities.

.The booster workshop was held during the fifth week of °the schoOl

year. The purposes of this workshop were: (a) to refocus the attention

,of the teachers,oriparts of the manual which would be useful throughout

the remainder of the school year; and '(b) to enable teachers to discuss

problems with other teachers and staff.members. :Three data sources were

used in planning for-this booster workshop:

-

I. A preliminary analysis of classroom data from observations made

in the first 3 weeks of school. Mean scores dn'each'of 49 observation

variables were computed in order to identify common problems in Classes.

of teachers in.the.treatment group.

2. Observer comments on teachers they had seen-two or more times.

Observers were asked to rate general level of management problems they

had Observed in particular classes and to describe the nature of

reCurring problems or difficulties. Observers did,tbis for all teachers

to mask group membership identification.

.3. Teachers' stated preference for workshop conient and

activities. In a telephone interview, teachers were asked to identify

their management problems or areas of concern or interest, to specify

topics they would like to have discussed at the workshop, and to suggest

activities or formats they would prefer for the session.

Two main areas of focus for the workshop were identified:

instructional organization and behavior management. Staff members

prepared brief scenarios illustrating management problems observed in

These two areas. These typewritten sketchesrof classroom situations

were used to structure small group problem-solving discussions. As
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teachers offered solutibns and exchanged ideas, staff members pointed

out areas In _the manual dealing with these prbblems and Offered

additional suggestions when possible. Teachers as well as staff members

contributed many good suggestions during'these discussions. To get

feedback on the teachers' uge f the manual in the first weeks of

school, the, CMIS staff asked teachers to fill out a briefluestionnaire

cohering how extensively they had read and studied each.of the 11

sections of the manual and how useful each prescription was to them.

Teachers in the beginning-of-year treatment grOup were asked not to

share the contents of the manual or workshops with other teachers or

school personnel for the duration of the study.

Descriptivn.of.,control group procedures and mid-year workshops.

The 18 teachers comprisihg the beginning-of-year control group did not

receive the management manual or associated workshops until either

December or February, At the beginning of the study, these teachers ,

were told that information obtained during claqssrOiim observations Would

be used-in the development of the mid-year workshops designed to address

their concerns and needs foi iMproving organization and management.

Classroom observation schedules and procedures were the same.for control

and,for treatment group classes. Teachers received no feedback or

suggestions-from classroom observers.

/rine of the 18 teachers in the control group participated in a

workshop in December, 1980, prior to the,Christmas holidays. The

selection of these teachers was.described in the earlipr section on

treatment and control group formation in the discussion of the basis fOr

a test of Hypothesis 3. Tfte teachers were Informed that the objectives

of the. workshOp were: (a) to provide them with the management manual;.
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(b)to introduce them tO its content's; (c) to discuss'areas of classroom

management in which problems had been observed; and (d) to describe ways

that the materials could be used to make changes and improvements in

classroom management beginning with the first day after the Christmas

holidays. Funding for substitute teacheis was provided so that teachers_

'could attend the half-day workshop during'school hours.

A

During the workshop the teachers were divided into two groups by

grade levels (primary and intermediate). Staff Mecepe'is met with the
4-

.groups to discuss behavior management and instructiOnal organization.

Behavior management problems discussed included impulsive students;

improving classroom behavior, children who ceme up without permission,

children calling out responses, and interruptiOns and distractions.

Instructional organization problems discussed included giving

directions, transitions, .heterogeneous classes, team teaching, and use

of groups. :Brief problem scenarios were used to introduce discussions,

and teachers were rcferred to relevant parts.of the manual. 'Teachers

and staff members discussed ways to,deal with the prOblems.

After the small group discussions, the teachers were given

suggestions for after-Christmas activities thai would help them

establish or improve Classroom management and organization in the new

term. These suggestions were keyed to the manual. .A.case study of as

effective teacher's activities on the first day after the Christmas

break was Tea(' and discussed by the group as a whole. Copies of all

workshop materials are presented in Appendix C.

On February 10, 1981, the remaining nine teachers in the control

group attended a workshop and received the management manual. The

purpose of this workshop was strictly informational and intended to

-36-
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fulfill our earlier agreement with these teachers to provide information

'about the study after data collection had been completed. Because this

workshop occurred after ,observations had ceased and; haa no bearing on

tests of hypotheses; no further description will be provided.

Data Collection

Observer training. Classroom observation data in the CMIS were

collected-by a team of 23 trained classroom observers. Most of the

observation team members had classroom teaching and/or research

experience. A total of 10 were R&D Center for Teacher Education staff

members; 11 were graduate students in Educational Psychology, Curricului

and Instruction, or related areas; and two were part-time employees with

graduate degrees and teaching experience. Observer training took place

during the month before school began and consisted of five full days

distributed over a week and a half. Observers received explanations of

the background, purpose, and design of the study, as well as guidelines

and directions for using tbe observation instruments. Tr,lining

activities included reliability checks, practice with videotapes of

classroom instruction, And other kinds of practice exerciaes.

Classroom observation schedules. Teachers were observed during

August through February, with emphasis given to tbe first 8 weeks of

school, in order to assess the treatmentls impact on the teachers and on .

their classes. Each teacher was observed on the first class day and on

seven other occasions during the first 8 weeks of school. For teachers

in the December workshop group, an additional observation was made i

November. From January through mid-February, each teacher was observed



four more times. Each observation lasted approximately 2-1/2 hours,

with about two-thirds of each teacher's-observations taking place in the

morning. Observers were assigned to teachers so that at least two

observers saw each teacher on several occasions.. Observers were not

informed about the group assignments Of thkteachers. To further

miniiixe obseiver bias, obgervers were told in training not to try to

guess to which group a particular teacher might be assigned, and they

were not provided access to.the management manuals and workshop

materials.

'Observation Instruments:

Narrative records. Narrative records were used to gather

qualitative data about classroom activities and behaviors of both

teachers And students. During each observation an observer recordea

notes on the Narrative Record forms. After the observation, the

observer used the notes to dictate more complete information onto a

tape, which was iranscribed to produce a typed record. The observer was

asked to preserve the correct sequence of the activities, noting teacher

and student behaviors and recording as many direct quotes as possible.

The length of the typed Narrative Record varied, depending upon the

complexity of the classrooi setting, behaVibrs, and activities, as well

as the skill of the observer in recording the details of classroom life.

Manuscripts for an observation in the CMIS frequently ranged between 20

and 30 typed, double-spaced pages. Training procedures emphasized

gathering information about dimensions relevant to management variables,

while they still allowed observers to note and record othex details of

classroom life. Written instructions provided to the observer during

training are shown in Appendix D. A portion of a sample narrative is



also provided for readers who are intereSted in the nature of the

qualitative data gathered using this teChnique.

Student engagement rates (SER). Two important dependent variables

in the CMIS are assessed using the SER instrument: class mean on-task

rates and the amount of unsanctioned off-task student behavior.

Beginning at a random1T determined t,ime during ihe first 10 Minutes Vf

each-obserVation, and thereafter every 15 minutes, observers stopped

taking notes for the Narrative Record and used the SER form-to record

the number of children in the class who were engaged in'academic or

procedural activities or who were off task, in dead time, or not

observable. Observers recorded approximately 10 SERs on the form during

each observation. Appendix E contains the training manual for ttie SER

form, along with a sample form. SER counts are converted to proportions

hy dividing the humber of students in each category (e.g., off-task,

unsanctioned) by the number of observable students present. A score for

each category in each observation is obtained by calculating the ave:age

of the SERs during that 'observation. Each time an su is completed, the

observer also records the type of activity and the lesson format, so

that'later analysis of these date by format or activity type is-

feasible.

The reliabilty of the SER measures has been determined,in several

studies, which have conducted reliability checks using observer pairs

present in the same classrooms at the same times. Using intraclass

correlations, between observer agreement of .70 or higher has been found

on most of the SER categories (Evertson, Emmer, & Clements, Note 11).

In the present study, two reliab4ty'checks were made. During training,'

observers used the SER to assess engagement forseveral video taped
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lesson segments. Their assessments were compared to eZpert (experienced

staff) assessments and Were in.satisfactory agreement.' Another cheat on

reliability was provided by comparing SER variable scores made by

different observers of the Same teacher., This check was made for

observations during Weeks 2 through 8. For each teacher, average SERs

wete calculated for eadvobserver who saw the teacher duringthat time

Period. 1.1traclass correlations were calculated to estimate the percent

of variance 9; each variable that was reliable. These coefficients are

reported in Table 4. As can be seen from the results, the offtask and

on-task SER variables show high levels of observer agreement kp. < .poo,

as does the estimate of student success made each time an SER was

recorded. The lower coefficients for academic and.procedural

distinctions may reflect instability in the.amount of academic.versus

procedural activities across observations, rather than disagreements

about the rate ofengagement in those activities. This likelihood is

supported by.the substantially higher coefficient for "on task" which.L;

a combination of the academic and procedural formats. The distinction

between "definitely" and "probably" is not worth preserving,in data

analysis. Finally, it should be pointed out that these estimates are

probably lower than would be obtained had observer pairs been present

for the same observation of each teacher. That is, because the

observers saw the teacher on different days, instability resulting from

interoccasion variation is present. Although this instability probably

lowered the reliability estimates for between-observer'agreement, the

reported coefficients are actually a better reflection of the true

generalizability of the variables because they reflect to a degree the

stability across observations as well,as observers' agreement.
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Component ratings (CR) and Addendum Component Ratings (AdCR).

After each observation the CompOnent Rating (CR) scales were used by the
;

observer to assess teacher an&student behavior on a number of

variables. The seVen Addendut'Component Rating (AdCR) scales were used,

'only during the'first week of schOol. The variables along with their

five scale pointa are defined inia coder a manual presented in

Appendix F. Student behaviors assessed with the CRs include the level

of disruptive behavior and inappropriate behavior, two variables used as

0
dependent variables (in addition to ontask and off-,:task engagement

\

rates) to assess treatment effects on student behavior. In additkion, a

variety of teacher behaviors are measured, many of which relate directly .

to one or more of the classroom management recommendations provided to

the treatment teachers. Thus, comparisons of the component ratings for

41

treatment and cont-:ol teachers provide tests of implementation of the

treatment recommendations. However, becauie the variabltis Are not

grouped by management areas on the CR instrument, reaclers will need to

examine tables in the Results section to identify variables with areas.

Estimates of reliability of the CR variables are given in Table 5.

These estimates are derived from observations in Weeks 2 through 8.

Because each teacher was seen by two or more observers, an estimate of

agreement between observers, could be obtained using the same analysis

procedures as was done with the SER variables. Each observer's CR

scores were averaged acrossthe observations they had made of the

'teacher. These observer averages were compared using intraclass

correlations for each variable. As with the SER reliability data, these

coefficients are probably lower than would have been obtained had

observer pairs been in the teachers' classrooms at tfie same time.

trp%
41
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Again, however,.the reported coefficients are a better estimate of the

actual generalizability of the Variables because they are also

influenced by whatever instability exists across observatiOns. The

reliability data indicate that most of the CR variables,are reliable.

HOwever 10 of the 49 variables did not have sufficient reliability to

warrant their use in tests of hypotheses of treatment/Control group

differences and these variables are not includept in data analyses

reported in theresults section of' this report.

Time Logs. The Time Logs provide quantitative -records of activity

sequences and time allocations during each observation. The observers,

using information from their Narrative Record notes, completed a Time

Log after each observation. Although Information from the Time Logs are

not used in tests of hypotheses in this'report, the data provide usefill

summaries of each observation and will be used in other analyses of time

use in'elementary school, classrooms. The observer guidelines for Time

Logs is shown in Appendix G.

Observer Ratings of Teachers (ORT). After the fourth week of

observations, a set of summary ratings of each teacher was made by

observers who had seen the teacher on at least two occasions. The

purpose of making these ratings at this time was to gather information
0

about teaching behavior and activities during the first month of school,

especially about variables that required several observations to assess

and/or that were expected to,occur relatively less frequently than most

variables assesSed on the CRs. The observer rating form is shown in

Appendix H. Reliability of the observer summary ratings was determined,

by comparing the ratings made by different observers of the same

teachers. These reliabilities are given in Table 6. About half of the



summary rating variab,les were reliable at the..05 significance level and

- will be used in snbSequent analyses. Most of the unreliable summary

rating variables foCused oft.frequencies of dif,ferent types of academic

- feedbadk provided to students or different ways inmhich teachers

tesponded to "comeups" by'students.
,

Narrative Reader Ratings (NRR). The-narrative assessment form was

developed for use by readers ofthe narratives in order to provide

quantitative summaries of relevant management variables. The assessment

form also helped to document the information available in the

qualitative data base provided by the narratives. Items were chOsen for

inclusion in the harrative assessment form either because they

represented variables of,interest in comparing the experimental'and

control groups in the-study or because they represented imporeant

dimensions of classroom management not adequately assessed using the

other instruments. Such variables include those which require multiple

/observations in order to render a satisfactory judgment, or which are

categorical in nature and required the classification oftthe tel,eher as

possessing particulaf management characteristics. For the present

report and associated analyses, narratives were read for a given teaCher

as a set. Readers were assigned to read all of the narratives for a

given teacher berning with the first day of class and extending k.

thibugh the eighth week of school. Reader reliability was checked by

comparing ra ings made by pairs of observArs who relad the same sets of
+op

narratives 20 teachers. The reliability of the various NRR variables

are shown in Table 7. The narrative assessment form itself is also

given in Appendix I. As can be seen from the table of the

reliabilities, 23 of the reader rating variables were significant at .05
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.
probability levels4and reliabilities for two were not significant at

Is 46. Variable's that were not significant were not used in any

analyses.

Other Data 4

Several other types of data were collected.in the CMIS. These data

were intended for use:in understanding the teacher's perceptions of the

treatments- and other activities in the study, and to obtain information

'44
about the classroom ConteXt in which each teacher taught.

.Management manual questionnaire. All teachers completed e-

questiOnneireAssessing their reactions to each section of the
4 0

.,,.msnagetent manual. The questionnaire is shown in Appendix J....4.The

'C.

teacher.'s perception of the usefulness of each section of the,manual was

assessed'by 11 questions, scaled.from 1 (not useful) to 5 (viry uSeful).

The degree to which the teacher reported:reeling and studYing each

section was assessed 6y 11 additional items, scaled Aromfl (none) to 5

. (studied this part carefully). Teachers in the experimental. group-uere

mailed the questionnaire prior to the booster workshop and were asked to'

bring the completed form to the workshop. Because teachers in the

control group did not receive copies of the management manual until

later in the school year, the questionnaires were mailed.to these

teachers prior to their interview in March; the questionnaires were

collected at the interview meetings.

Knowledge of management questionnaire. Ts questionnaire

consisted of 14 items'for which the teacher wrote responses.tt The

questionnairelorm is-provided in AppendiX K. Questions were designed

to assess the teacher's comprehension-of management principles in three

54
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areas: planning:(Items 1 to 5), behaVior managment .(Items 6 to 8) and

instfectional management'(Items 9 tO 14).:

After they agreed to participate in the'studn the treatment group

teache0 Vere mailed questionnaires prior to the ftrst workshop.
e'

Teachers were aske4 to coaplete the queationnaire and return it at the .

first workshop, Which took place at the-beginning.Of the year before.
.

school began. The control group teachers were mailed the questionnaire.'

later in the year, just prior to their workshops.. Thus, themtne

teachers'in the control group who participated tn the December workshop'
-

were mailed the questionnaire prior to that workably and turned it in at

the time of the workshop. The remainder of the control group, who
-

participated in the workshop in February, received the qnestionnaire

prior to that workshop and returned ft at that time.

'To score the open-ended responses on the questionnaire, the

questions were organized into the three main areas: planning, behavior

management, and instructional management. Teachers.' responses to these

three areas were then typed onto separate cards which were then

subjected to a Q-Sort by'members of the COET Project staff. A separate

sorting was done for each of the three areas. In ordar to' estimate the

reliability of the scores thus Obtained, the retell were'given subsets

of cards with overlapping membership. Inter-rater reliability was then

calculated separately for each sdale using,the paired ratings. The
,

.

interrater reliability for planning was .92,'for behavior management

.72, and for instructional-management .73. The intercorrelations altiong

the three snbsdales, using data for 33 teachers from whom complete

questionnairea had beeh obtained, prodheed .51 for Planning'and
A



behavior management, r Ns .31 for planning and'instructional management,

and r m. .39 for behavior management and instructional management.

Teacher'ihterviews. After all observations in classrooms were'

completed and all workshops had been conducted, each teacher.was

interviewed. The purpose of the interview-was to gather information

about the impact of the study on the teacher; perceptionii of the teacher

, -

regarding management issues in teneral, their reactions to events during
. - .

the year, And their perceptions and reForts of thdir experiences during

the year within the area of classroom management. The length of the

interviews varied but most were around 45 minutes to 1 hour in length.

The interviews were .tape-recorded and subsequently-transcribed. :The

interview questiops,for the treatment group teachers, the' December

'Workshop,group teachers, and the remaining teachers in the control group

were similar-in ma0.respieCts, but 4"few'questions differed because of

the differences in the teadhers' involvement in the studY. Copies of

0
the interview que,tiomare provided.in-Appendix L.

Results

This section will present the results of data analyses for each f
4

the four hypotheses and isome suliplementery results which check for

observer halo ox other bias in the observation cfata.

Irrdatment Implementation

Hypothesis 1: Teachers who axe 'pxovided at the beginning of the
school year with a manual and workshops whose contents,describe
effective management behaviors will exhibit iore of such behaviors
than will teachers mot-receiving the manual and workshops.

Classroom observation data. To.test this hypothesis, measures were

taken from four different instruments: Component Ratings, Addendum

Component Ratings, fourth week Observer Ratings of Teachers, and

Narrative Reader Ratings. Itese Apstruments provided inditatots of the
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teacheri' use 'of management behaviors included in the 11-prescriptions

in the' manual. For each instrument statistical tests were conducted to

determine whether treatment teachers exhibited more of the behavior than

control teachers. Results, grouped by prescription, are shomn in

Table 8. Numerous variables.measursd on the four instruments_were not

intended nor used to test Hypothesis 1, and xherefore, these variables

do not appear in Table 8. Such variables were inbluded in the instru-

ments in order to provide more descriptive data or for methodological

reasons. ,Because results for4these vari$bles are not included in

Table 8, separate tablds for each instrument's variables are provided in

.Appendix M.

The Component Rating items were $nalyzed by a repeated measures

analysis of variance, with group membership (control veisustreatment)

as one independent variable,and time ofiyear. as a second repeat2d

measures independent variable: the first week of school:, the second to

the fourt weeks of school; and, the fifth to the eighth weeks of school.

7

Previous research had shown that the firbt week of school.was different

from following weeks. Furthermore, a check on persistence of effects

over time was desired. Therefore, time was divided into three time

periods (first week, Weeks 2 to 4, Weeks 5 to 8) to allow a test for

Group x Time interaction. Results for all the CR variables are reported

in Table A (Appendix M), and CR variables measuring specific prescrip-

tions are listed in Table 8 under appropriate prescription headings. It

should be noted that two fewer control teachers and one lewer experi-
d>.

mental teacher were available for analyses of the CR data than for the

oAer instruments. Threeiteachers were transferred to other schools

.before the end of the first 8 weeks of observation. Their CR data were
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thus incomplete. Hqwever, they were retained in analyses of other

instrument's variables because sufficient observations had been made to

provide a basis for those asiessments.

Ttests were conducted for differences between treatment and

control groups for Addendum Component.Ratings, fourth week Observer

*Ratings of /aachers an4 Narrative tReader Ratings. Complete results are

shown.in Tabtes 10, 11, and 12 for these instruments, although variables

measuring implementaCinn of specific p-rescriptions are also listed by

those prescriptiOns in Table 8.

There are sevan variables taken from the four instruments discussed

above that measured \different aspects of Prescription 1, Readying sthe

1

Classroom. Two of these seven variables (Room was orderly and well

organized during the first week of.school, and Student name tags were

used effectively) were significantly greater (ja ( .05) for the treatment

group than the control group.

Of th( 10 variables measu g various aspects of Prescription 2i

Planning Rules and Procedure', aeven wexe signifidantly different

between treatment and control groups and all these differences were in

,the expected direction. Treatment teachers were rated as having more

Effigient administrative routines, more Appropriate general procedures,

ftWer Comeups while the teacher was engaged with another student, fewer

- Students cilling put without raising their hand, higher ratings on

Sufficient number and scope of workable procedures and rules for small

group activities, Sufficient number and scope of workable procedures fpr

whole class activities: and they were rated as having fewer iroblems

related to class verbal participation"



Five variables measured aspects of.Prescription 3 Consequences.

Two of these variables, Teacher follows through with negative:

consequences consiitently, and Teacher has an effective and ipproPria"te

system of consequences, were
significantly greater (2. < .05) for

treatment than for control groups.

For data analysis, Prescriptions 4, Teaching Rules and Procedures,

and 5, Beginning-of-School Activities, were combined. Treatment

teachers rated higher on seven out of the eight variables measuring

these prescriptions. Treatment teachers were rated significantly higher

on: Signals appropriate behavior; Teacher presents, reviews, or

discusses classroom rules or prdcedures; Presentation in the first week

includes explanation of rationale for rules and procedures; Rehearsal or

practice of procedures is included for presentation and Review of rule6

and'procedures in the first week of school; Teacher provides feedback

and review of rules and procedures during the first week; Teacher stays

in charge of sttdents in the first week of school; and finally,

Procedures and rules are well taught.

Of the three variables relating to Prescription 6, ,Strategies for

Potential Problems, treatment teachers were rated higher on two of

these: Manages interruptions, and Students with behavioral disturbances

are handled well.

Prescription 7 dealt with Monitoring. On two of the four variables

asssessing various aspects of teacher monitoring, treatmeni teachers

were rated higher than control group teachers: Effective monitoring

overall and Effective monitoring of transitions.

There were eight variables assessing teachers' use of recommended

behaviors in Prescription 8, Stopping Inappropriate Behavior. Treatment
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teachers were.rated higher than control teachers on half of these

variables and differences on theother four variables were in the

expected directions. Treatment teadhers were rated as: Managing

behavior more consistently; Stopping inappropriate behavior more

quickly; Citing rules or procedures in response to'inappropriate

behavior more often; and Ignoring inappropriate behavior less Often than

control teachera.

'Prescription 9 'dealt with Organizing Instruction. None pf the

three variables measuring use of recommended behaviors for this

prescriptioi significantly differentiated between treatment and control

teachers.

Seven variables measured various aspects of Prescrikion 10,

Student Accountability. Three of these variables showed significant

differences (2, < .05) between treatment and control teachers and all

other differences were in the hypothesized direction. Treatment

teachers wen, more consiitent in Enforcing work standarda,and were more

successful in Maintaining students' responsibility for work and in

Monitoring student progreas an& completion of assignments.

There were six variables measuring Prescription 11, Instructional

Clarity. Half of these variables showed significant differences between

treatment and control feachers. Treatment teachers were rated,higher on

Describes objectives clearly, Provides clear explanations for

presentations, and.when giving directions, Questions to determine

students' understanding.

Teacher self-report data. Additional information concerning

implementation of the CMIS treatment was obtained by examining treatment '

teachers responses to the manual questionnaire.
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questionnaire asked teachers to respond to two questions about each of

the 11 prescriptions or sections in the manual. The first question was:

"How useful did you find the suggestionsAn this tection?",And the

second was:, "How much did you read or study the contenS 'of this

section?" Teachers responded to the two questions separately on

different pages of the questionnaire. Mean treatment teschers'

responses for each of the 11 sections of the manual are shown tn

Appendix M. In general, teachers, Considered all of the sectiOns of the

manual moderately-to very useful and-said that they used someto many of

the suggestions. (Scale pane 3 for the question, "How usefUl did You

find the suggestions in each,section?" Was defined as "moderdtely

useful, used some of the suggestions, materials helpful." Airating of 4

for the'same question was defined as "useful and helpful, used many of

the suggestions.") Treatment group teachers reported that they used and

read prescriptions in the second half of the manual somewhat less than

those in the first alf, although mean usefulness ratings for these

latter prescriptions were still moderate. ,

Correlations computed between teachers' read and study ratinss and

their ratings of the usefulness of each prescription showed teachers'

responses to the two questions to be significantly and positively

correlated (e. < .05) with Pearson correlation values ranging from .65

for Prescription 1, Readying the Classroom td .31 for Prescription 3,

Consequences. These correlations indicated that teachers tended to use

and find helpful those prescriptiAas that .they read most thoroughly

and/or that they were more inclined t study sections which seemed most:

helpful. At any rate, few teachers''Whd.7,x ad a chapter rated its
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contents as useless or not helpful. Usefulntss ratings tended to be

somewhat higher than read and studied ratings.,

Additional information concerning implementation and'teachers'

perception of the treatment was obtained from the end-of-year

interviews. This information will be included in the Discussion

section.

A part of the analysis for Hypothesis 1 dealt with teachers'

persistence in their greater use of recommended behaviors. Results from

the repeated measures analysis of variance of the Component Ratings

taken over the first 8 weeks.of school addtessed this question and are

shown in the last column of Table A in Appendix M. The number of

significant Group x Time interactions is about at the level of chance

expectation. This result indicates that the differences between treat-

.

ment and control groups were constant over the first 8 weeks of the

study with no apparent diminution of effect. Of the 14 Component Rating

varielqes keyed to the management prEscription areas and which measured

teacher behaviors that showed a significant difference between treatment

and'control groups, only one (Teacher stops inappropriate behavior

quickly) Showed a significant interaction with time. This variable

decreased steadily for treatment teachers oirer the first 8 weeks of the

study; but increased slightly for control teachers and then decreased.

Theeffectwasordinal,lloweverand treatment teachers did stop

inappropriate behavior more quickly than control teachers throughout the

first 8 weeks of school.

Additional-information about the persistence of the effect in the

Treatment group wns obtained from plots of each of the Component Rating

variables showing means for treatment and control groups for each .of the
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three time periods. A fourth time point consisting of all

after-Christmas observations was included for ihe treatMent group.

(There was no control group'after Christmas,because half of these

teachers were selected for he December workshop on.the basis of having

management pioblems.) Plots for selected variables are included in

Apppendix N. A reviewoof the plots and main effects for time showed

that for a number of variables there was a significant change over time,

btit that this change was the same for both treatment and control groups

during the 8 week pdtiod. Both groups increased or decreased the same

amount, so the difference between the groups remained constant.

.o.

The plots also showed that the gre'atest change in behavior

generally occurred between the first week of school and the following

3 weeks. There were also Changes in many behaviors after the Christmas

-holidays, but these changes,were very slight, indicating that for avi

most part, treatment teachers maintained their use of these manageRent

behaviors during Jannary and February.

Effects on Student Behavior

Hypothesis 2. Teachers provided with the manual and wotkshops
at the beginning of the year will establish and maintain better
managed classes than will teachers not receiving the manual and
wokshops.

To"test this hypothesis, variables measuring .student behavior in the

classroom were taken from two different instruments: Amount .of

disruptive behavior and amount of inappropriate behavior were taken from

4 the Component Rating instrument and variables measuring student task

engagement (On-task all activities and Off-task unsanctioned) were taken'

from the Student Engagement Rate instrument. These variables were

analyzed with a repeated measures analysis of variance, with group

membership (control versus treatment) as one independent variable and
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time as a second repeated measures independent variable. Again, there

were three time periods: Week 1, Weeks 2'to 4,.and Weeks 5 to S.

Results are shown in Table 10.

In classes taught by treatment teachers.there was significantly

less (a < .05) inappropriate student behavior than in classes taught *by

control teachers. Treatment teachers' classes also had significantly

lower proportions (2 < .05) of students off task without the teachers'

permission (off-task, unsanctioned), and significantly greater

proportionsof students engaged in appropriate tasks (on task). These

results indicate that treatment teachers were ableito establisb better

managed classes than control teachers. This finding'is also supported

other indicators of management success shown in Table 11. Of these

eight vaiables, six showed significant differendes < .05).

The persistence of better classroom management was assessed' using

the ANOVA results-for the two Component Ratings (amount of disruptive

studeat behavior and amount of inapprnpriate student behavior) and the

Student Engagement Ratings. Th9tabsence of interactiols and the

presence of group effects indicate that the treatment teachers

maintained better managed classrooms across the first 8 weeks of the,

study. Disruptive behavior, inappropriate behavior, and stuaent

off-task and on-tabk engagement rates were plotted across four time

periods (the foUrth time period was only plotted for treatment teachers

as there was no control group after Christmas). These plots are shown

in Appendix N. A review of the plots confirms that treatment teachers

did maintain better managed classrooms and suggests that-these teachers

also maintained or tmproved their classroom management during January

and February.
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Midyear-Intervention

Hypothesis 3A1 Teachers who receive the treatment manual and a
related workshop during the year will subsequently exhibit improved
management behaviors, and

Hypothesis 3B. The levels of student task ehgagement and
cooperation in these teachers' classes will improve.

In order to identify a subgroup of control teachers who were

experiencing some management problems in their classes and who,

therefore, might benefit from a midyear intervention, class mean scores

for inappropriate and disruptive student behavior and sludent task

engagement in the first 8 weeks of school were computed, and teachers in

the control group weretranked on these measures. In addition, observers

were asked to provide written comments on several aspects of classroom

management in each class they had observed a number of times. Class

rankings on student behavior and observer comments were used to select

teachers to receive the CMIS manual" and workshop before the Christmas

holidays.

To determin ,-. the effect of the treatMent on the classroom

management of these teachers, two Sets of comparisons were made:

Average Student Engagement Ratings and Component Ratings for

observations conducted during Weeks 2 to 4 were compared with averages

for Weeks"5 to November, and averages for observatidns conducted during

Weeks 5 to November were compared with averages for January and February

observations. The purpose of the first set of comparisons was to .

determine if an increase,or decrease occurred in behavior prior to the

treatment; if so, a similar increase or decrease in the behavior after

treatment could not be attributed to the treatment. However, no change

in behavior prior to the treatment, but a change after the treatment,

'woUld suggest that the Change in behaVior tight be due to the treatment.
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The error term for these sets of comparisons was the error term obtained

by pooling over the three time periods; this pooled error term should be

more accurate because it is based on more obserliations.

Results are shown in Table 12. It appears that the before-

Christmas workshop did have some effect upon the behavior of the

teachers in the group. Teachers were rated significantly higher on the

following variables after the treatment: Teacher describes objectives

clearly, Monitors student understanding, Consistently enforces Work

standards, ReWards appropriate behavior? Stopsdisruptions and

inappropriate behavior quicily, and Manages interruptions. There is

little evidence, however, that the change in teacher behavior had an

effect on classroom management success: There was no significant

decrease after the treatment in the amounts of disruptive or

inappropriate student behaviors,.norin the percentage of students off

task without the teacher's permission (Off-task, unsanctioned) or of

students on task.

Before their interviews in.March, teachers who received the manual

at the before-Christmas workshop responded to the same manual

questionnaire that had been completed by the teaChers in the main .

treatment group. For each of the 11 prescriptions, they rated the

extent to which they had read and studied the manual and (separately)

rlow useful the material in the section had been to them. Their mean

rati4s for each prescription are shown in Table 9,T Consistent with the

teachers in the main treatment group, the nine before-Christmas workshop

teachers reported moderate to high levels of reading the manual and

finding the material in it helpful. Their responses were significantly

lower (2. < .05) than those of the main treatment group on only-one
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prescription, Prescription 2, Planning Rules and Prodedures. The

lefore-Christmas workshop group gaVe relatively, high usefulness ratings

to those areas of ihe manual dealing with managing student behaviort

monitoring, stopping inapprOpriate behavior, and dealing with proble9

students. They also rated the Clarity prescription relatively high.

These aspeces of classroom management had reeeived emphasis during. their

workshop.

Managemegt Practice

Hypothesis 4.. Teacher behaviors and activities identified as
being effective management practices in prior descriptive-
correlational research and included in thetCMIS manual will be
associated'with higher levels of .student task engagement and
cooperation in the present study.

To test this hypothesis, student cooperation was measured by the

variable', Amount of disruptive.behavior,,obt ined from the Component

Rating instrument. Task engagement was measured by average on-task

rates obtained froNthe Student Engagement instrument. Teacher

behaviors and activities were measured by four different instruments:

Component Ratings, Addendum Component Ratings, fourth-week observer

Ratings of Teachets, and Narratiye Reader Ratings. Student disruption

and on-task rates were averaged over all Observations and correlated

with measures of teacher'behaviors and aciivities. Two other measures

of 'cooperation, Inappropriate.student behavior and Off-task unsanctioned

behavior rates, were not used in testing Hypothesis 4, because

intercorrelations among all four student behavior measures (shown in

Table 13) indicated that they would produce a redundant pattern o

correlations.

Table 14 shows the correlations of the disruptive and on-task

variables with the teacher behavior variables, grouped by the 11 manual
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prescriptions. In the computation Of, these correlations, the COntri-

butions .to covariatiot fran group membership have been partialledout.

Thus, these correlations are no't affected by experimental versus control

group differenCes on the variables.'

An examination of the pattern of correlations in Table 14 indicates

that all ofthe prescriptive areas in the manual, except the coMbined

'Prescriptions 4 - 5 (Teaching Rules and Procedures 'and Beginningof-

Schbol Activities) had at least several variables possessing moderate

correlations with either the disruptive or the on-task behavior

variables. However, of the 16 correlationsi,between teacher behavior and

:student behavior in Prescriptions 4 - 5, only.four *ere significant and

node was higher than .43. ,
For some of the prescriptive areas, the

pattern and magnitude of the correlations were different for the two.

management criteria. Indidators of Room and Materials Preparation

(Prescription 1) and Consequences (Prescription 3) significantly

predicted on-task behavior but not disruptive behavic-,: rates. Moreover,

the correlations between on-task student behavior and the teacher

behavior variables tended to be stronger than correlations with

disruptive behavior in two other areas: Monitoring (Prescription 7) and

Organizing InstruCtion (Prescription 9). In Prescription 2 (Rulei and

Procedures),'Prescription 6 (Potential Problems), Prescription 8

(Stopping Inappropriate Behavior), Prescription 10 (Student Accounta-

bility), and Prescription 11 (Instructional Clarity), the patte'rn and,

strength of aasociation is similar for both management criteria and
4

generally one or more correlations are of at least moderate magnitude.

Taken as a whole, then, the pattern of within-group correlations

fo
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supports the recommendationa fOr management behavior and actiVities

presented .in the manual.

Analyses to Examine the EXtent of Halo and Other Observer 'Errors

A possible limitation on ifiterpretation of these results is the

potential for halo or other errors of observation. Halo would occur if

an observer developed, a general positive or negative set toward a'
0

'teacher and then allowed that set to influence assessments of behavior

on other.variables. For example, an observer might dec,ide that a
a

teacher generally does a good job and therefore would.be more inclined

to rate,the teachet's behavior as.more frequent or nre characteristic

on any positively stated variable, or conversely would tend to assess

-
thg teacher lowetqn negatively stated characteristics. Another source

-

of error or bias would occnr if the observer believed the teacher. to be

either the experimental co. control group. One might also expect

errors to be greater on variables which require a higher. degree of

inference to assess.

The problem of halo'and observer bias was combatted in several

ways. First, observers and narrative readers were not told the group

'membership of the teachers they observed at any time during the study.

Unlortunately, itwo narrative readers, because of their positions in the

study, could identify group Membership of the teachers. However, when

these readers' scores on the harratifie rating variables were compared to

other readers, no experimenter-bias in favor of the hypotheses was

detected. If anything, there was a slight tendency Inr knowledgeable

readers to make lower assessments of the.treatment teachers and more

positive assessments of the control/teachers than did the other.

narrative readers'. Another Step taken to avoid halo effects was to 'use

.
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variables which spedified observable behaviors as much as possible.

addition both observers and readers were cautioned to avoid formihg

general impression6 of teachers, and to 'bake every attempt to assess

each variable independently. Furthermore, obserVers were not shown
,

treatment manuals or workshop materials, inoorder to:avoid sensitizing

them to particular aspeCts of.the treatment recommendations. -

In spite of such attempts, the potential for observer bias and halo

was still present and could, of course,.compromise the integrity.of the

research results. For.eXample, suppose-the Observers, even without

direct knowledge of group-membership, formed a positive impression, of

.treatment teachers because tliere was less disruptive behavior i4 their

classes. This impression might then cause- halo errors when. the observery

made assessments of the teachers qn other variables. ,To some extent,"we

can infer from the fact that the ecperimental and control,group teacheis

do not differ significantly on some of the indicator variables in the

management areas as some evidence that halo and other bias, does not

Substantially effect the obtained results. 'However,'even the- ta.

nonsignificant variables show differences somewhat in favor of the

experimental group. This suggests that we still cannot be sure about

'.the extent of any bias. In ordef to estimate the success of the

procedures in reducing.Or eliminating halo and'other bias, a further

check was performed. A series.of teacher variables.was identified which

had been reliably measured and which seemed susceptible to halo, but

4hich did not relate directly to the recommendations in the treatment

,

manual. For example, "Class has a relaxed, pleasant atmosphere" (CR80

ls a'variaille which is not directly related to any specifio.treatment

component. Of course, it is plausible that over time, in a poorly



managed clats, high,levels of disruptive behavior might lead to'an

unpleasant climate. , However, there is little reason to expect

significant treatment-control differences during the first few weeks of

school. But1 1 observer bias or halo Was present, the,observer's
,

- atsessment of,the teacher.or class on such a variable might be affected.

The check which was made-was to compare expetimental and'control group
3

means during the first 4'weeks of obsetVation on nine variables

identified as mit directly relatekto the treatment, but which wotildbe

susceptible to halo or other observeriors. Thereaults of these

tests are presented in Tab1e 15..ptio significant effects were found and

no,pattern of differences favoring the experimental group was obtained.-

Assuming that this generalizes to variables, Which were used' to-assess -

treatment impact, then there appears to be no basis for presuming that

between-group differences obtained oa these'measures:are confounded by

systematic observer errors.

Discussion of Results

Results confirmed Hypothesid rand 2 of this,study: teachers who

received the manual and participated in two workshops at the beginning

of,the school year used the iecommended behaviors significantly more

than control group teachers, and they were able to establish and

maintain better managed classes, with higher levels of student task

engagement and cooperation. In only one of 11 CMIS Prescription areas

were no significant implementation effeCis found.

It *should be noted, however, that implementation of the CMIS

prescriptions was not an all or nothing occurrence, nor was good

management restricted solely to the treatment group. All of the

teachers, treatment and control, used some of the recommended behaviors,
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with varying degrees of success and consistency. In fact, examination

of group means on teacher management variables and student behavior

variables shows that control group teachers as a group were generally

effective managers. This fact may have attenuated treatment effects and

will be discnssed more fully latei. Nonetheless, cOnsistent differences

between mean scores on many of the classroom observatidn variables

indicated that the CMIS treatment as a whole had a positive impact on

teachers' classroom management. Interviews with the treatment group

teachers cbnfirmed this impact, and provided further information about

the treatment effects.

Factors Contribuping to IMplethentation
4r,

Before commenting on findings for individual presdriptions, the

acteristics of-the CMIS treatment that may have contributed to

implementation Will be discussed. The vincipal component of the

trdatment was a teacher's manual based upon results from prior

descriptive research, which was given to treatment teachers at

workshop before school began. The contents of the manual focused on

planning for and conducting'class in the first weeks of, school, and

managing student behavior. The iiming of the treatment was an important

factor in the,teachers' receptivity to the program. Faced with the

beginning of a new school year, most of the teachers were eager for

information that might help them in their planning and preparation. The

manual questionnaire they completed before the booster workshop showed

that material in the manual focusing on planning procedures and

conducting the first week of school.was reported to have been read and

1
sed by the teachers more than other parts af the manual. Another

actor that may have contributed to teachers' attedtign to the treatment
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manual before school began.was that the larger school district in.the

sample was undertaking a new busing program to achieve desegregation,

and there was heightened concern in the district 'about getting a good,

sEart,in managing student-behavior.

Occe teachers had been.in the classroom for several weeks, they

were ready to think more about maintenance and instructiohal problems.

The booster workshop concentrated on these areas of the manual. All

things considered, it appears that the treatment and its timing were

congruent with teacher concerns, and it seems probable that this

congruence contributed to implementation of the experimental program.
*

Interviews with teachers suggested other aspects of the nature of

'the treatmAt that affected iiplementation. First, almost all.of the

teachers said,the manual and workshops were very helpful because they

provided many concrete, specific, and practical suggestions. As one

inexperienced teacher ,commented:

Well, it seemed like I had heard everything before but had
never had it explained so thoroughly in such a practical

, sense. A lot of ideas in here I had in'college, but they
didn:t tell you how to do it. See, this tells you what to do
and how to do it. (T 26, p. 23)

Many cited the case studies as particularly valuable because they

provided concrete illustrations of how other teachers had implemented '

particular strategies. Most teachers stated that their preservice

preparation had given them little practical information about classroom

management, and almost -all of the teachers said that the contents of the

mahual would be-particularly useful for new teachers.

This is not the type of thing that We get in the
university. We just don't get this kind of Stuff. (The

manual includes) ome really practical things:' how to
actually plan a stepbYstep thing for the first day; how to
organize your room. That sort of thing. These are . . .
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things that people who haven't really done it need to know
about. (T 35, pp. 7-8)

A second generalization supported by the interviews was that

teachers experienced an increased awareness of classroom management

behaviors and classroom events as a result of theii participati= in the

study. One seCond-year teacher explained;

I was more conscious about what I was doing in the
classroom, and how I did things, how I carried through with
thinga I've maintained 4 consistency this year that I
didn't do last year.. And I think being in the program really
helpea me become aware of it, and see the importance'of things
likethat. (T 09, p. 2) .

Another less experienced teacher explained how the program helped her

think about what she did:

I'd been aoing the things but not knowing what I was really
doing...I had just happened to have a good model (in studeAt
teaching), so I was copying her, not knowing what. I was doing,
but it was working, (but this year) I knew exactly what I was
doing and what' the effect was. (T 11, p. 10)

Some said that the contents of the manual focused their attentiot on

,aspects of their nwn classroom management that theyohad not thought of

before or had,forgotten about. For example, one experienced teacher

said:

For, me, it was a real shot in the arm to stop and
reevaluate what I'd been doing so easily for seven years. ,I'd
gotten into such a routine that this made me stop.and go back
through and say, 'Oh, yeah, I remember. 'I used to do that
when I taught the first two or three years, and I've kind of
cut that out. That's pretty good. Maybe I ought to bring
that back.' (T 37, p. 14)

The end-of-year interviews included questions about teachers'

perceptions of the workshops, as well as the manual. In general,

teachers expressed very favorable responses to the workshops, although

they were not considered to be as° helpful as the manual. Almost all of

the teachers stated that the workshops were particularly valuable
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because they provided the opp rtunity to share and to exchange ideas and

solutions to tommon problem$ with other teachers.

/ .

really like ng able to share experiences and share
information and problem solving (It was helpful to hear)
rthe7way one person handled it and the way-another person
handled it; ancl(I liked) the way we !hared ideas. That
really helped me a lot. It.makes you feel like, well, there,
are people out there that are working with the sate problems
that I am. (T .09i p. 14)

Many of the less experienced teachers were relieved to find that other

teachers were facing similar difficulties, and most of the teachers said

that they hid little opportunity for shared problem solving with other'

teachers. The structure provided by problem statements, solutions, and

case studies in the manual (as well as that proyided by:workshop

leaders) kept workshop discussidas focused. When teachers heard other

workshop participants say they had had success with a derategy

recomMended in the manual, they were encouraged'to try it themselves.-

The CMIS treatment design did_not include a treatment group who

received the manual without attending workshops. Therefore it is

difficult to evaluate the extent to which the two workshops were

necessary for achieving treatment effects. This question of the

importance of workshops was addressed by the study by Crawford and

others at Stanford (Note 7) in which the treatment effects among

teachers who received the experimental program material without

attending any workshops were as strong as for teachers who did attend

workshops. However, our perception, supported by some of the teacher

comments in interviews, is that the workshops were itportant-in focusing

teachers' attention on the contents of the manual. They may also have

enhanced the treatment teachers' sense of accountability for following

the manual, as Coladarci-and Gage (Note 5) have suggested.
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Implementation of-Prescriptions

Analysis of results for each prescription shows that treatment

effedta were strongest for those prescriptions focusing on classroom
. .

rules and procedures (Prescription 2), conducting class in the first

week of school, including the teaching of rules and procedures

(Prescriptions 4 and 5), Arid managing student behavior (Prescriptions 7

and 8). No treatment effects were detected for variables subsumed under

Organizing Instruction, Prescription 9, but significant effects were

4ound for two areas -related to instruction: Student Accountabilkty

(Prescription 10) and Instructional Clarity (Prescription 11). -We'willi

comment on results for some individual prescriptions.or groups of

prescriptions as shown in Table 8:

Readying the Classroom. jew,effects werefoUnd for Prescription,

Apparently, both treatment and control groups in this sample did a gotid

job of preparing the setting for the beginning of school. However, some

significant differences appeared when whole sets of classroom narratives-

for teachers were read and rated (Narrative Reader Ratings). The effect

recorded in classroom narratives was a sense of greater order and

preparedness in classes of teachers who were using the GMIS manual.

Treatment effects were also found for the use of name tags in the

first week of school. Teachers in the treatment group were told to make

large, easily read tags for students and their desks andpo use these

tags as long as they were necessary (i.e., until teacher and students

knew all the names). Treatment teachers were also advised to plan the

tags and their use,so as to avoid problems in putting tags on or having

tags distract students or interfere with their work. While almost all

teachers used name tags the first day of school, more control group
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teachers failed to use them after the first.morning made (or let

students make) tags that were not readable from a distance, or used name

tags procedures that caused management problems.

Planning Rules and Procedures, and Strategies for Potential
. -

Problems. PreScription 2, Planning Rules and Procedures, was central to

the CMIS treatment, and Prescription 6, Strategies for Potential

Problems, was closely related, in that it reqdired preplanning of

strategies and procedures for coping with problems that were likely to

arise in the classroom. The CMIS manual provided a comprehensive check

list of areas and activitieS which need procedures, de well as examples

and case studies. And it also gave some guidelines for 'rules and

procedures based on research. Treatment teachers were rated as having

better, more workable pro6edures for most clavroomfactivitiop an4..fewer

problems related to inadequate procedures. Control teachers were mord

' likely to fail to give students enough information about *hat they were

- expected to do, anj they were more.likely co establish procedures only

in response to probl9ms that had arisen. The CMIS manual appears to

haVe helped treatment teachers to devise effective classroom procedures'

proactivély.

Teaching Rules and Procedure; and First Week of School Activities.

Prescriptions 4 and 5 were also part of the cbre of the CMIS treatment,

and implementation effects were strong and consistent for these

prescriptions. Suggestions in the teacher's manual were fairly specific

about what teachers should include in their lesson plans for. the first

days of school and how they should teach students procedures and rules

during this time. Several case studies at different grade levels were

provided in the manual. In addition, the video tape viewed by the
,
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teachers during the first workshop showed many of the recommended

behaviors foi the first day of school. The interviews of many teachers,

especially of inexperienced teachers, indicated that they used these

models extensively.

_Consequences,. Monitoring, and.Stopping Inappropriate Behavior.

Results for these three prescriptions indicated that the.CMIS treatment

had a positive impact on teachers' behaviors directed at.maintaining

appropriate student' behavior. In general, consistent differences

'-
favoring treatment geoup over control group were obtaineV,A.ndicating

that tkeatment teachers were more consistent and effective in monitoring

student behavior and dealing with mibehavior.

With respect*to Prescription 3, Consequences, treatment teachers

were enCouragett.:to plan and to use conaistentir both dtirrePts;-41nd
.

rewards to encourage students to follow classroom rules and procedurei.

Differences between treatment andtcontrol groups for rewards were not

significant at 2 < .05, but significant effects were found for

Consistent use of negative consequences, and for appropriateness and

effectiveness of consequence systems as a whole.

Results for the prescriRtion focusing on monitoring of student

behavior indicate that teachers can be helped to develop a greater

awareness of student behavior in their classroom. The manual emphasized

the importance of monitoring as a classroom management skill, and

worksbop activities also focused attention on this problem, including

discussion of waSrs tp be a better monit6r, when to monitor ind what to

look for.

Other keys to managing student behavior were discussed in

Prescription 8, Stopping Inappropriate BehaVior. Teachers were advised
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to deal with student misbehavior promptly and consistently. -Although

0

' both groups of teacherg dealt quickly with disruptive student behavior,

treatment teachers were more prompt than controls in handling other

kinds of misbehavior; as indicated by higher means on t,he variable,

stops inappropriate behavior quickly. Examples of inappropriate (but

nondisruptive) behavior include wandering around the room, task

avoidance, or not following established procedures! The purpose of

dealing quickly with such behavior-is to prevent it from becoming more

widespread and to avoid inconsistency in stated and practiced

procedures. The lower levels of.both disruptive and other inappropriate

,beha ior suggest that the recommended strategy was successful when

implemented. It should be,noted, however, that teaohers in the

,

treatme4t, group were told that under certain circumstances,ineppropriate

behavior could be ignored or handled with delayed feedback. Guidelines

for what might be ignored included: '(a) The problem is momentary and is

not likely to escalate; (b) it is a minor deviation; (c) handling it

would interrupt the flow of the lesson.; (d) other students are not

involved. Comparison of group means for the Narrative Reader Rating

variable, Ignores inappropriate behavior when ignoring is appropriate,

indicates that tr atment group teachers were not excessive in their

attention to inapp riate behavior. Along these lines it is importaht

to note that treatment teachets greater success in managing student

behaviors was not atthe expense,of a relaxed', pleasant classroom

climate. Results.for the_Component Rating variable, Class has a

telexed, pleasant atmosphere (Appendix M), showed no difference between

treatment and control group means.



'Organizing Instruction. Prescription 9 was the_only part of the

CM1S treatment for which no significant treatMent effects were found.

This section of the.manual contained some guidelines and suggestions for

, .

helping teaChers organize instructidn tb provide learning activities at
-

suitable leVels for all their students,within -.practical imits. It

included brief suggestiOns for modifying whole group actiVities to

accommodate different'leVels-of stUderits, using learning centers,

managing stall grOup activities, an&adjusting instruction for low

academic level:students. SeVeral factors may haVe dontributed to lack

of effects for thia prescription. First,_many of the,recommendations in

.

this section were less concrete than some of those or other

prescriptions, and therefore depended More on teachers' knowledge and

judgeMent to oPerationalize thee effectively. -Findings frOm:previous

experimental classrooM research (Good & Grouws, 191' C awford et.al.;

, Note 7) indicate weaker or no results for this kind)3flireatment

variable. It was also more difficult to measure implementation of this

prescription reliably, and several relevant Component.Ratings were

unusable because, of low reliability. A final consideration is the

, possibility that the.material in the treatment manual may have been

inadequate to have significant impact onthis complex aspect of

classroom organization and management. Clearly, more research is needed

in this area.

Student Accountability. The student accountability prescription in

the CMIS manual presented information to help teachers deVelop

procedures to'keep children responsible for their work. Five aspects of

accountability were outlined and strategies contributing to each_were

-.listed and discussed. The five areas were:
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1. "Clarity of overall work-requirements

2. Procedures for communicating assignments and instructions

to students

3. Teacher monitoring of workin progress
0 P

4, loutines for turning in work,

5. Giving regular academic feedback to students.

Results of the study indicated that the treatment was successful in

making teachers more aware of the importance of encouraging and

facilitating studeht responsibility for work, and this awareness had

positive idpact on their observable behaviOrs in class.

Instructional Clarity. Although the instructional clarity

prescription,.was not the primary focui of the CMIS treatment,
r

oignificanf effeots were found. The manual emphasized two specific

strategies for increasing clarity: describing objectives or purposes of

activities to students and questioning to determine students'

understanding when giving directions. Both 'of these strategies were

tiSed significantly more by treatment. group teachers, and treatment grouv

.teachers were rated significantly higher on the variable Clear

explanations and presentations. (However, the variable Clear

directions was not significant at .2. < .05.) Effects of the CMIS suggest

that while components of instructional clarity may be too complex

or global (e.g., anticipating students' problems with curriculum,

appropriate pacing) to affect with a simple intervention, other

components of teacher clarity are amenable to a'simple, direct

- intervention.



Discussion of the Before-Christmas Workshop Group Results

The third bypothesis of the study focused on expected changes in

teacher and student behaviors in the classes of the nine control group

teachers who attended a workshop and received the CMIS manual before the'

Christmas vacation.- Only limited support for this hypothesis was

obtained: Group means on some iMpOrtant teacher management behaViors

were significantly improved after the workshop, but no corresponding

improvements in student behavior were detected.

The areas in which some significant treatment effects on teacher

behaviors were found were in Maintaining student accpuntability for

wqrk, Handling student misbehavior promptly, and Rewardi,appropriate --

student behavior. Also, in one aspect of insttuctional clarity,

Describing,objectives clearlY, a significant Clange was detected for the

group. These changes,in teacher behavior, ihough modest, seem likely-

for two reasons to have resulted from the treatment intervention.

First, an examination of the group's means during thetve) preceang

blocks of observations (Weeks 2 tO 4 and Weeks 5 to November)'do not

show an upward trend. Thus, the increase in_these behaviors in Januazy

and February would not be attributable to a long-term trend upw.VdyNor
V

does the same increase in these areas in January-February appear in the

data for other teachers not in the December workshop. Second, all these

areas were emphasized in the workshop and were reported by the teachers

to haVe been more useful than other areas of the manual. It should be

noted, however, that in each qf the Sreas in which a significant effect

was found, there were important related variables for which no .

significant changes were found. For example, althodgh this group's

ratings improved significantly on Stops disruptive sgtudent behavior
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quickly and Stops inappropriate student behavior quickly, there were no

significant imprOvements in the group ratings for Effective monitoring

of student behavior, Consistency in managing behavior, or ignortng

ina ropriate or disruptive behavior.- Desctibes objectives clearly (on

which significant effects were detected) was only one of several
fece

variables related to teachers' instructional'clarity. No effects were

found for the other clarity variables. 'With the possible exception of .

the student accountability area, no robust patterns of treatment effects

occurred for this group. In view of the yeti? modest changes in teacfrer

behaVior, Che lack of treatment effects on student behavior is not

surprising.
\,

Several-possible factoes affecting.treatment implementatiI of dhis

group were considered: ateachers' perceptions of the program end of

-

their classes, the number of workshops provided, and the timing of the

4*intervention. There were two sdurces of information about teachers'

perception pf the usefulness of the CMIS material 'and their self7reports
5

4-

of use of>he prigram: the CMIS manual''questionnaire and the

end-of-study interview. :On the questiionnaire,)teachers' responses in

the before-Christmas workihop g were,significatItli'differeht Trom

those of the main treatment,group on only prescription, Prevription 2,

Planning Rules and Procedures. Overall, howeverthe-be fore-Christmas

. workshon,group reported they read the-entire manual somewhat less than

2. did the,other group, although as a group they rated ie as high on the

usefulness scale.as the Ereatment.group did. When individual teachers'

reports were consideredhowever, some distinct vaçtatio*s were seen,
, .

and thes'e variations became more meaningful en teacher interviews were
. ,.

examined. Tko^teachers reported the treatment had

l

ot inffiiencdd the

A
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way they taught after participating in the study, althoush one reported

using "a couple of stiggestions." One of these repbrted not having used

any information obtained from the manual or workshop. Both were

1

experienced teachers who expressed fairly high levels of satisfaction

with their classes. (Compared with the other teachers in the

before-Christmas workshop, they had in fact fewer management problems,

although they had been chosen for that Workshop because, relative to all

4

of the control teachers, their classes had management problems. It

seems c/ear that these two teachers did not perceive they had a need to

make any changes in classroom management and, therehlore, they were not

receptive to the CMIS treatment.
0

The other seven teachers in the before-Christmas workshop gtoup

seemed to recognize that they could imprOve their, classroom management,

,
ae least in some ateas, and they reported using contents of the

tredtment tO 4arying degrees. Several areas, stressed in the

gefore-Christmas workshop were mentioned by these teachers as being

hellful. One teacher mentioned that.after talking about consequences in

the workshop and studying the manual she was able to institute a more

effectiv procedure for stopping student bisbeildvior quickly.

Consistent with the finding that these 4'eadhers rewarded appropriate

behaViOr' signifiCantly more aftee the treatment, one teacher reported,

I think I'm giving more immediate
. -

, on going to the workshop. BefOre
the class or Me.ybe somewhat later
praise and immediate reward . . .

I'm,ge5ting more positive ghings

.

prkise t9 the children, chased
I'think IEtould wait until after
,l'hut now I'm it-Ving fmmediate
"(the siudentg are)'a lot bettee.
feourthem. (T 28, p. 2)

The befote-Christmas workshop emphasized that the teacher's' and

4

students.A.retunm to school.atter'the long Christmas holiday was an

opportunity fc(r a'feesh start; teachers were encouraged .te. reexaminec'all



1

of their class procedures and rules and to revise and reteach them to

students during the first week back. A case study providing a model

lesson plan for the first day after Christmas vacation was given to the

teachers in the,workshop. Two of the teachers reported that they used

thigs lesson plan for the day after Christmas. One teacher said,

I used the whole new lesaon plan for the daY after. Thinking
back on previous years, it went a lot smoother. I knew eIctly
what I-was going to do and when, and just the whole day w
beautiful. (T 28, p. 7)

Classroom observation also stiowed thaC several of the teachers followed

some suggestions fot reviewing or reteaching of procedUres and ru/es

that day. Howevar, classroom observation measures before and after the

4

Christmas workshop did not indicate that as a group the teachers made

significant improvements in the procedures and rules used in their
I

classes. 'It seems.likdly that the beginning of the school year is the

best time for an intervention-of the gort used in this study.
.

Interventions durIng the ye'lezlnay require' more personal'support and
,

feedback for the teacher, and more extensive treatments.

The teachers' seif-report data showed there was a range of teacher

responses to the CMIS mid-year treatment. Classroom observation data

were also examined for variitions in implementation within tfie group.

Individual teacher's average ratings on student and teacher behaviors im

the petiod from Week 5 through November were compared to the teacher.ts

-
'ratinis after the treatment to see if there Were some teachers who

' implemented the treatment more than otherth Five of the nine-teachers

exhibited 'some positive and some negative changes in their mangement
. , .

vrr -ea.%

'behavior on the Co4onent Hatings,,and ho su stantial chafiges in student'

. behavior were observed'in thei&4classes. sing as a criterion for
4 r

,

change a befofe-after differente,.of one-half point,'one teactler

:
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exhibited lower ratings on 15 of the Component Rating variablei and only

two higher ratings, but had4 improvements in student behavior. (This was

one of the teachers mbo reported:not using the manual or workshop

information.) Three teacher4 ekhibited positive changes on 14 or more-
!

Component Rating variables: All three of these teachers showed pOsitive

changes in student behaViOr, but only one teacher's student behavior

change was substantial. For this teacher, the average student On-task

rate Iefore the treatment was 81% and after the treatment it was 95%.

410

The Off-tadk, Unsanctioned rate prior to the treatment was 16%;,after

the treatment it wak 3%. This' teacher also eXhibited the greatest
%

nuMber of positive changes in her management behavior; with changes of a

half point or higher on ratings ok 27 classroom management variables.

Thus, iT appears that.the mid-year CMp treatment had most of its

impact on three of the nine teachers who participated in the

before-Christmas workshopc, andea substantial effect on one of these

teachers.

Relationship of Management Practices to StudentlBehavior

As noted in the presentation Of results for Hypothesis 4, most of

lhothe management practices which were part of the treatment

1

recommendatiOns recelved support from significant correlations with the

management criteria of studeat disruptive behavior and/or on-task

.behavior. The exception is the area which rept sent a combination of

Prescriptions 4 and 5, Teaching- R4es and Proc4ires and Beginning-of-
.' .

School Activities. -For this area, only fair of 16 indicators were

significantly correlated with the criteria and the significant.4

clrelations were at fairly low levels.- In contrast, another.area,

Rules,ahd Procedures, has Mtn), more indicatots wit# significant And

8 6



stronger correlations. Assuming.that both areas are adequately

represented by the indidator variables, then a reasonable conclusion is

that developing a system of rules and procedures that clearly specify

student behavior is more important than the means used to communicate

the system in the first week. We cannot say that Prescriptions 4 - 5

'have no importance, because a few of the indicators do significantly

predict Management results; for exaMple, Clarity of presentation of

rules, procedures, and penalties duting the first,week of school is

correlated -.43 with Level of disruptive behavior throughout the year.

The conclusion that this area is less important should probably be a

cautious one for another reason. .Most of the behaviors used as

indicators in this area were assessed only during the first tie& oE

school. This was done becauie most of these behavioss'are pertinent

specifically to this time of year and generally cannot be observed witil

any frequency at other times. However, the disruptive and on-task

-.behavior rates are based upon averages of c.11 observations through

February. Thus, the lower relationships found for this set of

predictors could have resulted from temporal factors, a common

occurrence ih longitudinal research. It may be that the -area is an

important one for initial management success. However, itt effect on

long7term results may be indirect and mediated by othei variables. This

interpretation is partially supported by an examination of correlations

between the measures of variables in this area and theManagement

criteria uipasures from the first week and Weeks 2 .through 4 only.

,

Generally, for the disruptive behavior criterion,Thigher and more

Significant correlations re found than when all observations were
P

.

pooled. gowever, correlAtions with on-,task rates were, if anything,

4,



lower. This suggests that behaviors in this area have a contemporaneous

effect, at least on distuptive behavior, and that the effect somewhat

diisipates over time.

In several of the management areas, including Materials and Room

Preparation, Monitoring, Consequences, and Organizing Instruction, the

correlations of teacher behaviors with on-task student behavior were
6

generally stronger than for disruptive behavior. This difference could

be due to these areas being less important in preventing disruptive

behavior than they are in promoting higher on-task rates: The areas

which indicated-similar patterns of correlation for both criteria were

0
Rules and Procedures, Stopping Inappropriate Behavior, Student

Accountability, and,Instructional Clarity. Correlations with the

disruptive behavior criterion' are generally at higher levels in these

latter areas than in the earlier cited areas.

If individual variabIes1 rather than areas keyed to the management

manual, are identified which are most strongly correlated .(negatively)

with student disruptive behavior, the best predictors are. Appropriate

general procedures (CR3b), Efficient small group procedures (CR3c),

Consistency in managing behavior (CR5c), and Teacher consistently

enforces work standards (CR1k). Students call out without raising hands

(OAT13) showed a strong positive' correlation with disruption. Thus, the

strongest prediction fo'; reduce6114isruptive behavior comes from

variables refleCting a classroom setting with carefully designed

procedures and their consistent application. In other words, more

clearly defined expectations for behavior reduce the likelihood of

disruption; conversely, the lack of suitable procedures. and



inconsistency creates conditions which encourage the initiation of

disruptive beh Vior.

When indivi ual variables, rather than areas, are considered as

predictors Of on-task behavior; then the strongest correlations are for

Student success '(CR4c), Attention spans considered in lesson design

(CR4b), Clear directions (CR1d), Clear explanations and directions

(CR1i), Efficient administrative routines (CR3a), Teacher monitors

student understanding (CR1j), and Effective:monitoring (CR5d). Thus,

..promotikon of student on-task behavior throughout the year is most

strongly predicted by teacher behaviors that indicate an ability to

match'task demands to student characterisEici, to communicate dearly,

1,

and to monitor effectively.

The contrasting set of the §trongest predictors for on-task

behavior and for disruptive behavior probably reflects the nature of ihe

two criteria. The greater structure provided by a well-developed system

of procedures and by consistency has a greater impact on preventing

deviant behavior, but this preventive feature does not necessarily

maintain children's engagement in class activities, or dt least it is

not the main contributorto that engagement. However, the teacher's

ability to match task demands to children's characteristics, to

, communicate clearly, and to monitor contribute directry to maintaining

the children's involvement in classroom tasks._

While much of the previous didbüssion has concerned differences

results for disruptive and on-task behavior, it-is the case that most of-

..,cttlianagement areas ident4fied in the treatmeAt materials were

predictive of both criteria to ibme degree. Thus differences in results

for the two criteria are mainly i matter of differences in the degree of

,
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relationship. Generally, the correlational results support the areas of

management identified in earlier iesearch.

It should also be noted, however; that the data are being treated

,quantitatively aggregated, over all observations. This approach seems

most reaionable for addressing the question in the hypothesis of whether

the management areas represented in the treatment matertals are indeed,

predictive of managethent success as defined in the study. However, many

other kinds of analyses Of these data are possible, including an

identification of relationships between variables when aggregated over

smaller units of time or when considered on a period by period basis.

Furthermore, the ahalysls of the narrative data via a series of summary

assessments is only one fomof narrative analysis. Other,-ways of

5

treating these.qualitative data include case studies of particular

teachers, descriptive summaries of partiCular prevalent classroom

activities or styles of management, analysis of particular actimity

structures and so on, Such analyses.sre beyond the scope of the

present report, but are plannedfor this data base and will be the

subject of subsequent reports.

LimitatiOns

The results presented'in this report can be given a limited causal

- interpretation. Causality can be inferred because the treatment

-intervention was directed at the teachers, whose behavior in areas

relevant to the treatment subsequently was observed to differ in many

respects'from that-of control group teachers. Because differences in

student behavior were also notedj'etween the groups and because the

assignment of teachers to groups was random, it is nferred that the

teacher bahaviors.affected or influenced the students' behdviors in the

#
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sdy. Holever, because the treatment was a complex one, involving many .

I-related behaviors and activities, we cannot draw firm conclusions about ,

which area or areas are critical. The magnitude of correlations

discussed above provides some evidence of the relative importance of the'

teacher behaviors in the prediction of either student ontask or

disruptive behavior. However, the faCt that each area has variables

correlated with the criteria and the absence of a valid model which

allows a hierarchical ordering of the potential contributors to

management success prevents us from settling on a more restricted set of

causal factors. In this case, parsimony may be a false goal, because

each of the management areas, esicles being empirically linked to

management success, is logical relevant as well. Thus, each area is

potentially worthy of further research'and use in teacheeducation

programs.

Importanttactors ich limit generalizability are thessample'of

teachers and the pa ticular conditions in the school district at the

time of the study. describedearlier in the Methods section, most of

the teachers Ind schoo re participating in the first year of a

crosstown busing program. As a cdhsequence, the district had

implemented an extensive program to ease the transition,.part of which

involved an emphasis On establishing procedures at the schools to handle

problems caused by the busing program, to sensitize teachers to

potential problems, and to establish some ways to deal with them. In

addition, the district had for several years been promoting attention.to

management issues and programs, such as effective usg of classroom time,

Reality Therapy, Assertive Discipline, and Teacher Effectiveness

Training. 'In f*act,,materials and workshops based op the COET Project's

-al- 91
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prior management research had received limited circulation to teachera

and wide dissemination to mid-level-administrators in the diatrict.

Thus, the teachers in the study probably had more than an average

exposure to concepts relevant to the treatment. Of course, this would

affect equally both control and experimental grouRowimpver, it would

tend to lessen the potential for any treatment effect. The sample was

also probably biase/ d by a volunteer effect. We infeLthis from Wo

sources of evidence. First, only about 75% of the teachers who were

contacted chose to participate in the study. In our earlier third-grade

Classroom Organization Study, the volunteer rate had been substantially

higher, including nearly all of the eligible teachers contacted in the

eight schools' participating fn that study. In the earlier study, we

made face-to-fate contacts with the teachers; in this study, telephone

contacts were made to request participation, and the less personal

approach may have reduced the rate of acceptance by teachers who were

less secure about their management capability. The second piede.of

evidence comes from a Comparison of the on-task rates in the.tko

studies. In the earlier.Clavsroom Organization Study, a subgroup of

about 25% of the teachers had been identified as highly effective

managers based upon multiple criteria. Their on-task rate was 86%

during the first 3 weeks of the school year. A subgroup of least

effective nianagers in the COS had an on-task rate of75% during'the

first 3 weeks of school. In the present sttidy, the average on-task-rate

in the control group during a roughly comparable period of time (the

first 4 weeks) was actually a little higher than that of the'more

effective managers in the earlier study. In addition, an examination 0

the means for teacher management behaviors of the control group in this

-
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study' shows that the level ofverfortanee was 'consistently rated as

already present to.at least a moderate degree. Thus, thelpossibility is

strong that the present study's sample has over-represented better

Managers and under-represented teachers who experience management

problems. Given a sample of teachers who were on the average already

capable minagers, the opportunity to demonstrate a substantial treatment

'effect was limited.- We difd obtain significant effects, tut they were

:moderate rather than large. Had the sample seen more representative of

management caphbility in the population of teachers, it seems reasonable

to conjecture thnt greater effectè would.have.been found. Of course, we

Cannot say With certainty that thi6 is the case. It is possible

(although; we think,'not likely) that-the treatment recommenaations ana

materials can te implemented ind work well for teachers who are

reasonably good managers, but would not work in-the classrooms f

teachert who are somewhat less caPable.

A consideration in interpreting the results is the general

absence of interactions between time (week 1, weeks-2-4, weeks 5-8) and

groups (treatment versus control). This can be revrwed from two

perspectives. One view is that initial differences In teacher and

student behaviors caused by the treatment.condition were maintained and

did not diminish with time. This suggests that the management behaviors

were compatible with the classroom settings in which they were used.

4 4
Another view is that if the management strategies were optimal, then

k

differences between the groups should increase over time because the

control teachers would experience some decline while the experiment 1

, teachers would continue to improve their practice of the recornuynded

tehaviors.- Our reSults support the interpretation, that, once



(7

establinhed, patterns of management behavior are persistent and not

easi y changed. Change, if it occuts, is, most likel if:the teacher

lepe eives a discrepancy between what is and what should be. Our
0 .

interviews indicated that the teachers generally were satisfied with the

management systems in their classrooms. Furthermore, our bbsdTvations

indicated that most of the experimental teachers did, indeed, have

reasonably well managed classes. Futhermore, the treatment did not

involve personallzed feedback to the teachers, a.strategy that might

have provided more motivation to improve because iVicould have targeted

weaker aspects of management behavior4or individual:teaChere.

the competing demands for the teacher's titie andenergy must be

considered. Thus, given a successful start, no strong reason to alter
e.

behaviors established in that sood beginning, and themany
-

non-management.tasks and concerns facing the' teachers, it is reasonable

to expect, if anything, reduced emphasis on management'concerns over

time.
41

-

Topics for Further Research'

The major features of-the GMIS experimental treatment

identifying expectations for behavior, translating these into a

procedure and rule system, teaching the system during the first few

weeks of school, monitoring carefully; using the system consistently,
0

and communicating clearly -- are preventive rather than reactive

strategies. The treatment is also primarily group focused, rather.than

-

targeted towas4(,individual students. In contrast, other management

strategies, derived from behavorist or operant research or from the

humanist-psychotherapeutic tradition, commonly adopt a reactive,

individually focused persPective. Much of that literature and research



is addressed to helping teachers who encounter a'problem-with individual:

student behavior, rather than Organizing and managing classes to prevent

problems. The contrast.between the two approaches is somewhat overdrawn.

because.this study's treatment does include some,attempt to help

.teachers respond disruptive behaVior, and because the operant and

humanist literature occasionally inCludes attention to preventiye,

measures. Bowever, mbre integrative research would be useful in

identifying the extent to Which Preventive and reactive strategies

complement each other or function independently. For example, Kounin

(1970): conclUded after Several classroom studies produced negative

results, that "desist" procedures (a reactive strategy) were

inconsequential in effectingq?etter management, whereas more proactive

behaViors (e.g., "Withitness") had a demonstrable impact. .0f course,

1*
not all reactive strategies involve "desist" behaviors, aneteachers

clearly need systematic ways:of dealing with disruptive or other

inappropriate behavior. A helpful-step in the research process would be

the development of a conceptual model which would integrate both

preventive and reactive strategies. Future research could ;hen examine

components of the model and their effects on VariouS management

oOtcomes.

Another useful direction for further research may be the inclusion

of information about student and teacher attributions or perceptions.

Recent resgarc# has shnwn marked effects of student attributions for

management relevant behavior such as praise (Brophy, 1981). It may well

be that the effeCts.of particular management strategies depend upon how'

the students and teachers perceive the purpose of the behavior and theirs

.4
evaluation o Lt.
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Results of this study suggest that the principies'of classroom

management in the CMIS treatmelme are, in general, appligabla td

classrooms in grades- one through six and can,be utilizerwith some
./

-
success, by- teachers of a variety of experience levels. More research is_

.

needed to describe in greater:detail classroommanageMent as-it 4)-

interacts with.important context variables euch ab class.composition

(student aptitude levels, range of aptitude leVels within classea; agg

g grade levels, ethnicity, SES), school organization patterns, teacher

characteristics, and cudiculum (sabject matter, curricular goalfs, types

of instructional activities). Current work in junior high school

settings (Emter, Sanford, 41einen1d, & Martin, Note 12) ;suggest that
:

,

siMilar principles operate in grades seven.awreight, but noresearch'

,

has described effeCtive classrooM management in, :for example, inner city

'ligh schools. In ad4tion, work by, Rossert (1979). Kounin and 'Doyle

,

(1975):Gump (Note 13), ancYotilers suggests that diflerent Subjects ane'

the different instructional activities or workssettings associated .ith

,4

'them may affect classrnom management. Curritulum-related differeimes

may have more impact On, management in eecondary cladsroOrns ihat in

self-contained elehntary classrooma, and furtherlresearch in this area

k

may call for a more ategrated approach to teacher behavior, student

.0 behavior, and curriCuluM content.

,

To some_extent, reanalyses of data frot'large-sCale studies; andh

as the CMIS, can provide working hypotheses reganding many context

effects, particularly whenvsach studies havecollected extensive

qualitative data. Further analyses:ofothese data may'suggastimportant'

perspectivesofor future research and for Conceptualizing iSSo&

management.

.n-86-, a 6
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Summary and Implications

The Classroom Management Improvement Study (CMIS) adds to the

research base of knowledge about classroom management at the elementary

level. Most of the factors associated with good management results in

prior delpriptive- correlational research and which were the basis for

thee treatment in the present study were also found to be associated with

'good management results in the CMIS. Thus): the conception of management

which underlies the CMIS draws support from these results. This

conception emphasizes three major features of management. The first is

the.identification or formation of expectations about student behavior

and their translation into a system of 'procedures which differentiates

A

appropriate stddent behavior according to requirements of lesson formats

or activities. This manangement phase also involves identifying

positive and negative consequences for approprtate and inappropriate

student behavior. A second:feature of the classroom management

conception is its implementation at the beginning of thn year. The

teacher must clearly communicate the management system or expectations

to studerits and use it consistently. During the implementation phase

-the effective manager is "front and center' in classroom activities,

avoiding the loss of contact with individual students or groups.

7 Monitoring student behavior is also important in this phase along with

-
prompt feedback to students. The third feature of effective management

is its mainteeance. In this phase monitoring, clarity of communication,

and consistent use of established procedures are important skills.

Better managers deal quicklywith inappropriate student behavior and

tend to cite their rules and procedures in response to it. In the CMIS

-87-
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the greater use of the management characteristics by the experimental

teachers resulted in higher levels of task engagement and greater
A

student cooperation. When classroom management criteria (level of

disruption and amount of oirtask behavior) are considered separately,

greater structur%and consistency appear to be most significantfor

preventing disruption whereas maintenance skills -- clarity,

monitoring, and the ability to match task demands.to students, appear to

be most critical for .maintaining student task engagement.

Demonstration of experimenral effects in Hypotheses 1 and 2 lends

sUpport to the treatment recommendations and to the importance of the

management areas for* achieving well-managed 'classrooms. That the main

treatment interVention at the beginning.of the year was successful,

Whereas the intervention with the subgroup of control teachers in the

middle of the year produce4 only modest changes in teacher behavior and

no student behavior change, has interesting implications. The greater

success of the beginning-of-year intervention can probably be, attributed

to the high salience of the treatment for this time of year. Mid-year

changeS probably require stronger, more intensive intervention,

including interaction with and feedback to the teacher over a period of

time in order to be effective.

The management skills examined' in this research are generic, rather

than restricted to specific contexts-such as a particular subject or

grade level. However, we do not intend to implY that there are not

grade level, subject, or other differences associated with particular

management areas. For example, although our observations suggest that a

well defined set.of procedures is necessary for management at every

grade level, a-particular grade level or subject may have procedures,

I.
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unique to it. Also, early grade levels or subjects which use a variety

of activity formats' will require more time and effort to establish

procedures. Thus, within the teacher education curriculum, the

management areas could be conSidered generically across a variety of

contexts or could be adaptedito specificograde levels or subject
.

specializations. --Attention to some of these areas already exists in

different components of tadher education 'programs. However, students

frequently do not receive 41i exposure to classroom management whiCh is

both comprehensive and iniegrate4. Rather, they might enCounter some of.

these concepts at different.points in their Program often in unrelated

ways; and thus they do not acquire a clear conception of:the overall

management tasks'whiCh the teacher faces. Ilk addition, most field

experiences in teacher education are not designed to acquaint the

preservice teacher with two major features Atanagement: the formaaon

of expectations about ap ropriate student behavior and the concommitant

designing of a managemen, plan albng with the implementation of this

plan or system in the ftfst several weeks of the year. .Results of the

CMIS suggest that new teiiehers' early attempts at organizing and

managing the classioft would be aided by prior exposure to a

comprehensive and integrated conception orthe management function' along

with field experiences structured to support the conception.
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Table 1
t

Teaching Experience and Sex of CMIS Teachers

Teacher
characteristib

Treatment
group

.(n as 23)

Cont.rol

group
(n on 18)

Total
sample

Years of experience

0 2
1.

3

:1 8 4 12

2 5 3 8'

3 to 5 1 3 4'

6 to 12 7 7 14

Sex

Males 2 1 3

Females 21 17 38



Table 2

Grade Lemels Taught by CMIS Teachers

Grade level Treatment group
'taught = 23)

1

.(n

4

2 '6

. 3 2

Totals:

Primary grades 12

,Totals:

Intermediate grades 11

1.$

106.

Control group
(n = 18) Total sample..

2 6

4 40

3 5.

9 22

2

4

6

10

9 18



Table 3

Characteristics of Teachers

in the BeforeChristmas Workshop Group

'Teacher

characteristic

Sex,

Male

Female

grade levels taught

Grade 1 to 3

Grade 4 to 6

Teaching Experlence

0 years

1 year

2 years

3 to 5 years

6 to 12 Years

4

107
97

Number of
teachers

4

1

0



Table 4

IntrAcless Correlations (Reliabilities)

Comparing Observer Averages for Each Teacher for SER

Variables, Weeks 2 throug4,8

Variable

Student success rating

Definitely on task, academia

Probably on task, academic

,Definitely on task, procedural

'

Si
tgaifiCance

Level 2 <

.58 -.001

.39 4.05

.36 .05-

Probably on task, procedural .00 ns

Off 'task, salationed .64 .001

Off task, unsanctio .74

Dead time .44

On task, academic ..34

On task, procedural .17

On task .65

108

.001

.05



- Table 5

Reliability Estimates of CoMponent Ratings

Variable

Describes objective clearly

Variety of materiils

Materials are ready

Clear directions

Waits for attention

Encourages analysis/building reasoning
kills ,

i

147
ssignments and activities for different
students .

Appropriate pacing of lessons

Clear,explanations and presentations

Monitors student understanding

ConsisteAtly enforces work standards

Suitable traffic Ratterns

Degree of visibility

Efficient administrative routines

Appropriate.general procedures .

Efficient small group procedures

Suitable routines for assigning,
checking, collectiug work

Uses warm-up or wind-doWn activities

Student aggressión.

Attention spans considered in lesson

Student- success

Reliability

.55

.00

.56

Significance,
Level xL<

.001.

nS

.74 .D01

.001.

.29 ns

.

ns.00

.58 .001

.73 .001

.69 .001

.71 .001

.37 .05

.45 .01

.55 .001

.82 .pol

.77 .001

.64 . .001,

.56 .001

.63 ,001

.72 .001

.54 .01



TaKe 5 .Continued

. Variable Reliability
Significance
Level 32, <

Activities related to\student
interests/backgroand0 .04 ns

Rewards appropriate perOrmance

\

0
.64 .001

'Signals appropriate behavior .69 .001
..

Consistency in managing behavior
,

.71 .001

Effectivesmonitoring .68 .001

Amount of,disruption ' .65 .001 .

Source of disruption .31: ns

Stops disruption quickly, .49 , .05
. ,

Cites rules or procedures to stop
disruption , .55, .01

Uses nonverbal contact to.stop disruption .25 ns

Uses desist stat ents-to stop disruption .00 ns

SkPunishe or criticizes to stop disruption .41 .05

Ignores disruption .50 .01

Amount of inappropriate behavior .79 .001

Source of inappropriate behavior

il

.71 .001

Stops inappropriate behavior quickly .63 .001

Cites rules,of procedures to stop
inappropriate behavior .58 .001

\

Uses nonverbal contact to stop
inappropriate behavior .40

-4,

, .05

Uses desist statement to stop
inappropriate behavior .25 ns

Punishes or criticizes to stop
inappropriate behavior .76 .001



-j

Table 5, Continued

Variable Reliability
Significance
Level 4 <

Ignores inappropriate behavior .62,
t,

.001

Class has task-oriented focus .79 .001
c

Class has relaxed, figeasant atmosphere . .61 .001

Teacher has distracting mannerisms % .27 ns

Teacher displays listening skills .61 .001

Teacher expresses feelings .42 .05

Externally imposed interruptions .17 ns

Manages interruptions .47 .01

lii
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Table 6

Reliability of Observer Summary 'Ratings

Variable Reliability
Significance
Level2 <,

Readiness of class for remainder of year

Class gets out of hand with half or more
pupils off task

Frequency of wandering that is not task
related

Noise level of classroom on day-to-day

.69

.69

.001

.001 ,

.001

basf.s c .001

Teacher's expectation.regarding talk
among students during seatwork .27 ,ns

Efficiency of transitions between
activities or formats .60 .01

Frequency of come-ups while teacher is
engaged with other student -.73 .001

Teacher upuady responds to come-up:

Ignoring student .00 ns
4

Telling student to sit down 36 ns

Answering student's question .38 ns

Frequenty with which students:

Approach teacher when need help .58 .01

Raise hand when need.help from teacher .54 .01

..

Call out when they need help from teacher .001

Frequency with which the'teacher left the
room during observations .00 ns

How well the teacher handles
behavioral disturbances .64 .001

Efficient use of available classroom space .30 ns



Table 6., Continued

Variable

Readiness of teacher
school,in terms of

Teacher consistently
for students

for first week of
equipment

plans enough work

Assignments are too hard

Teacher allows activities to continue too
long

Typical assignments are too short or easy

Number of students who use free time
material during observations

When giving instruction, teacher
questions to determine student
understanding

Teacher was successful in holding
students accountable for work

Frequency of academic feedback:

Notes on papers

Messages in small groups

Grades on papers

Papers'on bulletin boardi
4

Verbal citing'of;khdividuals. .

Individual conference with teacher

Evaluative comments to,clase as whole

Other"

Teacher was.confident and relaxed the
first weeks of school

Teacher was'warm and pleasant toward the
children

Teacher was enthusiastic

Showmanship of teacher

113-103-

Significance

Reliability Level 31 <

.44'

.38

. 00

.56

.op

.07

.67

.68

. 00

.00

.25

.28

. 23

.00 .

.11

. 00

.54

.39

. 65.

.51

1,

. 05

ns

ns

. 01

ns

ns

:001

..001

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

. 01

ns

.001

.05



Table 7

Intraclass Correlations (Reliability) Comparing

Narrative Ratings of Teachers

Variable
Significance

Reliabiiity Level 2. <

During the first week of,school, roordlwas

.67 .01orderly, well organized

1

During the first week of school, student
nametags were used effectively .56 .05

Accurate understanding of students'
knowledge and skills ,72 .01

Procedure for what to do upon entering
dlass .38 ns

. -

Orovides regular academic feedback to
students .40 ns

Earns personal credibillty as behavioral
authority

Is competent in academic content areas

Work requirements are clear

Deadlines are enforced consistently

. Consistent routines for' communicating
assignments

.82

.76

.26

.57

.0Q

.001

.001

ns

.05

ns

Effedtively monitors student progress and
completion of assignments .50 .06

Ras regular, efficient routinei for
turning in, checking, returning work .37 ns

Sufficient, workable procedures and rules
for small group work .82 .001

SuffiCient, workable procedures and rules
tor whole class work .85 .001

Procedures and rules are well taught .67 .01

Teacher rewards appropriate behavior
'consistently .79 .001

114
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Table 7, Continued

Significance

Variable' Reliability Level a<

Negative consequences are c learly

defined .71 .01

Teacher follows through with negative
,consequences consistently

,

.85 .001,

System of consequences is appropriate,
sufficient, and effective :78 .001 .

Teacher ignoies inappropriate behavior
when ignoring is appropriate .83 ..001

Teacher effectively monitors at beginning
of activities .79 . .001 '

Teacher effeCively monitors transitions .71 .01

When task avoidance occurs, teacher
manages successfully .75

.
.01

Extent of avoidance behavior during
seatwork activities .78 .001

NIII Extent of student participation in
recitation/discussion .52 .06

Problems with movement of students in
classroom .70 .01

Problems with class verbal:participation .80 .001

Problems with contacting teacher .63 .01

Problems with use of materials and
supplies .31 ns

Problems with talk among students .70 .01

,Problems with interruptions, noise from
hall arid next door

Problems with school-wide scheduling

Problems with wide ability ranges of
children

115

.00 ns

.54 .05

.04 ns



Table 8

Indicators of Implementatin of Manual Prescriptions

4 Treatment Control
group group

Variables means means.

Prescription 1: Readying the

4.15

4.10

3.91

4.02

ns

ns

Classroom

Materials are ready (CR1c)

Suitable traffic patterns4XCR2a)

Degree of visibility (CR2b) 4.33 4.06 .10

Adequate storage is provided in the
first week of school for
student's belongings (AdCR7) 4.20 3.81 ns

In terns of equipment and supplies,
eacher was ready for pe first

week of school (ORT17) 4.43 4.11 ns

In first week of school, room
orderly, well-organized;
materials/props available 'and in
place (NRR1) 4.28 3.71 .02

In first week of school, student

name tags used
effectively (NRR2) 3.72 2.76 < .01

,Prescription 2: Planning Rules and
Procedures

Efficient administrative
routines (CR3a) 3.92 3.55 .02

Appropriate general
procedures (CR3b) 3.92 3.33 .01

Efficient small group
procedures (CR3n) 3.61 3.56 ns

Note. CR = Component Ratings; AdCR = First-week Addendum Compohent
Ratings; ORT = Fourth-week Observer Ratings of Teachers; NRR = Narrative
Reader Ratings. Scales range from 1 to 5. (See Appendices for

definitions of scale points.)



Table 8, Continued

Variables ...
Treatment

group
means

Control
,.group

, means.O
Uses warm-up or wind-down '

activities (CR3e)

Come-ups observed while teacher
engaged with other students or

2.56 2.34 no

lessons (ORT7) 2.26 2.86 .05

Students call out without raising
hands (ORT13) 2.35 2.94 .05

Sufficient number and scope of
workable procedures and rules for

small group activities (NRR13) 3.86 2.69 < .01

Sufficient number and scope of

workable procedures for
whole-class activities (NRR14) 3.93 3;02 .02

%

Problems related to movement of

students in classroom (NRR29) 2.48 3.11 ns

Problems related to class verbal
participation (NRR30)

2.35 3.02 .05

Prescription 3: Consequences

Teacher reward:- appropriate

performance (CR5a) 3.35 2.94 .08

Teacher rewards appropriate
behavior consistently (NRRI6) 3.39 3.10 ns

Negative consequences clearly
defined (NRR17) .3.11 2.78 ts

Teacher follows through with
negative consequences
consistently (NRR18) 3.11 2.19 .02

System of consequences appropriate
.and effective (NRR19) 3.37 2.61 .05

'



Table 8 Continued

Variables

Tratment
group
means

Control
group
means

Prescriptions 4 and 5: Teaching Rules

and Procedures and First Week of,
School Activities

Signals appropriate
behavior (CR5b) 3.47 , 2.74 < .01

Teacher presents, revieuis, or
discusses classroom rules or
procedures in the first week of

school (AdCR1) 3.51 2.64 < .01
1

Presentation.of rules, procedures,
and penalties in the first week
of school is clear (AdCR2) 4.07 3.62 ns

Presentation in the first week of
school includes explanation of
rationale for rules and
procedures (AdCR3) 3.52 2.65 .01

Rehearsal or practiCe of procedures

is included for
presentation/review of rules and

procedures in the first week of

school (AdCR4) 3.15 2.20 .01'

Teacher provides feedback and

review of rules and procedures
during the first week of
school (AdCR5) 4.13 3.35 .03

Teacher stays in charge of all
students in the first week of
school (AdCR6) 4.32 3.53 < .01

Procedures and rules well-taught:
Presentation, review, reminders,
corrections (NRR15) 3.70 2.88 .02

Prescription 6: -Strategies for
Potential Problems

Manages interruptions (CR9e) 4.17 3,70 .02

118



Table 8, Continued

Variables

Treatment
group

,means

Control
group
means

$tudents'with behavioral
disturbances are handled
well (ORT/5) 4.39 3:27. < .01

Problems related to school-wide
scheduling (NRR35) 2.04 2.02 ns

Prescription 7: Monitoring

Effective monitoring (CR5d)
_

3.91 3.29 < .01

Teacher effectively monitors at
beginning of activities (NRR21) 3.83 3.40. ns

Effective monitoring of
transitions (NRR22). 3.72 2.89 .02

Problems related to contacting
teacher for help,
attention (NRR31) 2.22 2.63 ns

Prescription 8: Stopping Inappropriate

Behavior

Consistency in managing
behavior (CR5c) 3.90 3.11 < .01

Stops disruptive pupkl behavior
quickly (CR6c) 3.60 3.09 ns

Cites rules or procedures,in
response to disruptive
behavior (CR6d) 2.65 1.76 .07

Ignores disruptive behavior (CR6h) 1.71 2.26 ns

Stops inappropriate behavior
quickly (CR7c) 3.73 2.84 < .01

Cites rules or procedures in
response to inappropriate
behavior (CR7d) 2.92 2.19 .01

Ignores inappropriate student

behavior (CR7h) 2.30 2.97 .01

,

Ignores inappropriate behavior when
ignoring is appropriate (NRR20) 3.30

.

2.84 ns



Table 8 Continued

Variables s.

Treatment
group
meens,. .

.Control

group
means--

'

Prescription 9: Organizing
Instruction

Attentiom spans considered in

lesson (CR4b) 34,57 3.38 ns

Student success (CR4c) 3.86 3.66 ns

Teacher allows activity to continue
too long (ORT20) 2.46 .2.72 ns

Prescription 10: Student

Accountability

Teacher monitors student
understanding (CR1j) 3.85 3.46 6

Teacher consistently enforces work

standards (CR1k) 3.42 3.5 < .01

Suitable routines for Assigning,

checking, collecting work (CR3d) 3.73 3.42 .08

Teacher successful in maintaining

students' responsibility for

work.(ORT24) 4.00 3,013 . 1

Deadlines enforced.
consistently (NRR9) 3.59 3.15 ns

Effectively monitors student
progress and coipletion of

assignments (NRR11) 4.09 3.32 .02

When task avoidance occurs, teacher
'successfully intervenes (NRR23)

.

3.61 3.00 .08

Prescription 11: Instructional

Clarity

Describes objectives
clearly (CR1a) 3.39 2.91 .03

Clear directions (CR1d) 3.93 3.52 .09

Appropriate Luring of
lesson (CR1h) 3.69 V 3.47 ns



Table 8, Continued

Variables

Treatment
'group ,

means

Control
group
means

Clear explanations and
cp.

presentations (CR1i)

In giving ,!*reCrtions, teacher

question 4nodetermine students'
understanding (0RT23)

Students' prOblems with currIculum
are anticipated, explanatinns are
appi'opriate in vocabulary, level

of CoMplexity'(NRR3)

M,111 P=21,1

4.04

3.63

3.72

3.55

2.94

3.44

.03

.02

ns

3



TeAchers'

Table 9

Ratingi Indicating Extent,of Use of Mobilol

(

Manual Settion

Tteatment Group
Means

(a . 23)
1-1707
Studied' Usefulness2

Before-Christmas
Workshop

,Group Means

Read/
Studied' Usefulness2

Prescription 1
Readying The ClassrooM 3.57 3.73 3.00 3.11

Prescription 2
Planhing Rules and
Procedures 3.68 4.09 2.67 3.56

Pre4Ctiption 3
Consequences 3:35 3.38 3.11 3.63

Prescription 4
Teaching Rules and
Procedures .

3.52 3.95 3.00 3.75

Prescrlption 5
First Week
Activities 3.56 4.05 3.00 3.56

Piescription 6
Sirategies for Potential

Problems 2.91 3.43 3.22 3.67

PreOcription 7
Monitoring 2.96 3.55 2:89 4.22

Prescription 8
.Stopping inappropriate

Behavior 3.09 3.64 3.22 3.78

Prescription 9
Organizing Instruction 3.13 3.50 2.89 3.33

PresCription-10
Student Accountability 2.78 3.50 .2:89 3.00

Prescription 11 I

pstructional Clarity 2.78 3.36 2.89 3.78

1The Manual
scalp of 1 to 5,
manual.

2
, On another
tti6 usefulness

questionnaire asked te
how much they read or

page of the questionna
of each section, on a

122

achers to indicate
studied each sect

ire, teachers were
scale of 1 to 5.

IMMO

, on a
ion of the

_asked to rate



Table 10
Nr

Repeated-Wii-Analysis of Variance of Classroom Management Variables

Main effeCts for rou
Main effects for time Inter=

Control Treaement Week Weeks action

. Variable (m = 16) (11 = 22) _AR.-. 1 2 to 4 5 to 8
---"--- 44"

%Component Rating Variables

(5-point scale)

Diemiptive behavior

Inappropriate behivior *

Student Engagement Variables

Proportion of students

off-task unsanctioned

Proportion.of students

on-task

4.

Air

123

....*_.

2.00 1.62 .03 l.9 2.04 1.58 < .01

3.09 26-1) .01 2.85
0

2.92 2479 nil

5.01 3.04 , .05 2.77 , 4.37 4.93 .01

N

88.93 92.49 . 2 90.35 91.09 90.69 ns

ns

ns
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Table Li ,

Additional Classroom Management Indicators

Variables

Treatment
group
means

Control'
group
means

Student agression (CR4a) 1.16 1.34 ns

Routines and'expectations established;
room runs imoothly (ORT1) 3.91 3.31 . 5

Frequency of class getting out of
hand (0RT2) 1.91 2.94

Frequency of wandering obviously not

,task-related (ORT3) 2.04 2.77 .06.

Efficiency of transitions (ORT6) 4.04 3.27 .02

-

Teacher is credible, self-confident,
behavioral authority (NRR6) 3.89 3.07 .04.

Extent of task avoidanceduring
/

seatwork (NRR24) 2.41 3.15 .04

Problems related to talk among

students (NRR33) 3.07 3.80 .04

7

\.

Note. CR = Component Ratings; AdCR = First-week Addendum Component

Ratings; ORT = Fourth-week Observer Ratings 8f Teachers; NRR = Narrative

Reader Ratings,

12
-T114.'=



Table 12

Comparison of Group 2 Teachers Before and After Treatment

' Variable

Component Ratings (5-point scare)

Describes ObjeCeiv'es clearly

Materials are ready

Clear directions
1

r .

I-.
un Waits for attention
,

'

. - Appropriate pacing of lesSons

Clear, explanaeions and

.,presentations

Monitors student understanding

Consistently enforces work

standards

Suitable traffic patterns

Degree of visibility

Efficient administrative

r..f!!t"

Group means
(n = 9)

Weeks 'After

5 to Treat- Pooled
2 to 4 Noveiber ment error

Comparison Comparison
of means for of means for

Weeks 2 tp 4 Weeks 5 to
with meanyfor, November with
Weeks 5 tO = means for After

November Treatment

_I.__ 011".

' 2.40 2.25 2.83 .2738 .3645 ns 5.6140 < .01

3.57 3.68 4.06 .4889 .1301 nu 1.2677 ns

3.00 3.38. 3.44 .3727 1.7435 ns ns

2.66 2.85 3.19 : .4289 .3966 ns 1.02531689_ us

3,17 3.43 3.36 .5154 .5852 ns ,.0363 ns

3.01 3.24 .3.39 .2791 .8696 ns' .3522 ,ns

W
3.00 . 2.86 3.31 .1628 .5332 ns 5.46 < .01

, o
a ki

2.73 2.73 3.19, .1803 .0000 ns 5.3068 < .01

3.45 3.79 3.86 .6187 .8S18 ns .0391 ns

3.93 3.98 4.22 .2032 .0714 ns 1.2756 ns

'

3.45 3.41 3.64 .4699 .0209 ns .5165 ns
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Table 12, Continued

Group means
(n 0'

Weeks
5 to

Variable 2 to 4 November

Appropriate general
procedures

Efficient small group
procetres

Suitable routines for
assigning, checking,

collecting,work

2.77 .2.81

3.14 3.19

2.98 3.15

Uses warm-up or wind-down

activities 2.25 1.98

Student agression 1.27 1.82

Attention spans considered
in lesson 3.23 2.99

Student success 3.55 3.39

Rewards,appropriate performance 2.72 2.46

Signals appropriate behavior 2.46 2.35

Consistency in managing
behavior 2.37 2.70

Effective monitoring 2.55 2.90

123

Pooled
error

After
Treat-
ment,

(3.17 .2441

2.95 .3947,

3.17 .2689

1.94 .1439

1.53 .0947

3.33 .2314

3.47 .1963

2.92 .1259

2.56 .3394

2.86 .1995

3.17 .2968

Comparison Comparison
of means for of means for
Weeks 2 to 4 Weeks 5 to .
with means for November with
Weeks 5 to means for After
Novembtr Treatment

F pl F

.0381 ns 2.2872 ns

.0198 ns' ,0489 ns

.4649 ns .0060 no

2.2613 ns .0445 ns

14.7254 < .01 4.1827 < .05 .

1.1201 ns 2.2774 ns

.5706 ns .1594 ns

2.3956 ns 7.3455 < .01

.1671 ns .5542 ns

2.489

It

.5614 ns

1.0964 ns



Variable

Amount of disruption

Stops disruption quickly

Cites rules or procedures to

atop disruption

Punishes or criticizes to stop

disruptions

Ignores disruption

Amount of inappropriate
behavior

Source of inappropriate
behavior

Stops inappropriate behavior
quickly

Cites rules or procedures to
stop inappropriate behavior

Uses nonverbal contact to stop
inappropriate behavior

Punishes or criticizes fo
stop inappropriate behavior

0

Table 12, Continued

Group,means
(n 9)

Weeks '

5 to
2 to 4 November

2.64 2.05

2.17

1.33.

2.29

1.65

2.79 2.46

3.17 2,75

3.66 3.62

3.63 3.86

2.45 2.21

1.92 1.84

2.10 219

1.80 2.22,

Pooled
error

After
Treat-
,ment

1.97 .4305

2.77 .1235

1.61 .5623

2.23 .3580

2.38' .4948.

I.

3.50 .3313

3.67 .3464

2.64 .2540

2.06 .2900

2.11 .3954

1.83 .1982

Comparison
of means for
Weeks 2 to 4
with means for

Weeks 5 to

November

4

Comparison
of means for
Weeks 5 to

November with
meansfor After

Treatment
_E_ -4.7 -E- p

3.6662 < .01 .0578 ns

.0211 - ns '6.5311 '< .01.

.6488 no

.2049 ns

.3630 ns

.01

no

.0670

1.0972 ns

na

no .1992

.6940 ns

1.0394 ns

-.0886 ns

.4911 . ni.

< .05 .

.7134 ns

3.2252

..0969 .ns .0792. na

3.9627 < .05 3.4340 < .05
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Variable

Table 12, Coninued

Comparison
of means for

Group means Week5'2 to 4
(n = 9) with means for

Weeks After WeekS 5 to
5 to Treat-' Pooled NoVember ,

2 to 4 November ment error F 111_

Comparison
of means for
Weeks 5 to

November with
means for Aftei

Treatment

F- .

Ignores inappropriate behavior- 3 3.25 .2962 2.4038 ns TIS

Class tas task-oriented foCus 2.80 2.82 3.19 .3758 .0101 ns 1,6194!'z ns

Class has relaxed, pleasant

atmosphere 3.30 3.44 3.81 .1969 .4992 ns 2.980,2

Teacher displays listening
skills 3.23 2.95 3.36 .3988 .9200 ns ns

Teacher expresses feelings 2.07 1.98 2.17 .4044 .0969 Os ;3830 ns

Manages interruptions 3.32 3.28 3.99. .3566 .0179 ns 6.4013 < .01

Student Engagement Ratings

Proportion of students
off-task, unsanctioned .07 .09 .09 .0013 2.3846 ns .2308 ns

Proportion of students on-task .89 .86 .88 .0026 1.7308 ns .4645 ns

J
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, Tabl.e 13

ntercorrelation of Measures of Student Cooperation

and Task EngageMent

Off-task,

Disruptive, _Inakpropriate unsanctioned On-task

Disruptive

'Inappropriate

'Off-task, .

unsanctioned

On-task

41.

sr,

**p < 0 1 ; *2. < .05



Table 14

Correlation of Indicators of Manual Implementation

with Measures of Student CCoperation and TaskEngagement

Indicators of Manual Implementation
Disruptive
Behavior On,-task

Prescription 1: Readying the

. 1

Classroom,

Material:ft are ready (CR1c) 415 .55
SIIII11111!

Suitable traffic patterni (CR2a) 48" .44
411111111111111

Degree'of.visibility (CR2b) -.19 .45

-

Adequate storage is provided in the
first week of school lor
students' belongings (AdCR7) .20 .17

In terms of equipment and supplies:,

teacher was ready for the first
week of school (ORT17) -.26 .43.

In first week of school, room
orderly, well-organized;
materials/props available and in
place (NRR1) -.24 .65

In first week of school, student
name tags used
effectively (NRR2) -.21 .18

Prescription 2: Planning Rules and
Procedures

Efficient administrative
routines (CR3a) -.39 .70

Approprizte general
procedures (CR3b) 7.68- .

Note. CR = Component Ratings; AdCR = Addendum Component Ratings;
ORT = Pourth-week Observer Ratings of Teachers; NRR = Narrative Reader
Ratings.

A single underscore indicates p < .05; a double underscore indicates
< .01.



Tible 14, Continued

Indicators of Manual Implementation

Efficient small group'
procedures (CR3c)

Dews warm-up or wind-dawn
\activities (CR3e)

Disruptive
Behavior On-task

.31

Come-ups observed while teacher
engaged with other students or
leSsons (ORT7)

Students call out without raising
hands (ORT13)

Sufficient nu ber and scope of
workable p cedures and rules for
small group tivities (NRR13)

Sufficient rtumber and scope of
workable p racedures for

whole-class activities (NRR14)

Problems related to Movement of
students in classroom (NRR29)

Problems related to class verbal

.participation (NRR30)

-.25, .52

.50

prescription 3: Consequences

Teacher rewards appropriate
performance (CR5a) -,14

-.6

Teacher rewards appropriate
behavior consistently (NRR16) -.32 .55

' Negative consequences clearly
defined (NRR17) -.15 .22 .

6

Teacher follows through with
negative consequences
consistently (NRR18)

System of consequences appropriate
and effective (NRR19) -.42 .57

-.30 . 4fp



Table 14, Continued

4
Disruptive

Indicators of Manual Implementation ' Behavior On-task

Prescri tions 4-and 5: Teaching Rules
and Procedures and First Week of
School Activities

Signals'appropriate
behavior (CR5b) -.05 .36

Teacher presents, reviews, or
discusses classroom rules or
procedures in the first week of
school (AdCR1) -.20 ,12

Presentation of rules, procedures,

and penalties.in the first week
f school is clear (AdCR2) .17

Pres htation'in the first week of
sch ol ncludes explanation of
rat onald for rules and .

procedures (AdCR3) -.17 .05

Rehearsal or practice of procedures ,

ip included for presentation/
review qf rules.and procedures
in the first week of'
school (AdCR4) -.02

Teacher proiides feedback ahd
review of rules and procedures
during the first week of
school (AdCR5) -.37 .10

Teacher stays in charge of all
sudents in the first week of
-school (AdCR6) -.18 /18

Procedures and rules well-taught: \

Presentation, review, reminders,
corrections (NRR15) -.30 .39

Prescription 6: Strategies for
Potential Problemi,

mik

Mandges,interruptions (CR9e) -. 0 . 0



4
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Table 14-,, Continued

-
Disruptive

Indicators of Manual Implementation Behavior. On-task

Students with behavioral

disturbances are handled
well (ORT15) -.52 .33

Problems retatpd to schoolwide
scheduling (NRR35) .07 -.08

Prescription 7: Monitoring

Effective monitoring'(CR5d) 2 .70

Teacher effectively monitors at
beginning of activities (NRR21)

.53
'

Effective monitoring of
:,ransitions (NRR22)

.

.-.36 .55

Problems related to contacting
teacher for help,

attention (NRR31) .36 -.18
.

.

Prescription 8: Stopping Inappropriate
Behavior

Consistency in managing
behavior (CR5c) -.65 .61

Stops disruptive pupil behavidr
quickly (CR6c) -.43' .48

44111101111111

Cites rules or procedures in
'response to disruptive
behavior (CR6d) -.06 .08

Ignores disruptive behavior (CR6h) 2 .09. -.29

Stops inappropriate behavior
quickly (CR7c)

.59

Cites rules or procedures in .

respimse to inappropriate
behavior (CR7d) .11 /# .23

13d
-123-



Table 14, Continued.

'

Indicatori of Manual'Implementation ,

Disruptive
13havior On-task

t
Ignores inappropriate student

behavior (CR7h)
.41 -.49

Ignores inappropriate behavior when

ignoring is appropriate (NRR20) -.38 .26

Prescription 9: Organiting Instruction

Attention spans considered in

lesson (CR4b)
-.36 .74

Student Success (CR4c)

Teacher allows activity to continue

too long (ORT26) .10 r.49

Prescription 10: Student

Accountability

Teacher monit rs student
understand ng (CR1j) 3 .72

Teacher consistently enforces work

k seandards (CR1k) -.66 .68

Suitable routines for assigning,

checking, collecting work (CR3d)
.61

Teacher successful in maintaining

students' responsibility for
work.(ORT24)

-.39 .41

Deadlines enforced
consistentty (NRR9) -.32

Effectively monitors student
progress and çompletion of

assignments (NRR11) '-.38 .47

When task avoidance occurs, teacher

successfully intervenes (NRR23) -.46 .59

139
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Table 14, Continued

Indicators °of Manual Implementation

Prescription 11: Instructional Clarity

Describes objectives
clearly (CR1a)

Clear directions (CR14)

Appropriate pacing of lesson (CR1b)-

Clear explanations and
presentations (CR1i)

In giving directions, teacher
questions to, determine students'
understanding (ORM)

. Students' problems with curriculum
are anticipated, ekplanations gre
appropriate in vocabulary, level

of 'complexity (NRR3)

14
-125-

Disruptive
Behavior (111 -task

-.38 .62

-.61 .73

-.58mem
.68

=ISM

-.61 .72

-.28 .43

-.38 .64



Table15

Differences Between Experimental and Control Group Averages on

Variables Potentially Susceptible to Observer Bias or Halo Errors,

But Not Directly Related to the Treatment

Exper4ental Control

Variables
meen

(n 3) (n

Teacher was enthusiastic (ORT 35) 3./2

Showmanship of teacher (ORT 36) 2.p8

Punishes or criticizes to atop
disruption (CR 6.7) 1.193

Punishes or criticizes to stop
inappropriate behavior (CR 7.7) 1.85

Extent of student participation in

recitation/discossion (NR 25) 3.87

Teacher displays listening skills
(CR 9.2) 3.45

Teacher pipresses feeliqgs (CR 9.3) 2.78

Class has relaxed, pleasant

atmosphere (CR 8.2) 3.76

mean

1 8 ) .41...

3.42 1.12 .271

2.64 1.14, .260

2.16 -.66 .514

.1.65 .92 ".364

3.82 .18 .856

3.6b -1.07 .296

2.53 .99 .332

3.79 -.14 .893

Note. Means of al4variables except NR 25 are based on
observations in Weeks 1 through 4. NR 25 is based on Weeks 1. - 8.
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.AiPEinnx B

Workshop agendas, activity outlines, and handouts

for beginning school workshops ,



AGENDAFOR.BEFORE SCHOOL TEACHER WORKSHOP

Approx. # of
Time Min. Activity Staff

, .

,

1:00 20 Welcome and Brief Introduction to the Carolyn

Study'
Introduction of Staff and.PartiCipants

1:20 15 Introduction to the Manual Julie
What's in it
How .to use it

Plan for the workshop

135 15 Break for refreshments and to move into
grade level arrangeMent

1:50 25 First set of small groups
Rules and Procedures Barb

1 First day activities Murray
Organizing Instruction Julie

2:15, 5 Break to switch groups

2:20 25 , SeCond set of small groups

2:45 5 Break to switch groups.

2:50 25 Third set of small groups

3:15 5 Break to return to whole group focus

3:20 60 Beginning of School Videotape Julie

4:20 10 Administrative Matters, Summary Barb

Comments, Pep talk .

Question and Answer



AGENDA

CMIS Booster Workshop

Activi:ty Staff

Introduction: Overview of activities and objectives Julie

Concurrent Small Group Discussion

Behavior Management Problems Murray

Instructional Organization Problems Julie

Break

Concurrent Small Group Discussion (Same as above)

Wrap up Discussion

Project business and upcOming events

Question and Answer

44-

A

Barbara



PROBLEM

Booster Workshop

Teacher A is very frustrated because her students do not seem to

listen to instructions. Here is a typical incident: dn the chalkboard

Teacher A has written the spelling assignment, "Spelling, Unit 4, pp. 16-17,

Exercises 1-4." She announces the topic, shows students where the assign-

ment is written and asks them to open their books Eo the right pages. As

soon as most students seem ready, she begins to read aloud the instructions.

for each exercise. When finished, she asks if there are questions. When

there are none, she starts toward her.desk. On the way she is stopped by

3 students with qu'estions. After answering the same questions for 2 of the

children, she gets the class' attention and rereads the instructions for

exercise 1. Then she goes to;her desk where at least 4 more students come

to get help on the same exercise,

T.

'SOLUTION

Teacher A realizes she needs.to be more specific add careful in giving

instructions. She starts by waiting for all students' attentiOn before giving

instructions, that As she insists that aU students' have the$r.books Open tO

the right page #nd their eyes on hex...before she begins: _After she gives

inst7:uctions for each exercise, she asks a student (one known to sometimes

need help in following instructions) to repeat the instructions She asks

tLe class a question or two About what they are to do, as well as asking

if they have questions. She writes a brief list, summarizing- instructions,

on the board.

While Teacher A has noted improvements, she is still concerned abbut

some students not following instructions. WHAT OTHER THINGS CAN SHE DO?

15".

For more ideas, see p. 12b, Prescription 9, p. 136, Prescription.10, and.

pp. 143-148, Prescription 11.



a

MORE IDEAS, TEACHER A: LISTENING

Watching, eye contact during inStructions.

.Do one or more for-class. Show them how their paper should look.

Have everyone head pappr'and.do one problem while you watch. Show
of hands for first answer. T puts on, board.

Do one or one of each kind.together. Questions students about how:
why, etc. to determine understanding.

After whole class instructions, go check on slower students, individually
or in small group. Help if necessary.

Don't go to your desk. Circulate and monitor.

Don't allow comeups, at least until all are working, then only one
at a time.
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PROBLEM 71f

Teacher B groups for reading instruction but is-not at all satisfied
-

with the way out-of-gioup students work while she is working with a small

group. Here are sOme of her typicaItrejang group procedures: Teacher

B has instructions for two reading groups written on the chalkboard. She

gives group,1 instructions for two activities which they are to do at their'

desks-before coming to reading circle. Firs; they are supposed to do a

worksheet, and second.they are supposAd to read a story Am,their readers.

After giving the instructions and answering a ,few questions, she calls the
0,

',other group to the reading circle. Teacher B-stays with group 2 for 35 min-

utes. At the end of the 35 minutes, she dismisses group 2 to do their

seatwork and calls'group 1 to the reading-circle. When they get there

Teacher B discovers that only half of the six students have finished the

worksheet. Two of the students say that they read the story first. One

student has done nothing. When she begins to discuss the story they,read,

- she finds that onlY, 4 of the 6 studentslinished the story. Teacher B is

.frustrated because she is sure that she allatted enough time for both

SOLUTION

Teacher B first thought about her initial insiructions to group 1. She

decided to begin having students repeat the instructionsfor the activities,

indiuding the.order in which they were sUpposed to do them. In addition, .;

she wdUld tell the students approxiMately how much time the_first activity

should take, and instruct them to watch the clpck ,Eo make sure they'were

not.spending too much time o;t'one activity. She also realited Ehat she
.

could not leave the first gtoup in seatwbrk activities'for such a long per-.

iod of time wittlout closer supervision. She began-to plan activities for

reading'group 2 so that.these students would haVe soMething to do by them-

se14es for a brief period of time when-groUp',1 should be moving on to the

second activity. Th4n1bled her to leave the reading circle long enough

to check on(progress of -students in.group 1.

152



04

These measures helped alcit, but Teacher B's class continued to have

;. some trouble using their time wen durinegrouped iftstructión, especially

'when the lowest, level reading group worked at tKeir desks while the teacher

wort;ed witli another group. WHAT ARE SOME OTHER SOLUTIONS THIS TEACHER

SHOULD TRY?

153

For mOre ideas, see'pp. 122-131, Prescription 9, pp. 135-137, Prescription 10,

and pp. 146-147, Prescription 11.



MORE IDEAS, TEACHER B: GROUPING

Shorter seatwork periods, break up activities in both groups more

Hold students accountable for seatwork time..

Set a timer to signal when they, should be finished with ditto.

Give group 2 ajong enough assignment that T can lead group 1
in checking worksheet &ter a certain period of time (announced ahead)

1

Or, whin timer signals, put group 2- on a task and circulate,
marking in red where each student is on ditto. They go on
to reading and can finish later.

Tell studentd ahead of time what will be checked, when, and that
they will be questioned over reading in circle.

Reading questions on board.

Appoint a group helper.
a

Start assignment.w.ith.group one, show of hands, feedback;

Give group 2 a get ready task so you'll have time to start group I right.

0
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Booster Workshop

PROBLEM

Teacher C'feels that much'of his class time is waited dUring transi-

tign or "getting ready" periods. Because his school uses some team teaching,
c

students have to move in different groups to several different locations dur-

ing the.day. Stragglers hold up the rest.oE the class. While the teacher

deals with individual problems, questions, and explanations for lateness,

much student time is spent.chatting or Waiting around. The class often

gets noisy during these transition periods, then the teacher has,trouble

getting everyone's attention. A similar situation occurs in die mornings,e

when transportation problems, breakfast programs, or tardiness cause Students

to arrive in'class at different times.

SOLUTION
4

First, Teacher tried putting the day's assignment on the board and

instructing students to start on it immediately on entering the room. But

many students did not begin right away. Some who did approached the teacher

with questions, adding to the confusion. Teacher C realized he needdd better

solutions. WHAT ELSE COULD HE DO?

Some ideas can be nd 'in pp. 38-39, Prescription 2 and Prescription 10.



4!

MORE IDEAS, TEACHER,,C: TRANSITIONS

Use academic warmup - easy, routine, timed.

Hold students accountable for warmup.

Have supplies on desk if possible.

Holding corner for few earlies, stragglers.

Teacher Cooperation, planning together.

Competition between reading groups - whd can get ready first or
number who can finish all 9f warmup. Reward at end of week or dair.

Beat the clock - warmup starts at specified time (board covered or
use OH), end at specific time.

,Library books?

Easy warmup

Finish work from previous day or read a book at desk

Easy game; student led while T supervises.

Picture journal or daily calendar to color, use for
record of work that day.

Tell students on day before What to do.

Dont deal with individua problems during transitions. Stay visible,
standing near door', irec ing.
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Booster Workshop
'

PROBLEM: Teadher D feels he has,a good class -- with two exceptions.

Jimmy never seems to be in his seat. He is wandering, dancing around the

classroom, bumping other childrem,-grabbing their Olpers .and pencils, and

stirring them up, constantly. Richard is another disruptive student,

constantly calling out answers and "smart" remarks tO the teacher and to

other students. The class is regularly either stirred up and angry at

Jimmy or stirred up and laughing at Richard.

SOLUTION: Teacher D talked to Jimmy about his need for movement, and

together they set up a system in which he could earn a certain amount of

movement time in specific areas by staying at his desk a specific length of

time. The teacher used a timer to keep up with this and hoped gradually

to increase his "in-seat" time. He told Richard that forlevery call-out

or "smart" remark he made, Richard would have to sit out 1 minutes of

recess; on days when there was no recess, he would write his remarks

100 times each.

Teacher D saw-an improvement in both boys' behavior, and in that of the

class, and he held his breath for fear it would not last. WHAT CAN Hi DO

TO MAINTAIN THE IMPROVEMENT AND TO SIMPLIFY HIS'SYSTEM FOR JIMMY?

15-71

For more ideas, see Prescription 3,p. 57, Prescription\ , p. 93, and
prescription 8, p. 113.



Booster Workshop

PROBLEM: Teacher E is concerned, because no matter how hard she tries to

follow through with her behavior requirements, her students continue to talk,

wiggle, and behave in ways that they know are not acbeptable to her. Within

one typical 10 minute morning segment she wrote five names on the board for

talking--after she had warned them several times to stop; she sent one child .

to stand in the time-out corner for not staying in his seat; she had warned

one girl twice about helping other students; and she threatened to send two

boys to the office for running around the room.

SOLUTION: In trying to improve the situation she decided to give onlypne

clear warning and then to enforce the consequences. To make it clear what the

consecuences are she posted a list of the most common ones next.to the list

of rules. To inject some positive motivation for good behavior she promised

a party on Friday to those with a clear record for the week--that is, those

whose names had not been posted more then once for breaking the rules.

While these measures helped somewhat, she still found herself harping at the

children, and having to go to some lengths to carry out consequences consis-

tently. The children were still misbehaving at an annoying rate.

WHAT NOW?

;1k

For more ideas see Prescription 3, p. 57 Prescription 7, p. 107; and
Prescription 8, p. 113.



Booster Workshop

PROBLEM: Teacher F has things,going pretty well until there-is an interruption-

or distraction from outside the room: For instance, :one day a rather large

dog was:Iwandering around outside the'classroom door and peeking in the windows.

Students were very concerned that the dog woul4 get them wheh it Was time to

go to reading or lunch. Teacher F told the students there-was no need to

worry, she was sure the dog was very nice. Still the students continued to

watch the dog, whisper about it and ask the teacher what could be done.

SOLUTION: Teacher F decided she would need to do two things in the case of

such a distraction. First she needed to deal with the concerns of the students

and should Call the office immediately to get a custodiam or someone to get

rid of the distraction as soon as possible. In addition, she would ask the

students to be mature, keep their minds on their work and not to worry, that

the distraction would be taken care of very soon.

A couple of weeks later the students discovered a trail of ants from the

trash can across the room to the reading circle. Teacher F called the office,

but help was not immediately available. The students agreed to try to ignore

the ants, and they worked pretty well despite the distraction, but an-

occasional student would get up to stomp the ants. WHAT ELSE COULD THIS

°TEACHER DO IN THESE SITUATIONS?

15!)

For more ideas, see Prescriptiari 6, p. 9 , and Preseription 8, p. 113.



APPENDIX C

Materials for the December workshop

u



AGENDA:

December 10, 1980 CMIS Workshop

Time Activity Staff

1:00 Introduction

Introduction of Staff and Participants Julie

Purpose of the Project Julie

1:30 Small Group Discussion

Introduction to the Manual Barbara

Identify problem, discuss elements,
and references in manual, suggestions,
discussion (5 problems/group)

Behavior Management Murray

Instructional Organization

2:15 Break

2:35

3:20

4

6

Small Group Discussion (Same as above)

Julie

What to Do After Christmas Barbara

Elements to Cons er

Good Examples Case Study

4:20 Question and Answer
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Case Study
First Day After Christmas

Time Description

8:00- The teacher stands near the door, smiling and speaking to each child, as

8:15 the students enter and put their coats and lunches in the closet. Pthen

all are seated, she closes the door and walks to the front of the room.
She leads the students in the Pledge and presents the new calendar for
the month. When Chris raises his hand and asks a question, she thanks
him for raising his hand and then answers him. When several oEher
children begin to.talk among themselves, the teacher hits the bell
signal, and the room becomes quiet. She says, "That was good! You got
quiet immediately! I'm glad you didn't forget what that signal means."

8:15- "Some of you may have noticed that / have covered up our list of rules,'!
8:25 Teacher says. She goes on, "I know it's been a long time since you have

seen the rules, and I thought it would be interesting to see how many
people iemember what our rules are. Can anyone remember what rule
number one is?" All of the students raise their hands and sone call
out, "Me, me." Teacher says, "Oh, good, I see you have all remembered
to raise your hands. I especially like the way some of you are sitting
so quietly with your handa up." All,the students get quiet as Teacher
calls on one who had already been sittin-g quietly. After the student
gives the rule, Teacher.repeats it and removes the cover so students can
see where it is written. She repeats this with the other three rules,
then compliments the students on remembering so well.

8:25- She goes on, "Today we have many interesting and fun activities to do.
8:45 First, we are going to hear what everyone got for Christmas. Choose

your one favorite present, only one, and tell us what it it rad one
thinga-Cut-it. Let's go in orde7,7" She sits in front of the class and
calls on children, sequentially, around each table. She comments
briefly about each gift, expressing enthusiasm and using personal
examples to maintain interest. She encourages the few shy children,
asking.leading questions and waiting patiently for their responses.
After the children at two of the four tablea'have had turns (about 10
minutes), the teacher says, "I want to thank Tables 3 and 4 because
they're being so patient and are listening quietly while everyone else
is having their chance." When she gets to the last student, she stops
and says, "JohrWyou have been especially patient. Since you're last,
you may tell us two things." After John finishes, the teacher tells a
24ttae :shout her own favorite gift.

:45- Thenthe teacher says,'"Now it's time for us bp get down to business."
8:50 She tells the students to take out a pencil and quickly sharpen it, if

necessary. Several children line up and sharpen ,their pencils as the
teacher watches and passes out LOMS tablets. When all students are
seated,-Teacher says, "From now on, you will be expected to sharpen your
pencil and take out your LOMS tablet as soon as you come in the class-
rpom'in the movning and have both sitting on your desk ready for LOMS.

1 62
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Time Oescxiption"

After Christmas-2

Karen, what will be the first thing you do tomorrow morning after put-

ting up your coat and lunch box?" Karen answers.correctly, and Teacher
repeats what Karen said. Teacher asks if there ate any.questions. When
there are none, she says she'll remind the students as they are'coming'
in tomorrow.

8:50- As Teacher is walking to the overhead projector, she says, "Vanessa, I

9:00 see your signal. I know that you are ready." Vanessa's pencil is lying
on ber desk next'to her paper, and she is looking at the teacher. The

rest of the class scurries to get ready.

Teacher says, "You were so good before Christmas. You did all the LOMS
drills completely by yourselves without help from me, and we're going to
get back to that very soon. For,a while, however, we will go through
the drills together to get back in practice." She leads them through
the exercises. Soon, she says, "I have almost everybody's eyes on me
when I give the word. We are really getting back into the swing of
things."

9:00- Later, while circulating, Teacher says, "I can tell that Suzanne and
9:15 Mark are writing neatly because they are taking their tine and are work-

ing very carefully." She moves around the tables looking at everyone's
paper as she Calls out the wOrds and occasionally makes such comments
as, l'Oh, Mike, that writing is so ntce!" As they continue, she says, "I
want to thank the students who are isth me every step of the way." She

calls on tables and individuals to spell words aloud. °

9:15- When they finish LOMS, she says, "Now listen carefully to these direc-
9:40 -tions. First, put your LOMS tablets away. Second, get out your

language arts books and spirals.. And third, I want to see that each of
you knows where to be when it is time for language arts." She ,/atches

as the students follow her instructions, some lining up at the door. At

Teacher's nod, eight students go quickly into the classroom next door.
At the same time, seven students enter the room and sit at the vacant '

middle tables. The teacher acknowledges the new students and says, "I
have some instructions to give the Red group, and then I will be with
the Green group, then the Yellow group. Green group, you may be putting

your heading on your paper, then sit quietly. Yellow group, please get
your books and spirals,'go to the reading circle, and copy the words
listed on the board into your spirals. When you finish, begin reading
the story on page 102." Teacher points to the board where these

.
instructions are written. She goes to the Red group, hands out a work-
sheet and brieEly explains what to do. After questioning the Red group
members tb be sure they understand their assignment, she-tells them she
will be working with the Green group and that she expects them to work .
,very quietly and carefully on their own on this review sheet.

9:40- The teacher works with the Green group for 20 minutes. Then she checks
9:55 on students in the Red group before joining the Yellow group in blle

reading _circle to listen to them read orally. While she works with each,
group,-she watches the rest of the class as well'. She makes eye contact 0
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Time

After Chriatmas-3

Description

with students frequently and occasiohally snaps her fingers at students
-0

who are talking to someone other than the,appoiftted monitors. Once, she

pauses briefly to isolate a stylent who persists an talking.

9:55- As a few students finish their work, the teacher praises them for
10:00 remembering to take out their library, books to iead. She tells,the Red

group to put the worksheets on their desks VD be checked as soon as she

gives some instructions to the Yellow group.

10:00- Teacher moves her chair oVer next to the Red group and says, "Red'group,
10:15 you my use regular pencils to correct your spirals because it's been a

while ince we've worked, and you may not have your red pencils with you
or sh rpened. But tomorrow I expect you to have your red pencils when
we correct our work."

10:15- After working with the Red group, Teacher tells the_clasithey have

10:30 worked so efficiently that they have time for a spelling bee. She 7-

numbers off itudents for.teams and tells them where ba etand. .,,They move
quickly into position. Her procedure is to call out a word and give a .
sentence with it; if the student spells it correctly, s/he gets a mark

on the board for that team, and the student goes to the end of the line.
As the students get increasingly excited, the teacher says, "I'll give
you a reminder iince we've been gone a while. Don't forget that I

deduct points from your.team for too much noise!" The students settle

down.

The teacher.rings the bell and tells the students to clean,off their

10:35 desks. Then she has the students from next door line up and go back to
their class; Eight students return to this class. The Eeactier says,

"When I. see you are drganized and ready for'math, we will start our
lesson." Most start getting ready. Teacher watchesthem carefully.
When she sees two students daWdling, she asks, "Tim and John, have you
forgotten how to get ready for math? Tim, tell us what you must do."

Tim answers and gets busy.

10:35- When Teacher sees that all students have paper and pencil on their desks
10:55 and are facing her, she begins a brief review of the tOpic they were.on

prior to the holidays. She calls on students with raised hands to ask

or answer questions. When working math problems on the board, the
teacher makes some intentional errors. When the students raise objec-
tions, she calls on those who raise their hands to tell what her mistake
is and how to correct it. She thanksAhe students "who raised their

,

hands and didn't call out." As she assigns the problems fixr them to do
independently, she points out, "There are two ways you might ge a

problem wrong even before.working it,. One is by not lining up the
numbers carefully, and the other is by copying the wrong problem. Be

sure you don't make these mistakes! When you finish.your math assign-
ment, let me know by putting your paper on the left hand corner of your
desk and taking out your library book. Or, if you would like to work on
an extra credit sheet, raise your hand and I'll bring one to yom."
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Time Description

%

After Christmas-4

. 10:55-' Teacher checks het watch, then says, "Look at our clock. It is now

11;05 10:55, and we should be finished when the big hand is on the 3, or at
11:15. At 11:15 you will go'to music. Now, if YOu have a problem,
shoot upyour hand, and I'll come to help you.".The_students start

. Working immediately. 14e teachfr circulates; looking at each student's
'paper, to be sure s/he ha's started the assignment cOrrectly. -She praises
several atudents who are doing their Work more carefully, than usual.

II:1)5- As she continues to walk around lOoking at students"paperlit and helping,
11:15 those.who raise their hands, she zomments, "I see a lot of columns lined

up nice and neat." Then she sem, "You should ilready be on problem
If.you're not, get moving." At 11:13 the teacher says, "Ypu should be'
on number ,20 by now." By then several students have°finished the
assignment and are reading their library books.

Teacher 'says, "We will choose new helpeis tomorrow, but for today our
table monitors will bellike, Janne, Roy, andkLisa. Now, paSs'your
papers toe the table monitor. Table monitors, put the papers in the math
box, please." She reminds the.students that they Aust always' get out d

crayon for music. She watches and says, Tible one, you got the point.
You got your colors out, zipped your lips, and are ready. You'may line
up.first." The other studpnts hasten to get ready and are'called by
tables to line up for muSic.

-

11:50- Students file in from music and-ait down. Teacher goes to the, front of

12:00 the room and tells the students ,zhat she will review the procedure,for
preparing for lunch in cese someone has forgotten. Shesays, "I will ,

turn on the record player for everyone to listen. While you are listen-,
-ing, each table may go to the restroom, wash your,hands, and get your
lunch boxes or lunch cards. This is to' be done quickly and quietly, so
you don't disturb the rest of the class. Then you will line up; wi:h.

the lunch buyers in one line and the students who brought their lunches
-in the other line. When it is time tocome back from the cafeteria,"I
will hold up my hand. That's the signal to zip'your lips and line up
quickly beside me. Axe there any questions?" The teacher answers one
or two questions, then turns on the record player andcalls on tables
one by one to use the restroom and get their lunches. Then she calls
the students by tables (quietest ones first) to line up in the two lines
to 1.2) to the lunchroom. Teacher says, "I.expect to hear,no talking in
the halls. I know you will do well because%we are having such a good
day, and you all are Kemembering your manners." ,

12:30- After lunch the teacher.stands andjmonitors "as'students file quietly
12.:50 into the room, put up their lunch boxes, and go to the tug. When the

teacher sees, two students talking, she walks over to them and puts her
hands on their shOulders, and they get quiet. Teachetjoins the group
at the rug and in a low.but enthusiasic voice tells them what they will
do this afternoon. When students stert to giggle and act ex,cited in .

0.
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Time

12:50-
1:15

41.6.

a

Descript'on

After Christmas-5
. 2

response to her enthusiasm, she sayi, 'I'm gotng to-wait until everyone

is quiet and all eyes are looking at me. before I-begin/the story." She

then watts until she can see everyone'
she will'be reading, one chapter a day
chapter of the book, the teacher /Wks
studenta a chinc'e to predict what they
chapter. Then she tells the students
to their desks with their lips zipped,
one pencil, and write their heading in
she'll be looking for a signal that th
writing activity. Then she lets them

Teacher goes immediately to the overhe
,to be sure that all students are getti
girls talking, she reminds them what t
tellsothe class she wants all eyes on tter so that thsy will see and

understand what they are expected, to do. She explaitis,."I would like to

know a little more about how each of you spent Christmas. In your very
best handwriting, I would like for you to write one paragraph about what

you did on Christmas Day. Foi instance, my family opened presents veryt

early. Then we all got dressed and ate.breakfast. fter breakfast, we

sang Christmas carols and cleaned up. In die middle of the afternoon,

we had a big turkey dinner." Teacher turns on the overhead projector

where she has written Pllow / Spent Ch'ristmas" and tells students to
write this title on the top line, skipping one line before writing the

paragraph. "I would like for you to have at least three complete

sentences in y9ur paragraph. Tonight I will look over your paragraphs
to be sure they are neatly and completely _done, and tomorrow we will

post them on our Special Work bulletin board. Then you will be able to

read about what your friends did on Christmas. You have 20 minutes to

work on this, so please take your time and do it as neatly as posaible.

I have written some words,on'the board that I thought some of.you might-

need help spelling. You don't have to use these words;*kut if you need
help with a word, be sure to check the board to see if it is there.
Please raise your hand if you need my help." As the students go to
work, Teacher circulates, looking at each person's paper, complimenting
soMe, spelling words for others, and answering questions. As students

-'-finish; Teacher tells them to check over their work to be sure'it's neat
and nice, and reminds the class that at least three complete sentences
are requiied. Several students finish and take out their library books.
Teacher checks to be sure all students finish the assignment. Then she

has the students pass their papers to the monitors, who place the papers
in the handwriting box. Teacher compliments the class on being quiet
and doing such a nice job on their handwriting. She tells them she is

looking forward to reading their compositions.

eyes befOre tntroductng the boa&
. Afeer ishi finishes the first
review questions and gives the
think will happen in the next
he wants them to return quickly
take out one piece of paper and
the proper place.. She tells them
y're all,ready to begin the hand-
eturn to their tables .

projector and surveys the rbom
g ready to begin. Seeing two
ey are supposed to be doing. She

When all papers are turned in and
Teacher takes the class outside to

1:35 When the game is over, but before
1:40 ground, Teacher tells the 'students

they go into the room and to clear

the monitors are back in their seats,
play a game together.

they file into the room from the play-
to hang up their coats as soon as
their desks. "We have something very
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Time Description

After Chriatmas-6

exciting -to.ta/k ab9ut." Teacher watches carefully to mAke'sure that
students are complying with,her. instructions.

1:40 . Teacheri moves to the front of the room, scanning the class to be sUre
2:15 all arequiet and ready to listen.. She whispers to a few students who

forgot U3 clelr their desks. Then she introduces a new topic they will
be studying; dinosaurs. She reads a short book intrOducing the students
to dinosaurs. She shows some ,pictures and Writes some of the names of

1 the dinosaurs on.,the front chalkboard, having the students,repeat the
names after ker. 'Qn a poster.board the teacher has &drawing of.a
Tyrannosaurus Rex With a chiid standing next to it,.and points out thd
difference in sizes. She calls up Joey to the ftont and measures how
tall he is. Then she tells the class how many Joeys it would take to be
as tpll as thetyrannosaurus Rex. She tells the students how tall the
room is and how many rooms stacked on top of one .another would be
required before the,TyranupauruS Rex could enter the room. hen the -

teacher explains several Aftivities they will be doing during this unit.
"First we will study the different.kilnds of'dinosaurs we know existed,
and each of you will choose oneiof four types to Write a report about.
We will also have four groupi who will work together-to make pictures of
dinosaurs, and we will put all of them together to make a big mural all
across the back of oUr room!"*The teacher also annolunces that at the
end of this unit, they will have a field trip to the Texas Memorial
Museum whbre they will get a chance to look°at a dinosaur skeleton
exhibit. Students get very excited and start to chatter and ask ques-
tions. Teacher rings,her bell once and the whole class gets luiet. She 410
calls on students-with raised hands and answers some questions. Then
she tells the students.they Will 'hare to be very cooperative. "You will

'have to cooperate in the library in doing research about dinoselcs; you
will have to Cooperate with the other members of your group in making
your,di asaur picture, and you will have to cooperate with the whole
class in showing me ycu will be well-behaved enough to go to the
museum." Teacher calls ou several students who have raised their hands.
They offer to bring models of-dinosaurs to school. Teacher tells them
that will be great. She reminds the students to put their names on the
models, and she points,to a shelf she has cleared for this purpose. She
tells all of,the Students to also keep their eyes open for pictures in
the newspaper or magazines but not to cut them out without permission
from theirparents. Then she tells the class that they will be talking
more about their dinosaur plans toinorrow.

2:15- Teacher says it is time to**et ready to go home, .She asks the class
2:30 what is the first thing they pre to do in the morning after putting away

Nt. their coats and lunch boxes. Most students raise their hands, and
Teacher exclaims, "I'm so thrilled so many of you'have remembered!" She
calls on George to give the answer. Teacher also mentions they will be
chnosing new monitors tomorrow morning. She.compliments the.class on
having such.a good day and reminds them she knows how well they can do
and that she,will be looking for good behavior tomorrow as,well. Then
she directs the class,in lining up fot dismissal, and says, "Have a nice .

afternoon and come preps d to work tomorrow."

17
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IMPORTAgT EVENTS,IN THE

FIRST DAY AFTER CHRISTMAS CASE STUDY

8:00-8:25 Greeting students.
Warm-up activities

. Reinforcement of established procedures
Review of rules

8:25-8:45 Structured Christmas sharing activity
Reinforcement of quiet behavior

8:45-8:50 Establishment of a new procedpre
Checking for comprehension

8:50-9:15 ReinfOrcement of proceddreS
Whole group aCtiVity.
Reinforcement of academic expectations

9:15-9:40 Specific directions for transition T

Expectations for appropriate behavior established
Clear instructions given and comprehension checked

9:40-9:55 Low group checked on and given help
Monitoring and handling inappropriate behavior

9:55-10:15 Procedure for when finished reinforced
-Warns.Red group, giving them a chance to finish

4

10:15-10:30 Academic activity which serves as a reward

10:30-10:35 Speedy *ansition of :students in and out of the rooi
Reinforcement of procedures

10:35-10:55 Review of topic covered, before Christmas
- Consistent reinforcement of procedures
Establishment of academic expectations
Procedure of what to do when finished

I.

10:55-11:15 Time expectations given to help students pace themselves
Checking every student's paper 16
Temporary monitors appointed
Reminder of procedures for going to music

11415-11:50 Musia

11:50-12:00 Review of procedures for lunch

411
j 12:00-12:30 Lunch

1 C)



IMPORTANT EVENTS. (continued)...

12:30-12:50 Explanation of the afternoon activities
Carefal monitoring of student behavior
Stopping inappropriate behavior
Waiting for all students' attention

12:50-1:15 Mbnitoring while students get ready
Waiting for all students to get ready
Christmas sharing in a handwriting'activity
Specific instructions, eiamples, and academic expectations
Monitoring to be sure all get started

.,Circulating to give help and compliments to students

1:15-1:35 Recess

1:35-2:15 Monitoring to be,sure ail students are ready
Introducing a new unit, exhibiting enthusiasm and building

excitemgnt
Explaining some of the activities they will do
Emphasis on expected cooperation and behavior

2:15-2:30 Review of new'procedure
Complimenting students on a good day
Establishing expectations for tht next day

.1.GJ
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PROBLEM: GIVING DIRECTIONS

Ms. Jones is very frustrated begause her students do not, seem to listen

to instructions. She explains carefully what to do, writes the assignment

on the board: and asks for student questions. Nevertheless, before the class

really gets started on the work, three or four itudents typically come up to

the teacher's desk with questions. Others twma,to their neighbors wit.h
;

questions.. After answering the same questions firr several students, she has

to interrupt everyone to go back over instructions. Or, she- later finds

thaC some students have done their work incorrectly. WHAT CAN THIS TEACHER

DO TO HELP HER STUDENTS LISTEN TO AND UNDERSTAND HER INSTRUCTIONS?

Where to Lock in the Manual

Instructional Clarity: pp. 143-148

Making Assignments: p. 135

Monitoring Work: 13:- 136,

Problem Students: p. 101 and p. 120
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Some Specific Suggestions

Wait for all students' attention before beginning to give instuctions.

After giving instructions, ask a student (one who may need help) to repeat

the instructions.

Quiz the class about what they are to do, rather than only .inviting

questions.

Summarize instructions on the board.

Immediately after giving instructions to the whole class, go over them with
the slower students, either individually or (if there are more than two) in

a small group.

Watch all students' faces carefully while "yOu give directions. Look for

signs of confusion, inattention.

Do a few problems (questions) with the class. Show them exactly how their

papers should look. (An overhead projector works well for this.)

While you watch the class, have everyone head their papers and do one or two

problems. Announce the ansver(s). Ask for a shqw of hands. Work the

problem(s) on the board quickly.

Don't allow sp,identF to come up to ycit desk Zr help until everyone is
working steadily. Then allow only one et a time.

Don't go to your desk. Circulate and look at every student's paper.
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PROBLEM: GROUPED INSTRUCTION

Ms. Hart is not at all satisfied with the way out-of-group students

work while she is teaching a small reading group. Although she feels she

allows appropriate amounts of time for work to be completed and gives

thorough instructions before reading group starts, some students do not

follow seatwork directions and many never finish their work. A few students

finish early, turn in their papers, and begin free time activitieS. Soon

many students are visiting or using free time activities. Ms. Hart lhas to

interrupt her work with readini group to discipline rowdy students of answer

questions. WHAT CAN SHE DO TO IMPROVE HER SITUATION?

Where to Look in the Manual

Pladeing Procedures for Seatwork and Small Group: pp. 36-38

Teaching Reading Grouz Procedures: p.-129

General Guidelines: pp. 122-123

Student Accountability: pp. 133-140

(



Some Specific Suggestions

Make sure everyone understands instructions before starting groups. (See

GIVING INSTRUCT/ONS).

Tell students ahead of time what will be checked, and when.

If seatwork includes some silent reading, have listed on
reading comprehension questions which students wili be held
when called to reading circle.

In order to have time to get the seatwork groups started
first small reading group a getting-ready task to complete
them.

the board some
aCcountable for

right, give the
before you join

Help students pace themselves; Show them on Ube clock hOw much time the

first assignment should take. Better yet, set a timer to signal when they
should be finished with a particular assignment and go on to the next.

gfter working with a group for a While, give the students in group,a 'Short
task to do on,their own While you leave them to check on progress of out-of-
gtoup students and answer questions.

After a-specified period, put reading group students on a short task and

circulate among other students. Mark in red where each student is on the
first assignment. They can then.start on their next assignment, but should
be required to finish the first assignment at home or in class later.

Or, when reading groui has been given a short task, lead oth.zr students in

quickly checking their first seatwork assignment.

Avoid allowing students to interrupt you with questions when you are with a
small. group. Tell them to skip troublesome parts until you can talk to
them, or use student monitors (peer helpers).

Use a signal (such as a hat or a flag) so students can tell when they may
approach you with questions and when they may not.
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PROBLEM: HETEROGENEOUS CLASSES

Never before has Ms. Rogers.had to deal with students of such different

entering achievement levels within a single class. She feels frustrated in

her efforts to provide instruction at appr6priate levels for both the

slowest and the fastest.seudents. She does not want to segregate Children

into achievment level groups for all activities. But she is concerned that

she is not challenging the brightest students and not giving the slowest

students the extra help they need. WHAT CAN SHE DO?

Where to Look in the Manual

Modified Whole Group Activities: pp. 120-121

Centers and Stations: p. 122

Small Group Activitiss: pp. 122-123

Teaching Low Academic Level Students: pp. 123-125 and 131



4

Some Specific Suggestions

Each day. plan some activities that all students will do. Then plan
acklitional activities at appropriate levels for some or all groups.

Challenge .btightest students to work for greater speed and accuracy.
Encourage them to sharpen their skills of reasoning and of explaining their
answers.

Use a Skill Box activity center that allows students to work at their, own
pace 53r one part of their daily seatwork'brqignment.

Be sure to involve all students in the class when leading a discussion or
recitation session.

Include some activities that can be done together as a whole class but at
di ferent levels -by different students.

!.
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:PROBLEM: TEAMING

Mr. Miller's school uses some -team teaching. He feels that too much of

his teaching time is wasted while groups change roams, get organized, and

get ready_ to work. Sometimes early-arriving students disrupt lessons.

Other timei, stragglers-hold up the rest-Of the- class. WhiLe the teacher

deals with problems, makeup work, or 4.1estions, students begin dhatting and

Wandering around. The class gets noisy during these transition periods,

then the teacher ties trouble getting everyone's attenion ''for the next

lesson. 'HOW CAN HE CUT DOWN WASTED TIME_AID DISRUPTION?

Where to Look in ,the Manual

04.

Monitoring: pp. 107-109

Stopping Inappropriate Behavior: pp. 113-114

1 6
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Some Specific Suggestions

Don't do anything that interferes with your ability to monitor during
these class changes. Stand near the door or at the front of the room. Be
visible.

Use established routines as much as possible for beginning and ending
lessons, passing and collecting papers or supplies, etc.

Pse an academic warmup as part of your beginning class rOntine. Warmups
consist of shda written assignments over review material, or other
relatively easy tasks, such as math drills, review problema, composition
practice, grammar drills., scrambled sentences to copy and decode, sentence
or verses to copy and complete, etc. Usually these are put on a chalkboard
or an overhead transparency, and students must complete the task in a set
period o time from the beginning of class (usually five minutes or less).
Warmup activities muse be checked and graded 'regularly (usually

inimediately).

If early-comers or stragglers are' a problem, establish a "holding area"
where thete students must wait quietly until the teacher can speak with them
without interrupting the class.

Strive for good cooperation and group planning among unit or team teaChers.
Do your part to maintain schedules. Use a timer, if necessary.

I .

NY.
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PROBLEM: TRANSITIONS

Ms. Sullivan's class is well behaved when they are involved in a lesson

or assignment, ,but they have problems with changes from one activity to

another (transitions). When the teacher tells students to get out their

math supplies while she picks up pr passes out papers; students start 'to

talk loudly, and many leave their Seats. Some sharpen pencils; others.get

drinks of water, wash their hands, or go to the restroam. A few continue"to

work on their previous assignment. The teacher has to repeat her directions

to the class many times, and there is confusion and delay.. HOW CAN SHE. MAKE

THESE TIMES GO MORE SMOOTHLY?

Where to oak in the Manual

How to Teach Procedures: pp. 67-70

Teaching a Procedure; Case.Study: p. 73

Routineh for Turning in Work: p. 136

Monitoring: pp. 107-109

Stopping Inappropriate Behavior: pp. 113-114

tr.-
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'Some Specific Suggestiona

Avoid doing anything that inttrferes with your ability to monitor-and
direct during transiaons. Have teacher materials rdady before the
transition. Dop't allow comeups.

Teach students exactlY what behaviors you, elcpect during %transttions: voice
level,. use of fountain, sink, pencil sharpener or bathroom, regular
procedures for turning in or passing out papers Or aupplies,.ready signals.

Limit students' movement around the room during transitions.

Rely on established routines as much.as yossible.

Praise or otherwise yeward students (or tables, teams, etc.) .who follow
instructions moat quickly and quietly:

Use timers to enCourage students to "beat the clock",- (See the "tiourglass
system" on yo.-8L)

5
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a

PROBLEM: CHILDREN f4H0 COME UP WITHOUT PERMISSION
6

Ms. Smith makes every efkort to provide her stuCients with the help and

attention'they need. She hail' several students, however, who come up to her

constantly for help, advice, reassurance, And jaat to visit. While.she

'feels these children"may need more'attention from her than do other students

4 (and she tries to give it to them), she fihds -that they interfere with

everything she does which does not directly involve them. Even worse, she

has noticed that despite her rules about coming ,up to her, these children
41ma

'seem to lead the way for others, who would 'normally stay seated, to join the

group arouhd

400
Where to Look In the Manual.'

-

4.

Planning Rules and Procedures: p, 33, C-3
p. 34, D-3
p. 37, D

Consequences: pp. 57-66, and p. 64, Activities

Teaching Rules and Procedures: p. 71, Activity 3

Monitoring: pp. 107111
p. 109, e, f, 'g

p. 110, Activities 1 and.2
C

Stopping Inappropriate Behavior: pp. 113-114, Guideline§
.A

Claiity of Instructton: p. 147, 3a .

s'Y



Suggestions for Dealing with Come Ups

Set up and teach or review a procedure about coming up to the teacher./ .

Make it clear when this is acceptable (e.g., after children have raised
their.hands and have been given permisston by the teacher). Remit& them
,what they are to do when they need help and you are busy (e.g., go on to the
next problem or assignment; ask a neighbor; 4 designated monitor, or a puddy
for help).

0

Be firm and consistult about_ sending these children back) to their seats
immediately and refusing to help or converse 4ith them unless.they have your-
permission to come to you.

4
Seat these studenEs close to where you generally work. . Immediately after
giving instructions they are Eo follow, go to them to be sure they under-
stand what to do, how to do it, and do in.lact begin working.

Assign a friend, or buddy, to whom these children can go for help. They are

not to come up to you until they have- first tried to get help from, the

buddy.

'Set up a "help" list'for the class. Have children signthe list.if they
want to talk to you'when you are busy. Be conscientious about checking the
list frequently, (e.g.,-between. reading groups), going to the childten,in

order, and marking through the name of each chtld as ydu go. A. further

refinement of this syscgm for older children is, to have two lists, one

labeled Pshort" for help'tequiring only a brief dnswer on your pert, and

another labeled "long" for help requiring a longer explanation'or .eaching.
Attend to five dhildren on the "short"'ioist for each child on toe "long"
list.

Contract with each of the children with a problem in this area for a given
number of permissible come ups. Give them thid dany oumbered tabs with each
dhild's name or initials,on them.' Each time fhey come up to yqui t]hey must

_give you a tab, starting with number one. Reward them for using fewer than
the given number,of tabs, end gradually reduce the numbei alloNed.

1 SI
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PROBLEM: IMPULSIVE STUDENTS

Mr. Wilson feels he has a good class, with two excePtions. Jimmy never

seems to stay at hi.s desk. He wanders, takes constant trips to the pencil

sharpener or wastepaper basket,. dances around the classrodm, bothers other
$

children, and generally stirs up the class. Richardeis another disruptive

student, constantly calling out answers and "Tart" remarks to the teacher

and ba other students. The class is regularlyeither stirred up and annoyed

by Jimmy or distracted and laughing at Richard.

4

Where to Look in the Manual
k

.it

Rules and PFocedures:; p. 32, g and p. 36, I

Consequences:. pp...57-66

p. i02, 7

Monitoring: ,p. 109, e, f, g

162
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Suggestions for Dealing with Impulsive Students

Seat "Jimmy".(1) near the area where you spend most of your time, (2)4away
from children .who might encourage his out-of-seat behavior, and (3) away

from busy or high traffic areas:204

Keep a record one day of the number of times "Jimmy" is out of his seat
without permission. Then tell him what,you'have done and hoW many times he
was up. Tell him you're giAng to oontinue keeping a record. Each time he
gets out of his seat without permission, tell him, "You have. a mark." Keep
it in a noteliad you can, keep handy. if he gets fewer than the initial
number you recorded the firit day, let him choose a little prize from 'a
selection (trinkets, activities you know he'll like, pencils, erasers,

etc.). If he'Matches the number, tell-him te's "neutral" or "safe." If he
gets more marki thqp those recordea on the first day, give him a demerit, a
note to his parents, detention, or an appropriate penalty you have discussed

A

with him in advance.

someone is available to supervise him, have "Jimmy° run the length of the

playground selferal times tdp work off some.energy.

Let "Jimmy" earn Some movement by completing an assignment without gefting
out of his seat. He may take something to the office or to another teacher,
erase or write on one sew:ion of the chalkboard; empEy the pencil sharpener,
etc.

Put a star on each paper completed in one sitting, sendela "Happygram" to his
parents on good days, or let him carry a note to the office saying he was
great today..

Let "Richard" tell the class a joke.or ask a riddle for each specific period
of time he does not' talk out (e.g., during one discussion period, one
lesson, story time; etc.).

_

When "Richard" interrupts you or other students with a carl out, point out
to him that he is interrupting the class and taking,pay from their time.

'Have him apologize to the class.

'Help "Richard" keep a written record of how many times he raise* his hand
and how may times he calls out. When he does raise his hand and waits to 8e
called on during discussion, praise him and'remind hilh that he has earned a
poiht for that; when he calls out, tells him that is one mark against-him.-
At the end of each day, deduct the: negative. marks from the positive.1 Reward
him for improvement and for days with no call outs.

Acknowledge or call on "Richard" immediately Aen'he
he contributes or asks something appropriae (e.g
praise him (e.g., "Good point (question), Richard!
that 4.19

raises his hand: When
., not smart alecky),
I'm glad you brought

0

Provide ample opportunity for Michard" to participate
class discussions.

183
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PROBLEM: CHILDREN CALLING OUT RESPONSES

Ms. Stevens is a very warm person and sincerely likes her students.

She feels this accounts for some of her difficulties durihg, class discus-

sions. When she tries to engage student participation in a lesion or

discussion, children call out their responses even when she has already

called on someone to-answer. She feels that they know to raise their hands,

and she is reluctanCto stifle their enthusiasm by constantly reminding them

to do so. ..On the other hand, she sees that when she allows call outs, some
_

children0cannot be heard, and some never even attempt to participate.

Where to Look in the Manuaf

Teaching Rules and Procedures: p. 41, rule 1 .

p. 45, paragraph 2
p. 69, a, b, c

Consequences: p'p. 61-62, Examples

Inappropriate Behavior: pp. 113-114

a



Suggestions for Dealing with Callouts

Go over your reaaons again for requiring the children to raise their hands
(i.e., being-fair and courteous, and your ability to hear only one at a
time).

Continue complete consistency in responding only to answers of children who
are called on.with raised hands.

Encourage the children who call out to raise their hands by signalling with
a finger over.your lips and your hand raised briefly when they call out. As
tow as pne raised his/her hand, try to call on that student and praise
his/her hand raising. Be enthusiastic (e.g., "That's great! Your hand is
up! That makes me really want to hear from you.").

Egtablish a signal for choral responses, such as a hand gesture or"a word'
(e.g:, "Class" or "Everybody"). Have the children practice responding to
each signal. Wheni possible, alternate forms of responding during
discussions.

If some Fhildren persist in calling out to a distracting extent, have them
leave the discussion area and.either return to their seats or go to a 'time
out area. Later, talk privately with them individually atout what they
think might help them to control their inappropriate behavior and still

allow them to participate (e.g.,.promising to call ion them immediately if,
they raise thir hands)..

Help th-e children keep -a written record of the number of times they raise
their hands and the number of times they call out each day. Check the
record.with each child . at the end of the ,Reward improvement and

nocallont days.
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PROBLEM: IMPROVING CLASS BEHAVIOR

Ms. Johnson is concerned because no matter hpw hard she tries to follow

through With classroom behavior requirements, her students continue to talk,
-

wiggle, and behave in ways that they know are not acceptable to her. Within

one typical 10-minute morning segient, she wrote five names on the board for

talking, after having warned them several times to stop; she sent one child

to stand in the time-out corner for not staying in his seat; she warned one

girl bdice about giving answers to other students; and she threatened to

send iwo boys to the office for running around the room.

. 5

Where to Look in the Manual

4

Planning Rules and Procedures:- p. 33, C.3
p. 36, J

Consequences: pp. 57-66

Monitoring: p. 107, What to look for

Inappropriateapeavior: p. 114, When to ignore

Instructional Clarity: pp. 144-145, Illustrations
p. 147, 3a, 3b

1



Some Specific Suggestions

Monitor the class constantly, with the
mi,behavior befofe it occurs.

. Give no more than one wancang before
consequences.

Make sure that students have enough work
what to do and can do it, and that they
to ,do after they-finish their work.

goal of anticipating and preventing

following through with ,the stated

to do, that they understand exactly
know what specific things they are

Structure some class time for student movement and activity.

Whentver possible, statements about behavior Should be workrelated and
positively stated: "You need to be working Problems 6 through 15. That
involves no talking." "After I have dhecked your completed paper,, you may
go to the listening cen er." "If you are having problems with this
assignment, raise your hand and I'll come to your desk."

Decide

Be Sur

you ca
for appropr

t dinor inappropriate student behavior should be ignored.

that s
d wi

ated consequences are appropriate to the behavior and. that
I carry them out consistently. Include positivf consequences
behavior in your posted list of specific consequences.

Reward academic, performance end, other appropriate classroom behavior
regularl:. Rewards may include teacher attention-and smiles, praise, stars
or Happy Yaces, treats, happy notes, privileges, etc.

Consider esiablishing a peer tutoring system,that will allovi faster students
to'help,stbwer ones without creating claisroom disturbAnces.

lc"
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PROBLEM: INTERRUPTIONS AND DISTRACTIONS

Ms. Martinez has .things going pretty welkomelliii, there is an unexpected

interruption or distraction. Should someone

several minut of her attention when she is

tion, the children get talkative and active

come to the door and require

in the middle of a present.a-

de4ite her reminders to wait

quietly. A rerated problem arose when a child,discovered a trail of anes,

from the trash can across the floor to the reading circle. The children:

were immediately distracted from their work, and when Ms. Martinez calLed

the office, help was not immediately available. The students agreed to try

to ignore the ants, but many ,continued to whisper about them, and an ,

kl

occational student would let up to stomp the ants.

Where to Look in the Manua!

Planning Rules and Procedures:

Potential Problems: p. 94, 1

a

p. 39,%11.0

1 S
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Suggestions for Dealing with Interruptions and Distractions

Talk with your class about what they are to do if you are interrupted

(e.g., read a book at 'their desks) finish leftover work, start a poem or
picture, etc.). Provide the hence for them to practice this shortly after

discussing it. Be specific in your response to their behavior (e.g.,

"James, Maria) and David remembered to find some work to do quietly just as

we discussed. Thank you! Cheri and Richard got out of their desks to

sharpen their pencils. This was not the time for that. Tables I and 3 were

very quiet. That's great!").

If the interruption is likely to last several minutes, 11.44e the person wait
while you give the class specific reminders or instructions about what to_

do.

Face the class and monitor even while you talk with the visitor.

When a distraction such as the ants incident arises:spend some time discus
sing it: If,it seems worthwhile, take the trouble to.find out more about
it. The children might write a story about it and/or draw a picture of it.

1Sj
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SUGGESTIONS FOR AFTER-CNRISTMAS AcTIV/TIBS

4

A. Reviewing rules, procedures, and phy ical arrangements.

1. Review, your crassroom rules and procedures. Use Prescription 2 and
Checklist 2.1 to identify:

a. Rules which are no longer enforced.

b. Procedures that you would like to have running More smoothly.

c. Areas which are in_need of a procedure.

2. Choose new rules And procedures, as needed, to handle the areas yod
have identified. Ilse Prescription 3 to decide on consequences.

3. Decide wflether changes in seating patterns'oX room arrangement would
be helpful. Make the changes before students return after the hoti
days to emphasize a "new start." Use Prescription 1 to. help, plan

any changes.

B. Planning for the first day.

1. Consider the first week after the holiday, like the first week of the
school year. The major goat is to establish desirable _behavior:-

fdllowing. rules and procedures, and doing assigned academic. work
successfully.

2. Set aside some t,ime at the beginning or. the first morning for

children to share some-of their,:Christmas expersiences. atructure

and/or limit discussion ,(e.g., have students choose one 'favorite
thing to tell the class abOut). Include Christmas sharing in an,art
or writing activity during the day.

3. Plan activities to allow a little extra time ,to re;iiew old pro-
cedures and present new ones.

4. Choose activities with high success rates. Also, avoid activities
which require Compl'ex procedures, extensive student movement, or

which will leave students without direct supervision-for more tWan a,
few %inutes at slime. Remember, tile goal of the first few days is
to eikAtitish good behavior patterns for the rest of the year. This
is more easily accomplished when students Axe working in a super-
vised, strugtured set of activities.
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1

After Christmas-2 ,

C. Activities During the First Week.

1. Review, rules and.uajor procedures early during the first morning.
You might do some review before, and some after, -the Christmas
sharing activity.

2. If arty new rulds or major changes are being made, emphasize the "new
start" and the dhange. erescription 4 contains some guidelines for
teaching rules and procedures.

3. Monitoring pupil behavior' and handling inappropriate behavior
promptly are crucial during this time. See Prescriptions 7 and 8
for suggestions.

4. Be sure that students begin the year by being accountable for their
'work and use of time. Monitor especially those students who
developed poor work habits earlier in the year, . Help them get 'off
to a goOd start -- enforce deadlines and insist that they complete
their work. Prescription 10 has specific suggestions for
accomplishing this.

5. Generate some enthusiasm for the rest of the year. Tell siudents
abodt some of .the interesting things they Will learn or neat
activities they will get to do.

1 91
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GUIDELINES rOR WRITING CLASSROOM NARRATIVES

One of the most important data sources in the Classroom Management

Improvement Study (CMIS) is the classroom narrative,.a detailed record of

events, time use, and behaviors in the classroom. While in the clasbroom,

observers take narrative notes and record time intervals for Student

Engagement Ratings (SERs), beginning and ending points of activities,

and other splcific classroom events. After the observation, an observer

dictates a complete narrative, using the notes taken in class. Tape

recorded narratives are tranbcribed by typists at the R&D Center to

provide a permanent, easy to read,'detailed account of each class observation.

General Criteria for Narratives

1. Narratives should be characterized by a balanced focus on teacher's

behavior, individaal students' behaviors, and behavior of the class

as a whole.

2. A narratives should make clear where the teacher is and what s/he ig

doing during taCh activity segment.

3. A narrative should make clear what the majority of the,class is doin

during each activity segment.

4. Observers should record enough of the teacher's instructional state-

ments and questions to give a reader an idea of instructional style,

clarity, and organization.

5. Observers should record enough of the teacher's and Studants' verbal

interactions (verbatim) to afford a fairly clear picture of,th, teacher's

manner of interacting with stuAents and of the classroom climate as a

whole.
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'Marrac4ves 2

6. Narratives should provide answers to all relevant guideline questions

, 'covering each section,of the teachers' Manual for the study. (See

A
Guideline Que4tions, attached.)

7. A narrative stiould afford an ob'ective record of what took place in the

class with the added, identifiable dimension of the observer's inter-_

pretatiOns, background information, opinions, and subjective reactions.

Subjective sta:tementi or opinions should be identified by bracketing

or prefacing them in the narrative.

8. A good marrative combines enough concrete details with global or sum-

mary deperiptions to enable the reader to picture the classroom, its

events, and routines.

Noting Time Intervals

On the narrative record form, the two inches of space to the left of

the numbered lines are to be used to note times as described below.

Noting beginning and ending tithes on pages. On the first line of the

first page at the label "Start," the observer should nt....e the time when the

narrative begins. At the beginning of each new page, the time should al o

be noted. At the end of the last page at the label "Stop", the observer

shouId note the time when tAe narrative was completed, (This should go on

the last line even if the narrative doesn't fill up all of the lines on the

page.)

Noting beginnings and ends of transitions, dead time, and interruptions.

Whenever the observer is aware of a transition, dead time, or interruption

of instruction in the class, he or she should note under the column labeled

"Beg" the time when the inteival started, and a T for transition, a D for dead

time or an I for interruption. (For example, T-9:27.) The end time should 0

194



Narratives - 3

be noted in the same way under "End." The line on which either time is

noted should correspond to the narrative record where the event is being

described.

Obviously; there is much observer judgement involved in determining

when to start and stop timing transitions and dead time. These terms are

defined in "Concepts-and Terms Used in Observation," elsewhere in this

manual. The observer should keep in mind, however, that there will be
,

unclear situations. .When these occur, note and describe in the narrative any

circumstances which made it I ifficult to define the beginning and end rimes

accurately, or which made it 'difficult to arbitrarily define an interval as '

a transition or dead time. Whenever in doubt, record times for events as

you think appropriate, noting as many time points as might be useful, and

discuss, it with Someone back et R&D.

Noting Student Engagement Ratings. Ever ime a Student Engagement

Rating (SER) is completedi the number of the SER should be noted in the

column headed "St.Eng." and the tiMe noted under "Beg.". This will alloy A

researcher working with SERs !o go back to the narrative to a cermine the

context of a particular rating.

Other Time Points. In addition to time points listed above, any other

time points or intervals that seem significant to the observer should be rioted.

Some examples are: time that the teacher is out of the room, extended con-

tacts between the teacher and individual students or groups of students, shifts

in topics other than thOse mirked by transitions, time spent by the teacher

at his/her desk, etc.

Floor Plans

As part of tha.narrative record, observers should find time to make

a,floorplan or map of the classroom showing the arrangement of furniture
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H.iarFaCIvits - 4

and use of space. Do not try to do this task at the beginning of class.

Wait until students are engaged in seatwork and rekatively little is going

on. Turn in the floorPlan with the narrative. Any time the room is rear-

ranged after the first day, a new floorplan should be prepared.

Seating Charts

Make a seating chart'with students' names as soon as you possibly

can. It will be a lot of help to you as'you try to identify students.

Even before you know any students' names, draw a grid or other semblance

of the seating arrangement. Then you can fill in students' names -as you find

them out. Turn in a copy of,the seating chart with your narrative, but keep

a copy for your own use as well. Use students' names as often as you can in

your narrative.
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GUIDELINE QUESTIONS FOR NARRATIVES'

Classroom Management Improvement Study

In addition to meeting the criteria outlined in "Classroom Narratives,"

elementary classroom narratives should provide answers to all of the fol-

lowing questions, except t4ose not applicable to a particular day's activi-

ties. Any questions not covered in the main body of the narrative should

be discussed in supplementary comments.

Prescription 1 Readying the Classroom

1.1 What was the room arrangement? Attach a floorplan with student seating
chart.

1.2 Describe-the overall appearance or ambience of the room.

1.3 Did any problems arise that could be attributed to traffic patterns,
student'access to important areas Of the room, or teacher's inabiliv
'to see all student-work areas from her station in the Toom?

1.4 Describe any 'aspect of room arrangement, contents, or decoration which
appeared to distract students from their tasks or detract from the
smooch functioning of the room.

1.5 Were there adequate numbers of desks, chairs, equipment, and supplies
for the day's activic.es?

1.6 Describe storage areas for students' and teacher's supplies.

1.7 .Did equipthent used in the day's activities work well?

1.8 Describe nametags and fasteners used (first days only). Were there
any problems related to them?

Prescription 2 - Planning Rules and Procedures

2.1 What procedures were in effect during the activities? Include cues,
routines, planned policies for teacher contacts, use of classroom
resources, etc.

2.2 For each procedure, describe its functioning: How well did it accom-
plish the purpose of getting routine activities accomplished efficiently?
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Guideline Questions - 2

2.3 Did the teacher seem to have a System for contacting students? If
there was no apparent system, how would you.describe his/her manner
of selecting students for interactions?

st

2.4 What procedures were in effect regarding the use of materials? Inelude,
anything about getting it out, using it in an activity, and putting
it up.

2.5 Did any problems arise that could be ,ttributed to inadequate proce-
dures or guidelines for use of pencil sharpener, fountain, bathroOm,
centers, supply areas, or other areas of the room? Describe.

2.6 What rules or reminders of procedures were posted in the room?

2.7 What rules were cited by the teacher or overtly enforced?.

0
,

.,

2.8 What morning and end-of-day routines or-rituals (warmups 'and wind-
downs) were used?

Prescription 3 - Consequentes

3.1 How did the teacher reward studenta for appropriate behavior?

3.2 What punishments or.deterents did the teacher use or discuss?

3.3 Was the teacher consistent in use of the reward/deterent system?.

3.4 What were students' reactions to rewards and penalties given during
the class? Were deterents effective in changing inappropriate
behavior?

3.5 Did the rewards and deterents used seem to be reasonable and appro-
priate in terms of teacher effort and in relation to magnitude and
mature of rule violations?

Prescription 4 - Teaching Rulea and Procedures

4.1. What rules were established for the first time?

a. How did the teacher introduce and explain the rule(s) to the
students? Be Specific in describing 'what she or he said.

b. After introducing the rule(s), what did the teacher do? Was there
a disCussion or other student involvement?

c. How well were rule(s) followed that day? Wheri someone did nor did
not follow a rule, what did the teather do?



Guideline Questions - 3

4.2 What procedures were estnblished for the first time?

a. How did the teacher introduce or explain pr.ecedures to the stu-
dents? Describe what was said or done.

b. What cues or signals were.presented? f4ere they demonstrated or
practiced?

c. After explaining a procedure, what did the teacher do? Was there
involvement of the students in discussion or rehearsal of it?

d. How well were procedures followed? What kind of feedback did, the
teacher provide?

4.3 Were procedures and rules established as the result of problems or were
they presented as.a Matter of course..before any problems arose?

4.4 Were procedures and rules presented in a'reasonable sequence (Were
procedures presented as they were needed? Were students bombarded
with unnecessary information the first day?)?

4.5 Were the consequences of not following specific rules or procedures
discussed?

4.6 Did the teacher remind the students about any rules or procedures,
and/or re-explain any? What happened before this reminder or
re-explanation?

Prescrintion 5 - Beginning of School Activities

5.1 How did the teacher introduce himself or herself to the class for the
first time?

5.2 How were students introduced to one another for the first time? How
did the stndents react to this?

5.3 What was the format of all class activities: whole group, small group,
or individualized?

5.4 Were the day's activities easy enough for all students to feel suc-
eessful and involved? Describe students' reactions to activities.

5.5 Was adequate time allotted for teaching of rules and procedures necessary
for the day's adtivities?

5.6 Were materials and supplies ready to use at the beginning of activities?
Were adequate numbers of materials and supplies prepared?
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5.7 Was there any dead time for the class. as a'whole? Did the teacher haire
. enough activities planned? Describe any instances of dead time.

Prescription 6 - Strategiei for Potential Problems

6.1 What interrupted the flow of activity and/or.reciuired'the teacher's
attention unexpectedly? Be very specific and .describe any factors
which were outaide the teacher's control. Specify source as inEernal'
or external to classroom.

6.2 For each of the interruptions, describe the teacher's response.

6.3 What was the result of the teacher's response for ihe majority of. the
class? What did students do while the teacher was dealing with the
interruption?

6.4 Describe any other constraints the teacher had to deal with: environ-.
mental factors such as heat, noise from outside the room, a student
with an unusual handicap, etc.

0

6.5 What beginning-of-the-year paperwork was handled in class? What were
the students doing when the teacher was involved with clerical duties?

6.6 What did the teacher do with late-arriving students or new students
after the first day?

6.7 Did the teacher give the class any instructions beforehand about what
to do when interruptions (from visitors) occurred?. What were the
instzuctions?

6.8 If a student (or students) was,disruptive, overtly uncooperative or
unmanageable, describe the event or confrontation in detail. What
did the teacher say and do? What were vatecedent and resulting events?

Prescription 7 - Monitoring

7.1 In general, how aware was this teacher of everything going on in the
class?

7.2 Did the teacher have a clear view of all students from the teacher's
usual work stations?

7.3 Did the teacher ever leave the room? How often and for how long?

7.4 What violations of already established rules or procedures occurred
that were not responded to by the teacher? That.were not observed by
the eacher?

75 What other behaviors occurred which were not responded to by the
teacher but which struck you as inappropriate for the classroom?
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Guideline Questions - 5

7.6 How did the students indicate that they needed help? How efficient
was the teacher at spotting students who needed help, remembering them,
and responding?

7.7 Did the teacher seem to be monitoring the rest 4f the,class when working
with a small group or individual? How?

Prescription 8 - Stopping Inappropriate Behavior

8.1 Was the teacher tonsistent in his or-her response to misbehavior?
Did the teacher stop the behavior quickly?

8.2' What were the teacher's responses to unsanctioned behavior? Describe

the use of any of the following:

a. ignoring
1

b. eye contact, stern looks, calling a student s name
c. ordering student to stop the misbehavior
d. signals appropriate behavior .

e. expresses feelings about misbehavior
f. questions stUdent to gain information about misbehavior
g. isolates, separates
h. punishes in some way
i. criticizes, demeans student

8.3 If the teacher ignored some inappropriate behavior was there an appar-
ent reason or pattern? What was it? Describe apparent results'of the

teacher's ignoring.

' Prescription 9 - Organizing Instruction

9.1 When the use and/or effect of materials fell short of the ideal, what
factor(s) contributed to the problem? Please be very specific, and
indicate what factors mentioned were beyond the teacher's control.

.9.2 What evidence was there that instruction was or wag nOt,at appropriate
4 levels for all students in the class?

9.3 What did the teacher do to accomodate needs of the slowest or fastest
students in the class?

9.4 What did students do if they finished their cfas assignments early?

9.5 Describe any use of centers or stations. Include any indtructions
for their use%given by the teacher.

9.6 What were rules and procedures for use of a center or station? Are

they pcisted? Were rules and procedures followed?



Guiuuline Questions -

0

9.7 ,During class discussions or recitations what portion of the students
were actiVely participating? What did the teacher do to assure'full
_participation?

1
Use of Small Groups

9.8 Describe the seating
and the out-of-group

of the students in the small group, the teacher
students with respect to each other.

9.9 Did the teacher leave the small group to deal with something in the
rest of the room? 'Whast did the students in the group do when this
occurred?

9.10 When the teacher interrupted himself on herself to deal with some-
thing out-of-group, what were the reasons?

9.11 What happened if out-of-group students needed help while the teacher
Was with the small group? If they were delayed, how long was it be-

4 fore they got help?'

4

9.12 What did the teacher do when studentsoApproached him or her while
teaching the small group? Was there a consistent response?

9.13 What were-the teacher's instructions to the class (and/or the policy
in force) regarding student behavior in,the group, out.of the group,
and in transition .from group to group? Were instruction/policy clear?
Were they followed?

Use of Individualized Programs (SRA, Skill Box, Contracts)

9.14 Did the teacher decide exactly what students would do for individual
work, or was there student choice'of'assignments?

9.15 If student choice, describe what happened.

9.16 If the teacher had decided, how didithe students know what they were
supposed to do?

Prescription 10 - Student Accountability

10.1 For each activity engaged in by the students, was.there a product or
assignment that reflected what the student had done during the time?
Describe.

10.2 Describe the system used for turning in work. What did students do
with their work when they finished it?

10.3 If there was not an assignment turned in, how did the teacher find out
what the student had done during that period of time?

2",
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10.4 Cite any evidence you can about the quality di qtantity of-feedbaCk
from the teacher about academics: Were a0y004ded papers returned?
Were they discussed? What

q
positive reinfarcetent was used for good

work? A -
'

/ /,
.

.
. ./ ,

10.5 What was the teacher's response to student who did not complete.or
did, not hand in assignments? To what deiree did the teacher empha-
size the importance of completing assignment on time and correctly?

i. .

Describe what the teacher said or did.

10.6 What evidence was there that sfudents did not understand in-.
structions for assignments?

10.7 How did the teacher introduce, explain, or otherwise communicate
assignments to the.class?

.

Prescription 11 - Instructional ClaritY

11...1 Did thb teacher use vocabulary, tpeaking style, and pace that facil-
itated students' understanding? What evidence was there that instruc-
tion was or was not clear to the students?

11.2 What visual rein rcement was providedlduring teacher presentations?
Was it adequate

. .

11.3 Describe (quoting where appropriate) any aspect of the teacher's in-
struction or yerbal expression which contributed to poor claritjr in-
this iesson. . r

11.4 How well did the teacher monitor to see that students were complying
with instructions while and immediately after they were ggzen?

. 11.5 How did the teacher indicate the end of an activity and the need for,
a transition?

11.6 How much advance notice was given to the students so that they could
start to finish up their work and put away materials?

,

2

0



Procedures for Dictating Narrative Records.

1. Begin every side of every tape with:

This 'is side of tape of teacher'InimbeV

at school .by.observer on . (date)

in the (am or pm). There are students

present.

2. In dictating your narrative, when you come to a lite where

transition times, dead times, or student,engagement times were

noted, tay:

Beginning of transition time: 10:35.

Student engagement rating 3 at 11:05

End of dead time: 10:00

etc.

This way, the typist will.note the times at the appropriate place

on the narrativeY

3. After dictating the narrative, LOOK AT THE. NARRATIVE,OUTLINE, AND

MAKE SURE'THAT ALL APPLICABLE QUESTIONS ARE ADDRESSED IN YOUR

NARRATIVE.

4. End the narrative by saying:'

End of dictation of narrative for...(and repent ID information)-

Check to be sure tape was recorded and is understandable.

5. Place the flnished tape back in its case, and give it to Betty

so she can, list it for.future reference. Note on.the outside

of the tape the relevant ID information.

6. Turn in your rough notes to the file in the Pit, along with the

other forms.
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a presentation ef rules and procedures ina first grade classroom.

NARRATIVE

Teacher #_ 06 School # 02 Observer # 07 # Students Present 13

Date 8-29--79 /1/414 PM; Page 1 of34-

STA.TIty./c

BEG . END ST.ENG1

I-?s

8:00

. 8:00

. 0:08 I

8:09

1

There wAre rhree qtudencs in the romm when T nrr4.,Y=.,4 nt 7:35. AF

2: students had arrived at 8:00 when I started mv narrative. One of

3. three students in the room when I arrived. Timothy, was crying sof.

4. but determinedly to himself.. The teacher was more or less not pa-

4
5. any attention to him. As the students came in with their parents

6. were introduced to the teacher and so oh. the teacher todk.them uo

7. the blackboard where she had round nameta2s on strings to hang arc--

8. their necks. Each child was given the Opportunity to pic 15. out his

.9. tagen his, own. All of them were able to recognize their own names.

10. There were tiqo dittos at each place, a butterfly and a blank sheer.

11. papir: and the children were instrIxted to color the- b-utterfly.

12, their family or things around the room or, more or less, anything t

13. wanted to on the blank sheet of paper. Timothy was persuaded to st

crying by the teacher and another woman who came in and fussed ovet:14

15.
a little bit. Well, he had a big, open sore on his knee. I don't

16.
. if he was crying because of

1)
that or because he was not'happy about

17. at school. But, anyhow, the fussing over the sore and rolling up h

18.
pants' leg so it wouldn't rub on the sore made him stop crying. Wh

class starts at 8:00, all the children are coloring or.drawing at t

20. seats; and the teacher is circulating, talki

21. Michael knocked his chair over,which the

uietly to the studa

eacher ignored. At 8:0S,

22. Marie is putting her colors away. She ap. rs to be bored, .She's

23. all her coloring; thbugh, she haSn't drawn a ,.thing on her blank s'n

24. At 8'09' the teacher goes over,to the light switch and shuts of4lOn

25. wh
lights. She asks the students if they know at that means. Sever



NARR/dIVE

Teather # 06 School # 02 Observer# 07' # Students Present 13

Page 2 01'34
Date,- 8-29-79

START:

BEG END ST.=

8:1^

8:14

STOP:

c

_. studP^ts willtnteer vriot,q things. Tnntor qm_vc tt -eanc f- cf-rif t

7ou're doing. The teacher says. "Yes, and turn around and look a;
*

3. And, then, she sat's. "We need to practice this some": and she does

..
. Again. The students all turn around and look at.her. The teacher

That's good." The teacher says, "That's good, Everybody' turned

. so cluicklY: 1 think everybody already. knows it, Letts'd.Cit one mc

time." They do it one mote time. She has'them go baCkto what the

doing. Then, she turns the llghts off again; and everybody springs

'around and looks at her: and she says, "Very good. I coUldn't even

10. catch anybody with their head turned around or with anything in the.-

11. hands." She takes up her roll book and daes roll call% She tells

12. kids to say "here",11 they're here. Michael is the first-one whose

13. name she calls, and he gets up out of his seat and starts trying to

over towards her, and she waves hiM back to his seat, and he ,getS u

again, and git, waves him back to his seat, and finally she persuade
..-il.

16. that'Ws supodSed to stay there and not come to' her, Some of the

17. Edward and Mary especially, are still co4oring; althoUgh, the teach

has told ,Oem while she was talking about what they should do when .18. .

turns off the lights and gets their attention that they'should keep

20.
eyes on her. As each child says, "Here," she says, "Good." And,

smiles and looks at the kid. When roll call is over, the teacher g

up to the blackboard by he hall aRd says, "What have we been doing

.
23. Ear?" The children all'respond, chorally, "Coloring," "Drawtng. ,,

2 teacher says, "Yes, that's right; and we're going to learn two word,

25
already." She already has the wards "color" and "draw" written on.



NARRATIVE

1404cher # nA School # 02 . Observer # 07 # Students Present 13

/Date 8-29-79 AM PM. Page. 3

-START:

BEG END ST.ENG

.77.7

8:16

8:19

STOP:

1 qhe.has the students look at the words and read then. '

2. they can. Several kids apparently can read the words. Next, the

3. teacher asks the kids if they know her name. Adparently, none ef

4. rhem do: so she tells them her name and has them prattice pronounc:

5. it several times. It's a fairly difficult name,and this is more

6. les-s a formality since the rest of the dav, the kids all call her

7. "teacher." At 816, after they've.practiced her name, the teacher:.

8. "I'm really excited about today, because we're going to learn so.=

9: things. We're gbing to learn to read and write, and we're goin2

10. a lot-of fun, but we're going to have to have some rules." Everyb:.

1i is paying attention. She says,. "I need everybody's-eyes on file.
4

12. papers down," whiih didn't really seem to apply since everyone was.

13. looking at her, except for Michael. Michaq. wasn't. She has a ch.

14. She's standing by the chart with the tlass rules on it. -The class

15. rules are: "1) Don't hurt yourself; 2)° Don't hurt others; and 3)

16. hurt things." She points to the first rule and says, "Can you gik-,

17 me examples of rules that mean don't hurt yourself." Edward saYs,

your hands to yourself." Junior and M,ichael both volunteer other :

19. 'that apply to not hUrt'ing yourself. She asks the students to give

20.
examples for the next rule; and then finally on the third rulex,

21.
hurt things," she asks for examples; and one of the students voll;n/

"Don't hurt books"; and she says when getting onto books, "What sh.

we do in books?" She looks around the room and looks at Timothy a:

24.
says, shou.Ldn't we do in books?" and she's gesturing in

tzritinc. Zile sny's, "timothy." Timothy says, "Don't write in book25.
_



START:

s ,

Teacher # School #' 02,

. .

E-7-7orDate q-10-7g APFPW'

.1

BEG END ST.E

T--8:22

8:26 .

I

STOP:

.1

.4 S.

.

NARRATIVE

'

Observer O7 #-Students Present 13

Page 4 of 34

4.-

1

1. Th.. 0,imlos hv the students were good. !I think that's Probably b

2, thev've been in kindergarten: npd apparently all of thesekids ha-:

3 in kinder2arten and know the rules and know lots of good examples

:4:- what von don't do to obey the rules. John says, "Don't color on:t

5. wall." The teacher reviews the rules,goes back over them, names
-.

6. one-. gives examples'(the students' exatoles) back-to them, and say

7. "If we follow these rules, we'll have a lot of fun." At 8:22, Sar

8. arrives with her parents. The female who acaompanies her-into the

9. room (her mother?), I can hear her say, "Yes, she's very, pretty";

10. the adults leave. The.teacher then:goes back qver the rules for S

11. and also. I think, for the class, another review. John says Whil

12. teacher is reviewing the rules, "Don.'t hit nobody fsicl." .The tea

13. repeats his doubh: negative. She says, "Yes, don't hit nobody [si

14. and sort of grins at John. She doesn't say anything abOut his dou
.,--

15. negative. At 8:26, the teacher repeats the instructionS for seat

16. which isto draw after finishing cdloring yourself and your family

17. one side of the blank sheet and draw things around the room or wilt

18. you want to,dfa on the back. Then, she taterrUpts herself to say

19. "One more rule I forgot to tell you, be quiet so others cat learn,

20. She expounds on this a little bit. Wen she's through, Edward,,af

21. raising his hand, says, "Doe't throw food." The students are colc

22. or,drawing dt their seats. Some of them are getting a little ito

23. Most of them have actuallv finished this ekercise. They're not ex,
,

24. in dead.time but are drawing little bit and 1ooking'arouhd a lit
- ,

bit and then drawing a little more and looking around a Uttle 7.:OT

.
.

0i)



START:

NARRATIVE

Teacher # nA School # Observerk# 07

Datet R-19-79 677;1\,

-3

.

BEG ENO

8:19

I - -8:30

I--1:30

8:31

8:31

8:34

STOP:

°
# Students Present 13

Page 34

nc 014nm. MiChn=1 (.(1117°S 11D r0 rbe **IC!""- 31.,(-1 shP *ends h4-

2. to his seat and admonisfts the class to stay in their seats and ra.7:

3. their hands when they need her. So. all the kids are working at th

4. seats: and the teacher goeS and sauats betweenJuniar andMarie Ant

5. ette. helps them with their'seat work. She tends to touch the kids

6. a lot when she helps, them individually. pats.them on the back or tc

7. theit'arm or occasionally touches a head in :naating. She's welkin

8. around and looking at the students' work. At 8:30, a Woman comes i

9. asks the teacher hOW everything-is going; and they have a brief dis

10. cusSion between themselves. The students.are continuing to work.or

11. fidget or fooi around at their seats. The teacher goes to ta1k410

12. James and Eva brief/v. At 8:31, the teacher gets some books from h

13. desk and walks over to Michael, who is clearly finished and.is fidz

14. Junior and Timothy are also not coloring anymore, just sort of gazi

15. around. The teacher notices that the kids, many of them, aren't dc

16. .anYthing; and she s,ays, "When you get through, I'll come around and

17. a happy face on your paper." Junior tells her that he's through.

18. doesn't hold up his hand. He just says, "I'm through"; and she say

19. "But,,I need somethimg on your paper . . ." Apparently, Junior has

20. actually finished. At this point, at 8:34 Timothy is beginning tc

noises.. He's sort of squeaking, sounds preliminary to crying. It'

22. hard to tell what he's up to. The teacher ignores Timothy's noises

23. She says,. "Put your hands up if you're through." Eva, Mary, John,

24. Marie Antainette are through. She gives John a book, then Malt

25.
Junior and Eva after she has approved their drawing and stamped a.h
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.room description in a fourth.grade classroom.

NARRATIVE

Teacher # 03 Schoel N 01 ObserVer. N 02

" Date 8-29-79

START:

BEG ENDi ST.EN

7-.'40

7:40

STOP:

4.

II Students Present

Page of 56

1. The room arrancemene.is described on the accompanvin2 chart. Basics

2. the teacher's desk is at the side mf the room: and all of the studen

3. are either sideways to or facing the front chalkboard. It's a rathe

4. unusual arrangement, and the'desks are actually pretty close togethe

5. in the center of the room causing a few potential patterns. On the

6. front chalkboard, there is the teacherl's name, the grade, and the da

7. Also, there is a schedule for Monday and Wednesday.From 10:40 to 11:

8. they have music. From 12:40 to 1:10, they have lunch. On Tuesday a.:

8, Thursday,"they, have P.E. from 10:35 to 11:05;.and on Friday, they ha-

10. music frO'm 10:55 to 11:25.. She has a list of subjects with several

11. things Underlined which are including English, handwriting, readin2,

12. and spelling. She also has a sheet of poster paper with a sample he

1
on it. On the side bul,letin board, it says, "Reading Jogs Your Min::

14.
ing is the key." 'This is described later on in more detail.

'

15
7:40, a girl comes in. The teacher tells her to find a place that f

.

16. h
er. She says that some of the desks are bigger than others; and th

17.
teacher compliments the girl by saying, "What a pretty dress!" The ,

18.
girl, whose name is Amy, picks out a desk to sit at. A boy then com

19.
in asking the teacher how many' studentsEhe's going to have this yen::

20.
She says she doesn't really know Yet. Then, she goes over to him an

21.
p
u
ts her arm around him and tells him that, "It would make me feel g

22.
if you would go outside until the bell rings." At this time, a moth

23. comes in with her son named Damon. She gives the teacher her telech-

24. number at work. etc. Damon nuts his stuff in his desk, and the tea;

25. returns to the chalkhoar t4hora er411 rU3 _27"%A.1;4L.__=_t



NARRATIVE

Teacher .#' 03 School # 01 Observ'er # 02

Date 8.-29-79 4;7;41

I

STltRT:

BEG END ST.ENG,

Mw,

# Students Present 24

page 2 f.56

oars no ft rr1 10e,:res th ro m Damon has ats left- the room hut comeF,I

. back in. The teacher out her arm around him, leads him out, and as

him if he's new to (School name). Evidently, she's telling'hi

. that he should be out on the Playground until the bell rings. Anot:

. mother comes in with some students. The teacher outs her arm arounf

this girl. Timitria, and asks her where she went to school last year.

She says that she went to (Name of a school). The mother

7:46

7:49

the girl her lunch money. Evidently, she doesn't have any purse or

.
place to put it; so the teacher goes over to her desk and gets an e-

10. velop for Timitriato put her lunch money in. She gives it to the

11. girl who then puts it in her desk. Then, she talks very quiet

12. her. At 7:46, the teaCher leaves the room to go put her lunch in

13. refrigerator. The bulletin boards say, "Reading Jogs Your Hind"; a

it has a picture of a bunny rabbitjogger;and some books are attache
14.

15. to the bulletin board. The other one says, "Reading is the key

16. unlocks doors to: Knowledge, Adventure, Pleesure." By each of

17. these three things, Knowledge,. Adventure, and Pleasure, there is a

18.
particular book that is relevant to those topics. The bulletin boc

19
are made with yellow background and orange trim. Above the front z:

.

20.
board, there are cursive letters on placards. There's a United Stz

map posted at the front right. There are also a number of Peanute

22.
cartoons and store-bought pesters around the room and,a yery.huge,

23. bought cat on the cabinets at the side of the room. On the baek

24.
table, there are a number of nature magazines and,,a few paper.

25.
'On the extra desks thac are pushed together at. the back of the ro.-.1
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Date R....1(3_7o =AM PM.

START:
.

BEG END ST.ENG

aw.maftwo

7:31

NARRATIVE

Obierver # 02 # Students Present 24

Page 3 of 56

there are stacks oE spelling books. math books.and English books.

. also a stack of book covert. There's a flag at the front side of

3' room by the door On three of the cabinets at the side of the roc=

. one of them Says "Teacher's." Another of them says, "Boy'e; and ant

5 one says "Gir11." There are a number of plants around the room

-
. an easle at the front of the roem, there is a large pad which has c

STOP:

a bit 1...writing on it; but it's fairly small handwriting; and it c

be read from the back of the room. At 7;51, a boy comes in. He s.,
that his name is John Bailey. The teacher tells him that she has n

10. hi mot,er before. She tells him to find a desk,.and he does. He

11.

sio

appears to be the class brain. He's dressgd in typieal child short

12. fshirt, but he has on a gold neck chain.aad glasses and seems t

a very studious type of person. Perry then comes !n. The teacher

14. says that she missed his name on her list and did not put his name

15 the outside bulletin board where she has listed all of the students
.

her class. She gets an,eztra copy of the items that were on the oc

17. side bulletin boards and takes one out and puts his name up. John

talking to himself now as he puts things away. The teach4r asks Jo

19.
and Perry to go outside. She reminds them that since they've been

20.
before, they should remember that this is what they're supposed to

21.
She says that Dibetre is staying in the room, because this is her f

22.
year at (School name). A girl walks in with her mother, then

2 .
The teacher says, "This must be Joanna." Joanna finds,a seat to si

.

24.
while,the teacher talks a little hit with her mother. The teacher

John and Perry where they're suppOsed to put their lunches, in the
.25.

3
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START:

BEG END ST.EN

7.CA'

NARRATIVE

Observer # 02 # Students Present 24

Page 4 of 56

nInc=r -Jr 010 n r a ryinm. Parr't crivAq the teacher seme sort

. letter or form. and then the teacher says. "Now. if You'll iust 20

3. nrciela anr1 -./P41- cor the bell to rine it will make me feel a lot

7:c , the, teacher tells a courle of students still in the rt

that she wants-to see if they know how to come into class right whf..

the'bell rings; and she kind of sends them out. The teacher then

over to her desk and puts on her nametaa: On the desks are cards

. stickers and yarn, and evidently the students are going to be maki:

9. their own nametags. Karen comes i . The teacher looks pn the bul:.

STOP:

t

10. board outside the room to see if her name is up.there. The teache:

11. her arm around Karen and chats with her as she comes in. Then

12. boy named Jesse comes in. The teacher asks,him, "Can I help you?"

13. Jesse says, Lo , and the teacher asks him what his name is; and

14.
e says it s Jesse, she says that she doesn't think that she has a:

15. by that name in here; so tpgether they go out to find out if his n

is on the bulletin board. Evidently, it's not, because he does no

17. come back in. Jeff Carroll comes in at this point with his mom.

18 teacher tells him to choose a desk. Several more students come in

1 .
including Brett Townsend. Brett's mother tells the teacher that s

20
is willing to be a homeroom mothe r'. this year, that she had done it

21. her other son's room last year and that-it's this son's' turn this

2 The teacher goes over to her desk and writes down her name. The,t

23. goes over to the poster at the front of the room direads the inf

24. tion that is on it to the few students who are still in the ro

heading ts, "Can you foliow directions!' The ceacner reacs cnr
25,



NARRATIVE

Teacher # ni .Scho81 # 01 Observer 4 02 # Students Present 24

Page 5 of 54Date R_/o...7.3 (AM PM,.

START:

BEG END ST.EH

V- -$:02 I

8:0!,

STOP:

.
directions step by steo. Evidently, she has written the -direction.E

. 'hoy.to make the nametags as part of this "Canyou follow directic.r.

%
3. The first one is to come into the room Quietly, but the third. one. :

4. a little bit more of- the details on how.tcl make the haMetag. MoFe

5. students start coming in. Evidently, these are the ones who have

. into the room previously and the teacher-sent out to.the playgrounF;

Students chat quietly at their desks. At 8:02, there has been, na

,

The teacher points to the pencil sharpener and tells some students

9. -they can Sharpen aleir pencil. 'At 8:03, the teacher tells-the:clas

-10, She wanCs their nametags to have five things listed on there, thir:r-

11..that they like. She tells the students 'that they mdy gla ahead a,

12. their nametags following the directions. A number of. students 12.-..s

13. to -shorpen their pencils. At 8:04. the. teacher has'a handful oE

14. that she's carrying around. She holds them up and says, "DoeS anyc

15. need a marker?" John has his hand raised; and the teacher leans d:

16 and talks with him and answers his questions. Then, she hands out

17. markers to student:I. telling them to be sure and give them back to he

18. when they're through with them. The teacher sees a new girl come
. .

19. asks her what her name is. She says her name is Christie. Studen:

20. working quietly at their desks, now. The teacher goes arouad teI"

21.
individual students exactly what she -wants them to da making the.=

22. tags. Basically, she wants them to put their narn iii big letters

21.. then list five things.that they like or five things.' thatdescribe

24. thing about them. And, then they're supposed to stiek the sticker

at some point, make two holes in the top, and thread the yarn thrzn
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:NARRATIliS

SchoOl # 01 ,Observer # 02 I Students Present 24

Date q-10-70 .AM PM'l
.

START:

BEG END. ST.=

4.1.
8:06

3:11

. 8:12 j

STOP:

1

.,Page 6 of 56

1. tie a knot. nut it around their necks. She repeats to the students

1. she wants five words that tell her something about the student and

3. it on the nameta2. She says tha't that can be something they like o

4. something they 'don't like. She gives two examples, sports and plan

5. The teacher counts the students ad she walks around. At 8:06, the 0

6. dents are working .on their nametags. The teacher then starts to ca

7. -the roll. Aimother and a student come in;.and the teacher says, "IE

8. me, boys and girlS." She points out the closet where the little gi

9. can put her lunch box. Chris comes in and puts his lunchbox in the

10. closet and takes a seat. The teacher is chatting with the mother.

11. dents are chatting quietly at their seats while making their nail,

11. The teacher is not in the room at this point. At 8:11, the teacher

13. comes in and starts repeating the instructions." She says that most

them haven' Ihad A,chance to.tead cursive all suMmer, and so she'll

15. read the instructions to them this time. The teacher readsnumber

16. which-is for all the studen'ts to come in qUietly and get seated. Ig

17. two says that lunehboxes should be placed in the closet, and the te

to where the closet: is.
18. points. Three girls get up,immediately tc

put their lunchboXes away. The teacher asks Amy when she has her

20.
raised if she has a question. Amy says something about her lunch r,

21.
and the teacher,says just a minute, she'll take care of it. The t

22.
goes on giving the inatructiOns for number three which is for the .r

23.
tags. She tells the students to be sure and make their name big

24. ,so that she can see it from across the room. She says that s;-410;

25.
she forgets to wear her glasses,and so she won't be able to dee
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deacription of an academic activity in a fourth grade classroom

NAgRATIVE S.

, Teacher # no School # nobserver4 1I- ''4"Students

Date q-.0-70 (t. AM PM )

START:

BEG END ST.Ell

.

11...

:

T -11:27

STOP:

15

Page 33 of 55

.
.

..

1. r:,..lvs. The teacher has not taken nnre nf this at all. Students we-

h

l'Cl!t of time soing back and forth to the tote trays,. Some student:

3. 1:11Ve -lumped uo reoeatedlv durin2 'ever,: activitv.r Thestudents ree:
,

4. 1OUdlv from recess at 11:24. They rush for-the fountain. .Three es.'-)

,

N5. n the fountain befOre the teacher enters. When the teacher does
6

r°6. she gavs "The,first table seated and Quiet may get ..4:. s " EverY:=

1. rushes for their seats exceot Monica, who was approaching the. founts
/

8. when the teacher started to talk. .Monica nondhalantly continues ge:

9.: a drink. And she sits.down, The teacher ignores her. The teacher 1

10. the students get drinks by tables. Monica is at a table hy herself.

11. The teacher watches_as Edgar's table gets a drink. She says,:"Hur:y

12.. Edgar" as he drinks add drink s. and drinks. Obviously, he's trying '

13. take as much time as he con. The teadher, when he finally stops, as

" .'You ought to be full." Then, she lets Paul and Lisa go last. Pau:14.

15. still talks. The teacher says, "Okay, all eyes on mi." She holdt"

16. her name sign that she made as an art project. It has been on her d-

,

17:Her manner and voice is quiet and unenthusiastic. Several students

16. their hands when she asks quegtions. "What is this?" Paul is one o'
......

them who raises their hand; and she says, "I'm not going to call on
.

20.
Paul; I told you before school." Someone she calls on says that it'

her-name. The teacher says, "Yes";' and she folds it and shows how't

22. nameplate, which looks something like ajarge crayfish, is her name

23. the mirror image of her name put together with a few additional:line

24. make it looklike soma sort of insect or Crayfish. Shp saya, "EVery

get out a piece of scratch paper." At this command, over half the c
,

217
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START:
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11

11:2

-11:31

o .
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1,1

STOP

NARRATIVE

Observer # 11 # Students Present 15

Pao 34 c)f 55

. converqes on the tote trays At once. The teacher says. "If vou tee

. it out of Your tote travs please.eo Puietiv." The Studente ignore

1. but thevare not too loud. Some sharPen,their Pencils. Afterwarde:,.

4.:teacher says, 'That was pretty good, getting things out 0 the. tote

,
L. I think we could he a little quieter, though." She says, "How many:'

-

you haVe Your. paper folded like Paul!s?" and here ehe up:Paul'6,

paper which is folded longwaV's She is 4tanding in front pf the:bdie.c

; She begins-to give instructfons. -She taiks rapidly. The studerits-

9. li$ten except for Jerry and Tina, who are off-task and talking. The

10. teacher ignores them. A lady comes to the door. The teacher says,

11. "Excuse me a minute." Students wait quietly. Edgar iplays,with 410

4

12. tokens at his table. He is kneeling in his chair. Four students

whisper. The teacher comes back and says, "Okay, are ther, any' wi
13.

-

14_ tions?" She eaye, "You tan .get started. you.might use yourfirst

if you want. Write it and then make it4Ouble sided so that yon Car,:
15.

16.
cut it out. [The teacher has drawn an .example on the board.] Thera.

is a question from Deana. The teacher goes over to her. Deana's-cc

18.
tianapparently shows that she doesn't know what's goingion..- The

19.
teacher stops'and,repeats the instructions to the whole class about

20.
what to do. The teacher holds'up a folded sheet of paper. Then, si-

goes back to her desk'and gets the name that she did earlier.
21.

She

22. plains soMe more hoW the bottom cif' the letters i the name should

2u7at or on the fold !The students are interested, bu t. the obeervetz
,

not th'ink they underscand.,%-tTinn and jefry talk 911.7rtask... Anne*

25
for help. EdgarAe oUt of his seat. He goes to the teacher by Artft,..:

.
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NARRATIVE

Teacher # no School # n9 Observer N fl 1 Students Present 15 '

Date Q-10-.70 AM PM Page 35 of 55

START:

BEG END ST.ENG.

ow,1.

11111
a

11:3

STOP:

Ommem

12

1. Tina and Jerr;:, Ara-Off-task and lost Thev start «ork once.in.a.«h:.

2. but they have no idea hour,to do it. The teacher ignores them. tion

3. even has her hand uo lor helo. Deana is cutting out ,something altta

,4. It looks liie she's lust cutting Ehe .holes off of het paper. At 11.,1

:

5. the teacher says, "RgIse your hand if you have scissors today..' 'On;

6. four.dstudents raise their hand. She says, "If you have_them, please

7 get them. The others of us will have to share." There'is quiet.ta:

9. as Tina and *Brian get stuff from the tote trays. ,Annette and Rennet

9. hassle over a pair of scissors the teacher has given them. Diana an

10. Paul call out. Annette goes up to the teacher and complains', "He «c

11. give me the scissors." She points to Kenneth. The-teacher goes

12 to Kenneth and says, "I gave them tO her. You can have them after

13. Ken gives the scissors back. There s lots of talk. Diana and Paul
.

14.' call out, "Hrs. (Teacher's name)" again several times. Kenn&f:

is. and Jerry, at different tables, trade punches. Then, they subside.

16. teacher does not see them. There are more hands and talk and calls

17. "Mlss." The .teacher ignores the calls oE "Hiss." She helps,indivi.:

18.
Righnow, she is helping Brian. Jerry makeS no effort to do anyt.

14. Tina makes some eff.ort. Later, Paul stands, holds up the name he h:

20.
cut out. Tina laughs loudly. She says, "Look at Paul's." She rep

21.
this. Paul proudly holds up his creation. He is standing up. The

22.
teacher motions for him to sit hack down. She says, "Let's stay in

23.
seat." The teacher gdes over to Gloria to help. Edgar gets up and

24.
overto Paul on the other side of the room. Then, he wal.ks-around.

25.
There's lots of idle conversaTion in the room about sisters and «a:

2.1,;)
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-Date .AM PM ":1 Page 36 of 55

START:

BEG END ST.ENCJL
11:46

11:54

H11:55

STOP:

.t
.

. "The Tnnro.dible Hulk" on t,e1rts on. Three Indents gre giggling.

. Everyone is talking. Paul and Edgar and Monica and'Diana stand. Thi

3. teacher ignores them. The teacher is cutting out Carlo name ,for *r1

The 'teacher seems tense, but her exPeCtations for talk right now are

. not clear. She says, "There sure are a lot of people out of their

seats:" [At this Point. there were three peoole out.] These three-st

dente sit down. The teacher cuts out Kenneth's name while Annette ar.

Tina continue to talk. Deana still is out of her seat. Edgar holds

9. up his hand and talks/loudly. Paul loudly says, Niss (rcqg

10. name), I made another one." The teacher.ignores him. [Observer noti

Ia. that students eon't know this teacher's name. She dict not bothe

12, teach them the proper pronunciation of her nameozhich is not Turner.:

The teacher says aloud, "Now, save this, beCause you're gping to use

1
to do it again. You're going to draw. around'it. 'Students seem to t:

,

little notide of this announcement. They continue-to talk. Annette

talks about doing another one, doing her last name, because she does:

17. like the way her first name came out. She says it doesn't look like

1 .
crbu like the teacher's. She tells Jerry, "You .should do your last nz

Jerry." [Jerry isn't doing anything.] Annette cuts out Jerry's name

2 .

him. A lot of students areqdle,having finished the notebook papa.

21.
cutouts of their name. Two students ask the teacher what to do next

22.
The teacher puts them off saying, "We'll all do this together."

23.
11:55, the observer can'only see four students who.are quietly cutti:

24. writing; The other ones are talking and/or waiting for something,

25.
happen. The teacher begins to pass mit green construction paper. S'
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Student Engagement Rating (SER) observer guidelines



OUIDELINES FOR.USTNG THE STUDENT EiGAGEMENT RATINGS

Ac 15 minute incervals, the observer should-. c-omplece A Studenc

Engagement Rating. This considcs Of (1) five kinds of infofmation abouc chei

classroom 'context at chat time, (2) che number of. scudencs Who can be

classified in each ,of eight differenc ategories Of enagem&m, and (3) A

rating.of student success. The observer should complece the firsc racing

within che firsc:15 minuces, and chen maintain a 15minuce incerval between

all subseqUenc acings.

DeScrintion of ClassroomConcext

In order tO provide informacOn about che concext in which che engage
r

meni racing was taken, che observer should code the formac of che classroom, .

che number of adulcs.instruccing or supervising acudencs, che,subjecc Macer

on which che ceacher was' focusing, che subjecc macter on which mosc of.che

scudencs were focusing, and the number of students in che class a che time

che rating was taken.

Classroom Formac. abere are 12 cacegories available to describe che

formac of the classroom. The first eight.of thes cacegories describe ways

in which the teacher may organize che class for inscruccion.4BaSically, che

,o eight categories represent combinations of che following cwo variables:.

-- The focus of che teacher's arcention; chat is, to which Tett of che'

class S/he is direccing his/her attention and whecher s/he is aceivdly

ceaching ;omething or simply monitoring the scudencs' progress on

independenc work..

-- The focus of che scudencs' accencion ac the cinje; chat is, whecher

everyone in che group is paying actencion co a single scimulus, or Whether

each student i6 attending co someching individually At his or her desk. In

che case of individual assignmencs, ic is imporcant co noce whether the

scudencs are working on che same assignmenc or whecher.chey have different

aSsignmedcs.

Classroom Formats 1 and 2 are similar in chac they both have the

ceacher focusing his/her accention.0 che entire 'class at once by ceaching

someching DO °them, and Ehe scudents' accent-ion iS cherefore'supposed to be

directed coward the ceacher or sotheching else .4f, cencral imporcance. The
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CMIS/SER Guidelines-

difference between. Formats 1 and 2 is their content whether academic or

procedural.

1. Teacher presentation ro Whole class, academic in nature. 'In order

to be classified in this format, activities in the, room at the time must

meet the above description, and in addition must focus on academic contenc.

Some examples of this' are: the teacher lecturing to che whole class;

teacher.asking questions and responding co answers from the Whole class;

teacher giving a science demonstration; teacher reading aloud a scory to all

of the students; teacher working at the chalkboard; teacher leading a.spell-

ing or math drill; teacher using an audio-vispal aid, suet as overhead pro-

jector, film; or television, to Which che students are expected to attend;

presenting assignments co 'the Ancire class; and checking.work with the'

entire class. If four or fewer students are doing something different while

the rest of the class is being taught in this' format, then the category

should still be used.

.2. Teacher presentation. co. whole crass, procedurallbehavioral. To be

coded in this category, che activities in che classroom must fic the

description given above, and.che topic must be. classroom routines,

procedures, rules, or behavior. ipis format is used frequently in the first

few weeks of school. Examples of ic might'be describing co the enciri class

che way that chey'are co wear their name tags during the week, hoWthey are

to care for their books, how they are co enter the room in che morning,

sharren their pencils, go co the bathroom and' get water, how they are to

hand it their work each day, how they are to make transitions in the room or

line up to leave che toom, and presentation of an accencion-geccing signal

co che entire class with an explanation of what it means.

Format categories 3, 4, and 5 are similar in chat the teacher's Atten-

tion is being focused on'a subgroup' (usually a small one), while ocher

students in the class-are working on indepenaent assignments. The students

who are not with che teacher are called "out-of-group" students. The

differences between.Formacs 3, 4, and 5 have co do with whether or not these

out-of-group students are working on same or different casks

3. Teacher presentation to a small group with others in class working

independently. All out-of-group students are on same cask. This means that

every out-Of-group student is supposed co be working independently on an

academic assignment, and everyone is working on che same assignment; A



CMIS/SER Guidelines-3

;- 1 ,

cypical exampte is for the teacher to be having a reading lesson wich

small group,.Whiie everyone else in the class is supposed to be completing

Owe mile ditco sheet.

4. Teachgr presentation to small group with ochers in class workinz

independently. Ouc-of-group students are on more chan one cask, buc all of

their assignments are within che same.concenc area. A typical example of

thia is che ceacher working wich a reading group, while other scudencs in
-

the.class are slap engaged in reading activities. Half, of chese out-vf-

group studenci are supposed to. be working wich SRA macerials, While che,

ocher half are supposed co be working on reading worksheecs.

5. Teacher presentacion co small group wich others in class workinz

indepandencly. Ouc-of-'gorup scudencs are on more chan one cask in more chan

one aubject maccer area. A typicaCjexample of chis is-che ceacher working

with ,a small group and listening OD chem read aloud while some of che out-

of-group scudencs are working on handwricing assignments, and while ochers

are working on mach assignments.,

Formacs 6, 7, and 8 are similar in chac che teacher's focus of accen-

cion is noc direcced coward ceaching a lesson per se, but in circulating

around che room.to check"on scudencs who are working on academic assignr

mencs. The differences becween Formats.6, 7, and..8 hal..e co do wich,wheche.:.

the scudencs are grouped or noc and whecher chey are working on same or

differenc assignments.

6. Independenc individual accivicies. Each student is focused On his

or her own individual work while che ceacher circulates through che room.

All of che scudencs are ,working on che same cask. An example is che ceacher

celling everyone co work che'same sec of 10 problems out of che mach book,

and chen circulacing around che room while chey are doing ic. If che

teacher is actually conduccing a class discussion by incerspersing brief

quescions.wich wriccen answers which are immediacely discussed, che formac

is noc coded as a 6, buc would inscead be coded as a 1, since che focus of

che lesson would be che class discussion. The focus of Formac 6 is on che

scudancs all compLecing che same assignment, buc completing . ic

independencly.

7. Indeoendenc individual accivicies. Each scudenc is focused on his

or her own individual work, while the ceacher circulates chrouAh 'che room.

The scudencs are on differenc casks. The only difference becween chi§ and
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Formic 6 iS that more chan OQA assignmenc has been given co the scudencs, so

chat not all of the students are doing che same assignment ac the same cime.

There may be times when all of rhe studencs may be working on the mune

thing, and chen some students gradually begin worktng on someching else.

The convention here is chac when fewer than five stUdencs 'axe doing some
,

thing different from che rest of che. class, che formac should be coded as

Format 6.. When five or more students are deing someching differenc for

their individual work, the fotmac should be coded as Format 7.

8. Students areliorking.,in small groups wich che ceacher circulaciag

throughout the room going from group co group. Ac leasc five students are

engaged in some kind of group activity, such as playing 4 game or reading

che pares of a play.- They are doing this without the direct supervision of

the ceacher, except When he or she happens co monicor.rhem., If Assignments

have been given by grolip, bUC:'41e students in the gropp are not working with

one anocher (i.e., they are still doing independent, individual work), ic

would be coded as Formac 7.

9. Classroom routines/orecedures. This Category should be used for

intervals of time in whict( preescablished roucines such as warmup and

winddouln accivicies,"othdr procedures such as, handing baek assignments and

given academic feedback, and nonacademic activities such as.show and-cell,

games, ecc. are.taking place. If this category is Used when a procedure or

nonacademic accivity is caking place, che subjecc maccer code should be 1:1,

classroom procedures and rules.

10. Transicion. 'Las cicegory should be Used When scudencs. Leave che

room or are moving between mnall groups wr getting ouc ,new macerials for a

differenc subject or different accivicy within che room.

, 11. bead cime. This cacegory should be used when che encire class (or

all buc four or fewer scudencs), has been lefc in ."dead cime." 'The teacher

has 'net given chem any definice assignmencs or communicated any expectations

co chem abour whac chey are supPosed ro be doing. An example of chis mighc

be finishing a class discussion 5 minuces before lunch and noc celling :the
0

children whac co do chen, so thac chey sic ac cheir seacs. Anocher example

might be studencs waicing for anocher ciass ok come in co begin some lessoct

which is ceam caught. Typically, dead cime for an.entire Class is a shOrc

period of rime in which the scudencs are waicing For some cransition to

begin. Ic can also occur if che teacher is conducting a lesmon and is
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interrupted or called aside, and she leaves the' seude;tcs wichouc making

provisions for cheiy doing anyching.

12. Other. tf chere is soma accivicy which cannot be described by the

preceding categories, che observer should code. che. format as 12. There

should be a clear description in the Nirr'acive of what was Vappening in che

'class at chat, cime.

Subiectceacher foci's. The observer should note,the code number of

the subject maccer on which che ceacher is co4cencrating ac the tiMe. If

the ceacher is addressing the entire class oi a small group, the subject

matter is the one chat he or she is ceaching. tf the teacher is circulating

about the room while che students are doing seacwork, the subject matter is

chac assigned co most of che students in the room'. A list of categories and

code numbers appears below.

Subjectstudent focue'. The observer should note the' code number of

the subjecc maccer on,which the scudencs are focusing. _In che event chat

che ceacher is working wich a ymall group, chis cacegory applies co those

students who are otic of the group, working ac their seacs or ac ocher

centers. Many cimes che_ focus of the teacher and scudencs will be che

same.

The subjecc maccer codes are:

Reading

2 Spelling

3 Handwriting

4 Grammar or ocher aspects of Language:Arts or "English"

5 Readitg/Language Arts (Assignmencs Which are a combinacion of the cwo
subjecc areas, including anyching in Cacegories 1 through 4 above.)

6 Mach

7 Social Scudies

8 Science

9 Spanish/Foreign Language

10 Arc

LI Music
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12 Classroom procedures

13 Socialemotitonal,
scudencs' ferlings

Transition14

15

16

17

1'
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and rules

affective focus, such as discussion of a fighc or

Dead time Oee definition given for Formac

Other subject area

Mixed (k'co binacion of two subjecc areas begin caughc at che same time
ocher than' che combination of reading and Language Arts, which is
cacegorized as #5. An example would mach, spelling, and reading assign
menis being worked On at che same time.)

There may be occasions in mhich a single acciyicy is oCcurring, buc

it is noc clear which subject maccer should be noced, since two are actually

involved

songs in

/n chese

in ceaching some concenc. ' Examples of chis are: learning co sing

Spanish and a science lesson chac involves the applicacion of math .

cases, the observer should decide which is che.primary focus of the

lesson and cacegorize chat. 'This is usually evidenc from che daily schedule

or the ceacherss announcemenc abouc che accivicy.

Number in class ac cime. This should be che cocal number of scudencs

who were in the room and could therefore be considered in the Scudent

Engagemenc Racing. This,may noc represenc che number of scudencs accending

class rhac day, since scudencs may be in che bachroom ur in Other places in

che school at'che cime of che racing. The number noced here should.be che

cocal noced imeighc categories of che scudent Jngagement for chac racing:

paceeories of Scudent Ehlagemenc

Definitely oncask, academic. Scudencs classified in this cacegory are

chose working on an academic assignment or receiving an academic presence--

cion, and Who are very clearly paying accencion co che cask. Thac is, che

observer iS very confidenc chac chey are accually engaged in che academic

accivicy which che cqacher is expeccing chem co be engaged in and accending

co. In order co be considered academic in nacure, che scudencs musc be

receiving new informacion from che ceacher abouc some skill involved in

reading, wricing, spelling, grammar, math, ecc., or some sec of faccs

involved in chese or ocher. areas (e.g., social scudies, science, music), or
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choy musc be using such skills or facts in completing an assignmenc. ,Thi$

category does noc include instructions from the teacher about accivicies

which are preparacory co bekinning an academic cask, or necessary for con-

plecing an academic cask, such as chose described under the two cacegories

of "on-cask, procedural," which follows. It does, imilude activities afcer

assignmencs which are relaCed co academic skills -- reading library books,

coloring, etc.

Probably on-task, academic. Studencs falling in this cacegory are

nilose who are supposed co be working on an academic assignmenc or accending

to an academic presencacion, buc who cannot confidencly be said co be

accending; however, chey are not definitely off cask either. Scudencs fait

ing in chis category mighc be chose who are siccing aE cheir'seats wich work

in fronc of chem, buc who Are lookoing up ac che wall on out che window ac

che cime che racing is caken. The scudenc mighc be chinking abouc che cask,

he might be resting momencarily before recurning ,to work, or.he mighc be

daydreaming. The observer cannoc tell by simply watching che scudenc;

however, it is also clear to che observer chac che ceacher would noc be

rikely co correcc the student for his beha;rior ac chac cime; chac is, ic is

noc

are

clearly off-Cask, unsanccioned behavior.

Definicely on-cask, procedural. Scudencs classified in chis category

chose who are nlearly 'engaged in some procedural accivicy which is

preparacory co beginning an acadeMic accivicy, or is necessary for finishing

ic. Such accivicies include moving chrough cransicion, sharpening pencils,

geccing

puccing

ouc new macerials or putting up used maceria%s, turning in work,

headings on paper, cblleccing books from ocher, Students, finding

one's,place in a textbook, and liscening co a ceacher'give an assignment,

when chis doesn'c involve che ceacher accually presencing new academic

informacion. (For example, listening co che eeacher explain chat "Your mach

assignmenc is co do all of. che problems on pages

on-cask, procedural, buc liscening co che ceacher

fraccions is . . would be on-cask, academic.)

casks involve che encire class (e.g., lining up to go

72 and 73," would be

say, "The way to add

' Sometimes procedural

nexc'door for reading)

and somecimes an individual. will be doing something, Alone Which can be

considered procedural (Such as Curning in paper) /C also includes crass

procedures, such as lining up for lunch or dismissal, colleccing maney _from
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Students clasiified here am those whom

scudencs,.or any ocher procedure iniciaced by the ceacher for the sake of

getting someching done.

Probably ontask, procedural.

you think are probably engaged in some procedural activicy, buc who are not

they are not obviously offtask:or mist)ehaving.

a scudenc who is moving across the room, and you

a skill box co pick up some materia15, but it is

that he is doing chis or just wandering around.

clearly doing so. However,

An eample of this would be

suspect chat he is going co

not'absolutely clear co you

The 'same cacegory Would apply to someone Who is waiting near a supply area

waicing near the teacher's-desk, and you suspectChat the wait is parc of

cOneinuing some academic activicy,.but you are not absolUtely sure.

:offtask, sanctioned. ,Scudencs are co be classified here When, at the, ,

time of the rating, they are involved insome activity that.is noc academic

or procedural in nature, buc Which is allowed in the claSsroom. Typically,

this involves going co the bathroom, getting Water, and going co and from

the wasce baskec.

Offcask, unsanctioned. Studerits Are classified in this cacegory When

they are very .clearly misbehaving and doing someching.Whioh.the teacher does

not approve of. It is hoE essencial chac 'the teacher correcc the scudenCs

fo,r them co be classified here. The definicion of unsanctioned.behavior

depends on the rules each ceacher has escablished for his or het class, and .

cherefOre, whac is linsanccioned in .one room may not be unsanctioned in

another. Typically, however, behaviors which would. be classified here would

be: talking to one's neighbor when chis is not ailowed, cheating on a test,

playing around in a disrupcive manner inscead of working, and being out of

one's seat When chis is noc allowed.

Dead cime.' Scwiencs should be classified here When the observer

realizes that chere is nothing specific which-scudencs are supposed co be

doing and when they acenot engaging in unsanccioned behavior'. This would

include students who,are waiting for a cransicion as part of che whole Class

and students who have finished all of cheir assigned work and who have not

been given anyching else co do.

No data (Can't see). If there are students in the classroom who cannot

be seen by che observer, they should be included in this cacegory. This

would include chose who are working behind dividers and any scudenc whose

back is co the observer When ic is necessary co see the face in order co
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mak' an accuraCe rating. This category would not include students who Were

out of rhe room at the time the racing wao taken, since these studencs are

not counted in che "Number in class at time" for that parcicUlar rating,

Degree Of Student Success

1,1

Whenever a Student Engagement Rating is'-obcained an aSsessmenc of che

level of scudenc success in che actiVity should'ibe Made. The observet

should estimateand xace, during whatever activicY the -SER is obtained, the

extent co which scudencs could perform the cask demanded by che activicy.

If che activity is procedural, then a racing Shouldim Made on che basis of

che number of scudents who are successful in following che procedure. When

the accivicy involves studenc performance br work on assignmencs, then che

observer shOuld estimate success from whacever aspecci of student work can

be observed. When che activiry is a teacher presencation, then success must

be judged by scudencs' responses co cdacher questions and any ocher indica

cions of studencs' lack of understanding or.failure to learn.

Level of success means ac a moderace or,hic,h level. That is, a srudent
6

is able co perform or work ac acceptable levels, without encouncering Ere

quenc failure. An occasional error or mistinderscanding Should noc be con

sidered as eviderxe for a lack of success. If a child does c engage in a

seacwork assignmenc ac all, assume no success 53r him/her.

.011

5 = Very high; all scudencs are successful (mo Lrace or high) ac
this poinc in che accivicy

11

4 = High; most scudencs are succesSful; one or cwo may noc be
able co perform che cask

3 = Moderate success levels. Three or four do noc appear co be
performing successfully

2 = Fair success levels. More chan four --. up co onehalf of clip
class -- are unsuccessful .

= Low success levels. More chan onehalf of che class cannoc
do che tisk

If che accivicy is concinued through more than one SER, che racing of

success should percain oa student yerformance during che cime since che

Previous SER.
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Formats Subject Matter Codes

,Teacher presentation to whole
class, academic

2 Teacher presentation to whole
class, procedural

3 Teacher wieh small group, rest
on same task .

4 Teacher with small Aroup, rest
on different tasks -- same
content

Teacher with small group, rest
on different tasks.-- diffhrent
content 4.

6 Individual activities, all on
same task 10 Art

7 Individual activities, diferenc 11 MuSic
task*

1 Reading

Spelling

Handwriting 4

, 4 Grammar or English

5 Reading/Language Arts (comtka,

6 Math

7 Social Studies

8 -Science

'9 Spanish/Foreign Language

Students in small groups,'
teacher circulating

9 Classroom.routines/procedures

10 Transition

11 :Dead time

12 Other

9 31

12' Classroom
and rules

procedure*, routines,

13 Socialemotional, affective
focus

14 Transition'

15 Dead, time

16 Other subject area

17 Mixed (ocher than #5)
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Teacher #

# of Students

STU1kNT ENGAGEMENT RATINGS

School. # Gbserter # Dice
0

Grade Page

AM PM
,

Time

1.Forma4# of Adults I

Subj.-T. -) I

,Subj.6-Ss.

1 I ..1 1 I

1 1 1 1

in room

def. ou, acad.

# prob s. on, iced.

def. 'on, proc.

# prob. on, proc.

dfr off zsanc.

# off, unsanc.

.1 I 1 1

1 1 1

dead

[ # can' C see

Ss, Success

1 1 1

1 1 I.

I I.

I I I

I 1 I

7 8 10''
LTirne

Formaci 0. of Adults

Subj .-T.

LSubj.-Ss.

4 in robm

def. on, aced:

'11.. prob. on, acad.

0

ifr def. on, proc.

ift prob. on, proc. ,

# off, sanc.

ifr olE; unsanc.

4-dead

can' c see

3

Ss Success
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RANDOM NUMBER SEOUENCE

Use che first number you choose co identify when co cake che figsc SER.

Cross off che random number afcer you use it.

15 minute incervals.

' I.

Therk, pike subsequenc SERs at

'4 8 6 6 3 9 4 8 4 5*

8 5 8 6 8 6 4 3 4 6

10 9 3 7 9 3 10 4 6 8

9 10 5 8 . 9 10 4 7 3 '4
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4

GUIDELINES FOR USING THE COMPONENT RATINGS

The componedt 7t;ings provide numerical escalates of a wide 'variety

of behavior, chaaccerisCics, and.accivities relaled co the organization and

managemenc of classioom behaYior and instruction. The system-is meant to

provide, a.comprehensiye numerical profile of a classroom, in order to sup-
.

plemenc ocher measures of classroom behavior, including the low-inferedce

.neasures (Scudenc Engamenc Racings) and classroom narrftive records.

The racings are made on 5-point 'scales. UsuallS, these scales are

defined as follows:

5 The behavior is exhibited frequencly or the descr4cion is highly

characteristic of the ceacher

4 The behavior is exhibited.often,or the description is mostly charac-

teriscic of che.teacher
=

3, The behavior occurs occasionally or che description is soineWlac

0. -0
characceriscie of che teacher

2 The behavior is exhibiced rareiv oi the descripcion is not,, very

characteristic of che teacher
;

1 The 1;ehavior never occUrs or is noc ac all characteristic.

A few of che Componenc Ratings have differently defined scale poincs. These

variables are Marked wich an ascerisk on che racing form: che definicions of

cheir scale point., are described along wich che descriptiOn of che yari-

able.

How to Use che Scalei'

Ac'the end of an observation period, the observer uses the Componenc

Racing Form'co summarize his/her judgmenc on each of the variables. All

scales musc be, raced, excepc for 3c, 3e, and 9e and che set of ceacher

reaccions codisrupciye behavior when disrupcive ,behavior has noc occurred.

Make your racing of each scale independently: The facc thac a ceacher is

raced high or low on some scale does not meaq that will'be true for another

scale. Also, lec your judgmenc be based upon evencs you observed chac day,

noc che impression you have formed from prior observacions.

2 :t
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Descriptions of Each Comnonenc Racing

V.
1. Instructional Management

la. Describes objectives clearly. Has che teacher indicated the pUr-

pose of ate lesson(s) or what the students are to learn during che.lesson?

Look for indications of zhia in materials given co che studencs, writcen on

the boatd or overhead projector, and listen for it when the teacher is

introducing or summing up the lesson. Ii should be Clear what the students

'ire expected D3 know or co be able co do as a resulc of parcicipacion in the

lessons.

lb. Uses a variecy of materials. Duting a lesson or activity a

teacher may use numerous media and macerials, or may rescricc che activities

to a single iet of materials. Generally, che minimum set of materials that

will be used will be workbook, textbook, or dicto handout accotpanied by

verbal teacher explanation and' the blackboard or overhead projector presen-
.

cacion. Ochee macerials or media include movie projeccors, tape 'recorders,

audio cassacces, manipulacive macerials, games,' and supplementary reading

materials, as well as teacher-made or pupil-made materials.
'

minimum sec of macerials is characceriscic of mosc lessons.

Race

Race

a 1 if the

a 5 if che

ceacher incorpuraces a midpointwide variecy of macerials, and race a if

some varietY is evidenc, buc only in some lessons.

lc% Materials are feady and availahle in sufficienc quantity. Race

a 5 if'all materials and equipment are roady on all occasions during an

observacion. Race a 1 if the teacher continuously runs out of materials or

spends a'loc of time huncing them up and geccing them into pupil hands.

ld. Clear directions for assignmencs or acciviCies, Indication of
P

cLear directions can be found in Scep-by-scep instructions given verbally by

che ceacher andrepeated by .che scudencs,:and wriccen.instructions either on

che'blackboard, overhead projector, or in handouc form. Also, an indication

of clear directions can be obcained.by che ease with which ,scudents begin

their use of che materials, student confusion and repeated.direccions issued

by che ceacher.

le. Waics for accenCion. Does che ceacher begin, giving direccions or

inscruccion only when

he/she scart talking

getting supplies ouc,

scudencs are ready, quiec,

while students are still

calking co cheir neighbors,

2

and accending? Or does

engaged in ocher casks

ecc.? A high racing on
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this category indicates the teacher:secures attencion of a i scudents before

giving inscruccions or exPlanacions to the class.

If. Encourages analysis, builds reasoning skirls: The ceacher's ques

tions encourage analysis and.refIeccion by the ,sOudencs 2(underscanding as

well as Memorization). The teacher %asks studencs to explain Or luscifY

their conclusions, or to give reasonS or background information. The

teacher explains why s/he engage's in certain activities, and seeks adequace

information before forming conclusions.

lg. Assignments or activities for differenc studencs. Excluding read,r

ing insoruction, the degree to which the teacher allowed for individual dif

ferences in apcicudes or incerescs in required or opcional assignmencs.

Race a 1 if all pupils did the same thing; a 2 if there is some provision

for differences, e.g., optional excra,work or choice in che copic of an

assignmenc; 3 if.:there is moderace 'differenciacion in assignments, e.g.,

scudencs are allowed to choose che activicy on which they work afcer 'com

pleting a basic, assignment, or most scudencs.work on the same basic assign

menc and a few (1-3) scudencs have different' assignmenc; a 4 if there is

considerable ptovision for differences, e.g., individual and group projeccs

for many of che scudents in areas ocher chan reading instruction; and a 5 if

chere is 4eac accencion DO differences, e.g., excensive use of concraccs

for assignmencs, or individualized accivities.

Ih. Approoriace pacing or lessons. Lessons and accivicies proceed

smoochly from. beginninieco end,. Basic skills and informacion needed for che

ictivicy are presenced early, before more advanced concenc is caughc. Les
son flow is noc incerrupced. Once an assignmenc is made and scudencs are

engaged, chey proceed apace wichouc frequenc incerrupcions by ,che ceacher co

explain something.. Adequace time is allowed for all parts of che lesson.

li. Clear explanacions and presencacions. Quescions and inscruccions

are presenced in a coherenc sequence; adequace examples are provided; -

skills, when caught, are appropriacely demonscraced. The ceacher relates

informacion co differenc ability levels, uses a variety of approaches if che

conconc is not inicially comprehended, uses appropriace vocabulary. Clear,

precise language is Used.

1j. Monicors scudent understanding. The ceacher actively seeks infor

'nation abouc scudenc comprehension during concent developmenc or seacwork
accivicies: Look for frequenc quescions during class presenacions, and for
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techniques for obtaining feedback from many children, such as quick drills,

Patterned turns, or show-of-hands with correct answers. The teacher circu-

lates widely during seacwork, checking student wOft. Student assignments

sre frequently returned with indications that, the teacher has reviewed

chem.

lk. Consistently enforces work standards. The quality of student

work, both with respect co performance and'efforc are clearly,conveyed go or

understood by che students. The teicher does not accept performance or

effort below che sec standard. Poor quality work may be refused or returned

for re-doing or completion. Reasonable deadlines for completing work are

noc extended. All students are expected co work up to their capacity;, che

teacher does nor give up on or ignore 'one student or a sub-group of ;he

class.

2. Room Arrangement\

2a. Suitable traffic patterns. The teacher and students are able co

move about che, room easily, without interrupting each ocher's work. Lanes

*co che bachroom,'pencil sharpener, and major work and' group areas are open.

Needed materials and supplies are accessible.

2b.: Degree.of viaibilicy. The student desks/chairs and work areas,

and any place the 'teacher spends much cime (e.g., teacher's desk, overhead

projector, reading grou- area) are placed so chat a cl.ar line of sight is

available. The teacher can see all of che students; che students can see

the teacher and relevant instructional displays during whole class instruc-

tion.

3. Procedures

3a. Efficient administrative routines. These routines include accen-
.

dance checks, money collection, record keeping, and teacher desk and file

maintenance. The teacher has routines Which minimize their intrusion into

inscruCcional time. The desk and file area are arranged neatly enough Cp

avoid lost materials,' time, or records.

3b. Appropriate general procedures. General procedures include chose

for bathroom use, coming-and-going from the room, lining up, using bacerials,

and supplies, and when che reacher leaves che room. Also included are rules

or procedures governing che 'level of noise during different activities,
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movement around the room, and student response or question signals (e.g.,

hands raised). Rate a 5 only if adequace procedures are present in all

relevant observable areas. Rate a 3 if inefficiede. or poor procedures are

evidenc in a few key areas. Rate a 1 if many areas have no procedures_-

and/or the procedures art not appropriate (i.e., don't work, cause confusion

or lost time).

3c. Efficienc small group procedures. These include going-and-corning

from the group area, obtaining or bringing needed macerials, handling come-

ups and ocher incerrupciwis, procedures for studencs not in the group with

the teacher, and scudenc response or quescion signals.

3d. Suitable routines for assigning, checking, and colleccing work.

Assignments are given clearly; procedures for communicating and maintaining

a record of assignments and for handling previously absent students are

escablished.. Checking routines (passing papers, how co mark correcc or

incorrecc answers, task demand, time used) are appropriace. Procedures for'

colleccing and returning daily work are established andefficient; student

work usually is returned within a day.
_

*3e. Uses- warmun and wind-down activities: Warmups and wind-downs are

routines for beginning and ending the school day in,an orderly and pleasant

manner. Activities often used in warmuo or wind-down routines include: Up-
dating the calendar, a song, pledging the flag, 'assignment of helpers,

previewing or reviewing acti ities for che day, feeding the fish, wacering

che plancs, straightening de ks and tidying the room (at the end of the

day), announcemencs and reminders from the teacher. Race a 1 if no warmup

or wind7down accivicies seem co.have been planned and used (the day begins

or ends abrupcly or in confusion); a 3 if shorc,routins are used,and pro-

ceed smoochly (e.g., pledge che flag 'and "do" che calendar ac che beginning
.-

of the day and/or straighcen desks and have announcements ac the end); a 5

if che day ends or begins smoothly wich well-planned roucines consiscing of

several different accivicies.
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4. Meeting Student Conerns

*4a. Student aggression. The extent of verbal and physical abuse of

students by other students. 'This includes name-cagling, sarcasm, pushing,

hicting, etc., whether or not ic is observed by the ceachL-. Do not Count

reciprocated, playful behavior. Note chat this scale is not the usual one..

I .No occurrence'

2 Less than one per hour

3 One per hour,

;4 -Two per hour

al

5 More than two per hour.

4b. Attention spans condidered in lesson design. Activities are paced

so that students do not sit-inactive (as in seacwork) for long periods of

time. Also, note the use of occasional rest breaks, 'and variations in

ceachingstyle to arothe interest or ettention.

*4c. Degree of student success. Students are able to perform the

casks, complete assignments, and engage in activities planned by the

teacher.

5 All student's succeed in all observed Activities.

4 High student success, buc an occasional student may fail co make

expected progress, or co complete work or activities.

3 Moderate to high student success, buc severe] students fail; or

generally poor performance in a limited area, with high success in,

mosc areas.

Moderate co low student success, with occasionally high failure

races.

I Low student success and prevalent student failure. As many as half

the class is frequently unsuccessful.

4d. Accivicies,relaced,co student interest and background. Evidence

of chis characteristic can be displayed in interaction by. che teacher when

s/he makes reference to relationships between content being studied and

aspects of the students' lives or incerests./(Ocher relevant information may

be obtained from bulletin boards, materials used by the teacher, or leSsons

in which pupil interests are clearly taken into account, such as activities

in which pupils describe parents' occupations, trips they have taken, etc.

Another instance of this cype of behavior is when the teacher presents
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contributions of different groups of people, when members of those groups

are present in the clasS,

5. Managing pupil behavior

*5a. Rewards appropriate perfermance. This means actual student accom-

plishment. Reinforcement can include nonperfunctory teacher praise, approv-

,al, recognition, displays of good work, privileges, tokens, dheck marks,

pats-on-the-back, etc.

Use the following scale:

1° None or very few conspicuous

3 Moderate use of rewards:

rewards, little praise.

Some praise, some display of student work,

stickers on papers, moderate use otexcra privileges.

Very frequent use of,rewards: Much posting of student work, extrav-
.

agent praise, frequent use of extra privileges', tokens, concrete

rewards, star charts or ocher public recognition.

5b. Signals appropriate behavior. This class of behavior refers co

any activities, both verbal and otherwise, which the teacher uses co let

students know that chey-should begin behaving in a particular manner. Some

typical signals include using a bell to signal time to begin an activity,

lights on or lights off, a sign with Stop and Go co control movement or

noise level. Teachers also may move co a certain place in the room.

Verbal statements Which orient che students coward behaving in particular

Mode are also signals. Examples of these include such phrases as: "Does

everyone have his chinking cap on?" or "Let's have all eyes up front." How-

ever, orders or commands co pay attention direcced-ac inattentive students

. will not be considered signals or cues fot appropriate behavior. The

present category is reserved foi signals Which have been caught co the class

-and which are designed co elicit orienting responses without singling out,

individuals in any obvious-manner.

5c. Consistency in managing behavior. How predictable is the

teacher's response co appropriate and inappropriate behavior? What is the

degree to which the teacher maintains an unvarying response pattern? Rate

a 1 if the teacher is highly-inconsistent. The teacher frequently allows a

behavior on one occasion and then disapProves of it at another time. The

teacher often allows deviarions from rules and established procedures. Race

2 for moderate inconsistency Race a 3 if there is some inconsistency,
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A
perhaps limited to a single area, e.g., ,call outs. Rate a 4 if the teacher

iS usually consistent, with only an occasional-variation from rules and Rro-
.

cedures of a'minor nature. Race a 5 if the teachtr is highly consistent.,

Approved behavior remains constant across tasks, unless provided for by

rules and procedures.

5d. Effectiire monitoring. The degree to which the teacher is aware of

the behavior in che classroom. This skill require's visual scanning and

alertness; the teacher avoids becoming engrossed in an activity with

lingle student or group of students, or fixacion in one area of the room.

The teacher sees mabehavior when it occurs, rather than detecting a problem

only after it has escalated into a highly visible incident.

6. Disruptive Student Behavior'

*6a. Amount of disruotion. On this scale you are to estimate the

amount of disruptive behavior that occurs in the classroom. "Disruptive

behavior" refers to any pupil behavior that interferes with instructional,* .

attentional, or work activities of the teacher or two or more other stu-

dents. Excluded from this definition are inattentive behaviors and behav-

iors that involve only one or tmo ocfier students, such as one student whis-

pering to another, writing notes, or goofing off. However, if the behavior

elicits the attention, although not necessarily the involvement: of numerous

other students, then it would be c/assified as disruptive behavior, ti 5

rating would be obtained if such' behavior ocCurs with a igh degree of fre-

quency. Use a 5 co note a situation which_ is habitual and is a constant_-

problem for the teacher and ocher students. A 4 would indicate frequent

occurrences of such behavior. A mid-range racing would be obtained if such

behaviors occur with moderate frequency, such as several on the average per
..

hour, occasionally moderately or severely disruptive. A rating of 2 would

indicate one or-two instances per hour, almost always mild. A rating of 1
7
Vould indicate the complece absence of any such incidents. 'Vote that "dis-

ruptive behavior" does not have co be as extreme as a knife fight. Rather,
%

it is any behavior that distracts or interferes with two or more students

attending Co their work or the lesson.

*6b. Source of disruntive behavior. ,How many students are involved in

creating disruptions in the class? Rate a 1 if a single pupil is the

source, a 2 if two pupils are the source, a 3 when several pupils are the
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Component Batin s-9

source, and a-4 when many (but not half the class) are 'the source and there

is no particular pattern. Bate a 5 'when,half the class or more is involved,

If there was no disruptive behavior, mark a line, though the set of numbers

for 6b. through 6h.

6c. Disruption is stormed oUickly. The behavior is terminated.wichout

involving additional students or without continuous interruption to the

activities in the lesson. There is a rapid return to normality.

6d. Cites rules or procedures. The teacher calls student attention to

proper behavior, as

procedures:

indicated by posted or previously explained rules and/or

6e. lionverbal contact. .The teacher stops or attempts to stop disrup
,

iive behavior by moving closer to the offender, by eye contact, by couching,
0

holding, or ocher physical concact, or by using a,nonverbal signal, such as

pointing, gesturing, or signalling.
*

6f. Desist statement. The,teacher tells the studenc(s) to stop the

'behavior, with or without explanation.

6g. Punishment; criticism. The teacher applies some punishment. This

might involve denying a privilege, depriving the student of a desired activ

icy, such as recess, or simpl!, criticism of the student behavior or ate scu

dent.

6h. Ignores. The teacher makes no-accempc to terminate the disruptive

behavior. S/he may watch the studencs, but takes no action; or .,:he teacher

mty look away. The observer should be reasonably certain thac the teacher

has seen the disruptive behavior.

7. Inappropriate Behavior

7a. Amount of inaoorooriace behavior. , "Inappropriate behavior" will

mean all types of nondisrupcive behavior that are contrary to stated or

implied classroom rules or procedutes. We will exclude "disruptive

behavior," since chat is already covered.

Some common types of inappropriate, but nondisrupcive, behavior might

include calking outofturn (call outs), Whispering co neighbors, passing

notes, being ouc of one's seat, reading or working, on an inappropriate cask,

tardy entry co class, failure co comolece work, not following" established

procedures, gum chewing, or goofing off: , Of Course, any of the preceding

may be disruptive under some circumstances; but we want co estimate the
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frequency of nondisruptive inappropriate behaviors that occur, and the

teacher's reactions to them. Use the uSual scale.

*7b. Soarce... How many Students exhibit indropriate behavior more

than occasionally?

1 One student

2 Two students

3 Several students

'4' Many (but not 41alf) of the students

5 Half or more of the students

7c. Inappropriate behavior iS stopped.quicklv.

7d. Cites rules or procedures. (See 6d.)

7e. Monverbal'contact. The' teacher stops or attempts,to stop disrup

tive behavior by moving closer to the offender, by eye contact, by coaching,

hoLding, or other physical contact, or by using a nonverbal signal, such as

pointing, gesturing, or signalling.

7f. Desist statement. (See 6f.)

7g. Punishment, criticism. (See 6g.)

7h. Ignores. _(See 6h.)

8. Classroom Climate

8a. Taskoriented focus. The students and teacher work together

toward the acComplishment of activities and assignments. The teacher empha-7

sizes the importance of learning the knowledge and skills of the curriculum

and the students react with cooperation and a willingness to do class activ

ities.

8b. Relaxed, pleasant atmosphere. The teacher and students seem co

get along nicely. There is an absence of friction, tension, or antagonism;

behavior is friendly and courteous: The teacher and children obviously like

each other.

9. Miscellaneous

9a., Distracting mannerisms. A distracting mannerism is some gesture,

vocal quality, or behaviot oE the teacher that causes the students to be

distracted from some aspects of the lesson. The observer Will have to. judge

Whether the behaviorlis distracting to the children and whether it continues

to be distracting after a period of time.
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912:: Listening skills. This refers co che attending behaviors of the

teacher idnen a student has been given permission tO,talk to him/her. .1ligri7

ratings- ia this category indicate that the teacher exhibits:Listening behav-

iors that communicate 'attention, .acceptance, and encouregemenc.' These

behaviors include ,eye concAct; apptopriace verbal statements 'or questionS

("Can you tell me more?" or "YoU seem upset." .ot "Why?"); gestures' (nod-

ding): or physical 'orientation, to the student; and appropriate ,silence (not

interrupting or cutting off che student).
-

9c. Expresses feelings. In his/her interaction with che students, the

teacher.scaces how s/he feels about certain activities or behaviors. These

expressions

such things

of feeling may be either positive or negative and may include

as-"I- am haOpy, sad,, angry,: annoyed, upset, disturbed," .ecc.

Such expressions may occur during class discussions, behavior maaagemenc

situations, during procedural activities, or When any aspect ol student

behavior or class activities is being distussed. Ic can be with individual

students,' or a group of studentg, or the whole class. The point here iS co

observe whether the teacher is overtly indicating 'to the. students how s/he

feels about various aspects of classroom activity, suph as their perfor-

'mance, their behavior, or their relationships and interaction with each

other. It is important, however, that the.teacher's expression of feelings.

not continually place the students in a defensive or vulnerable situatiOn.

A teacher who continually reacts to inappropriate pupil behavior by ceiling

the'students hoW ar.gry it makes him/her is not really expredring his/het

feelings, but rather using them as a kind of battering ram to wear the

students down. A high racing is indicated When the teacher's expression of

feelings appears co be a clear and direct attempt op inform che students

about how s/he feels about some aspect of their behavior, work, or inter-

action. A teacher who overdoes the "I am angry" routine is not Ting this

skill.

*9d. Externally iMposed, interruptions. An interruption is an event

that intrudes into the classroom environMent and distracts the class and the

A
teacher from their taik. These include calls from the office, P.A.

announcements, visitors, late-arriving students, and loud hallway noises.

Estimate the average number per hour during the observation.

9e. Managing interruptions. Given that one or more interruptions

occurred, the teacher has a procedure or otherwise ha\ndles the incerruption
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so as to minimize its interference with iinsruccion. During ehe interrup-

tion, the students are.well-behaved, continuing with their work., if appro-
.

priace, or else Waiting quietly for the, iotetruption to end.

,
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Teacher #

# of Students

School #

Grade

4 3 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

'4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

5432 1

3. 4 3 2

5 4.. 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 _3 2 1.

5 .4 3 T 1

5 4 -3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 7 I

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1.

COMPONSNT RATINGS

Observer #

1. Inscrucciaial Management

a. Describes objectives
clearly

b. Variety oE materials

c. Materials are ready

d. Clear directions

e. Wairs.for attention

f. Encourages analysis ?

builds' reasoning skills

g. 4issignmentsor activ-
ities ror different
students

h. Appropriate pacing
lesson

i. Clear explanations
and presentations

j. Monitors student
understanding

k. Consistently enforces
work standa"rds

2. Room Arrangement

a. Suitable traffic
patterns

b. Degree of visibility

3 Rules'and Prodedutea

a Efficient administrative
rouclnes

b. ApproOriate general
procedures

c. Efficient small group
procedures

d, Suitable *routines Eor
assigning, checking, and
collecting work

*e . gags warmuo or wind-
down activities

4. Meeting Swident Concerns

*a. Student agtession

b. Attention spans
considered in lesson

c.

d.

ScOdent success

Accivitida-related
co se'lldenc interests
or backgrounds

2 7

5 .4 3 2 1

5 4, 3 2 1

.4 3

4- 3 2 1

5 4- 3. 2. 1

5 4 3' 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 1 1,

'5 4 3 2 1

5 4 '3 2 1.

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 -4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2. 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 I--

5 4 3 2 1.

5 4 3 2 I

5 4 1 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 I

Dace AM

5. Managing Pupil Behavior

*a. Rewards aopropriate
perrormance

b. Signals appropriate
behavior

ic. Consistency n
managing behavior

.d. Effective monitoring

6. Disruptive- Pupil
Behavior

*a., Amount of.diSrupcidn

*b. Source of disruption

cf: Stops quickly

d. Cites rules or
procedures

e. Non-yerbal contact.

f.'Desist statement

g. Punishment, criticism

h. Ignores

7. Inaborooriate Studen: -

:Behavior

a. Amount

*b. Source

c. SrOps quickly

d. Cites rules or
,pronedures

e. Non-verbal contact

ft. Desist statement

g. Punishment, criticism\

h. Ignores

8. Classroom Climate

a. Task-oriented focus

b. Relaxed, pleasant
atmosphere

9. Miscellaneous

a. Distracting mannerisms

b. Listening skills

c. Expeesses feelings

*d.. Externally imposed
interruptions

a. Manages interruptions
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GUIDELINES ,FOR COMPLETING THE TIME LOG

The Time Log will be used as a means of determining how much time the

teacher and students spend in different subjects and various types.of

activities during the school day. Each observation will be characterized by

a list of intervals of timeduring which the Stildents were involved

academic, social, procedural activities, transitions, or dead time. Each'

interval will be described in terms of the starting time, stopping time,

number of minutes during the interval ? number of students involved, the

subject being dealt with and the activity gOing on. The subject and

activity will be entered on the Time Log form as code numbers. A descrip-

tion of the codes follow.

The subject matter codes. are:

0

1. Reading

Spelling

3. Handwriting

4. Grammar or other aspezts of Language Arts or English

5. Reading/Language Arts (assignments which are a combination of the
. two subject areas, including anything in categories 1 through 4.)

6. Math

7. Science

8. Social Studies
4

co. Foreign Language

10. Art

11. Music

12. Library

13. physical lActivitv

21J



TIME LOG - 2

14. Social-emotional, affective focus such as taIk about feelings, a fighC

15. Social/Procedural Routine (e.g., Show & Tell Roll Call, 'etc.)

16. Transition

17. Dead Time

18. Other

lg. Mixed (specify which,su6jects if possible, in parentheses)

On occasions there may appear to be more than one subject focus, e.g.

learning to sing songs in 'Spanish, or a cience lesson that involves the

application of math. In these 6ases, observer should decide which is the

primary focus of the activity, and note that code number on the ,form. This

is often evident from the daily schedule or the teacher's announcement

about the activity.,

Under the column titled Activity the observer will note one of the

following codes:

1. Lectureascture with Questions - Use this category for a teacher presen-

tation in which the teacher is giving information. Questions and answers are

clearly subordinate to the teacher informing. This category will include

both academicpresentations ke.g., the introduction of a new math concept,

the definition of and, explanation ofsthe parts of speech, a film on a science

topic, a speaker) and procedural presentations (e.g., explanation of the

rules of the classroom, the procedure for heading one's paper). Reading

ar other small grouns may be involved in this type of activity, or any of the

next four activities.

2. Recitation - This is an activity characterized by a series of questions

and answers focus,ing on previously presented content. A main function of

the questions is to allow the teacher to evaluate students. Use this

category when a significant portion of the students in the.class or group

are involved, and the activity is At simply a lead-in or introduction to

a written assignment.
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3. Discoaaion - This is a question/answer periad witfi teacher solicitation

of ideas, opinions, reactions to content, or extended explanations, justifi-

cations or evaluations by the stUdents. questions are .generally more divergent

than those in recitation.

4. Recitation/Discussion - This is an activity consisting of recitation

and discussion intermixed. Reading groups often use this activity.

5. Checking - This is an activity in which the teacher and students review

answers to work which has been completed.

6. Intioduction to Seatwork Seatwork activities are usually introduced by

the teacher, with some explanation of the procedures to follow and the amount

of time allotted. Sometimes there is a brief review Of the content covered

in the assignment. A seatftrit introduction is distinguished from a lecture

or other teacher presentation in that the content of the seatwork introduction

is subordinate to the seatwork itself. Its main purpose appears to be to

define nrocedures for doing the assignment.

7. Individual Seatwork -- In this activity, students usually are at their

desks working individually on a definite acadeMic task(s) set by the teacher.

These academic tasks may include worksheets and workbooks, exercises copied

from the chalkboard, free reading, art or other projects. Reading groups can

be involved in individual seatwork activities either while in the group or when.

they are at their desks.

8. Pairs or Croup Seatwork - Occasionally students will work together in

a seatwork activity such as in a listening center, or other center, or in

a project or experiment. In this activity the students are working together

ithout continuous interactions with the teacher. Reading groups would not be

included in this section unless the teacher gave the group a cooperative

Rroject to work on in which she was not directly involved.
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Q. Testing - A test (or pretest) is much like seatwork, but it is announced

as a test, students working strictly on their own, and there is a high degree

of accountability. Once again, reading or other small groups can be involved

in this activity, if each student is working alone.

10. Non-academic Activity - This is a non-academic activity which involves a

small group or the whole class. Typically the teacher uses this activity as

a break from academic assignments or as a reward. Some examples of this

activity format are storytime, recess, non-academic games, shov and.tell,

and television.

11. Opening and Closing Routines - This format includes segments at the

beginning and end of each day which are characterized by procedural matters,

announcements, calendar, social talk, cleaning up, lining up, and other low

demand activities. The purpose of these activities is to take care of

administrative matters (such as roll call), ease calmly into the academic

focus, and calmly prepare the class to leave school at the end of the day.

If similar activities take place prior to or after lunch, PE, music, etc.,

they should be coded as'Other Social Procedural.

12. Other Social/Procedural Activities - This category includes social and

procedural activities and routines which do not come at the beginning or

end of the school day. For instance, the teacher may have a special

routine for putting away materials and preparing for lunch in which students

wash their hands then-gather at a central place before lining up. If there

is no routine, i.e., ik the teacher discovers that its time to go to lunch,

and simply has the students grab their lunches and line up, then this period

of time ill be coded as a transition.
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13. Transition - This is an interval off time between acadelic activities

in which the primary activity is moving from one thing to another. This

may include actual physical movement of students or it may be a matter of

replacing some materials and getting out something else. Transitions can

occur within the room, or they may involve movement of students in and out

of the room. The beginning point of the transition may be a signal given

by the teacher to the students or they may act in response to aibell or the

clock. The end of the transition is when a new lesson or activity has begun

or the students have left the room. Some examples of transitidns are:

students moving between activities or subjects within.the rooms the students

putting away reading materials and taking out their math.books hnd students

lining up to leave the room to go to lunch.

14. Dead Time - This is an interval of time in which studenti apparently

have nothing they are supposed to be doing. They may be waiting for the next

activity because theY have finished their assignments, or left temporarily

by teacher with nothing specific to do. If the teacher hat given an assignment

such as to read a library book when the assignment is finished, then the

students have something they are supposed to be doing, hence eyen if they

are doing nothing, they are not in dead time.

15. Other Activities - Observer should use this category only when the

activity does not seem to fall into any other category.

Certain subject codes must be used with some activities. For instance,

if the subject is%coded as a 16 - Transition, the activity code should be

13 - Transition; the sam t code 17 - Dead Time which belongse is true f r s

with activity code 14 - Dead Time. The subject code should be 15 - Social/

Procedural Routine if activity codes 10 - Non academic Activity, IL - Opening

and Closing Routines, and 12 -.Other Social/Procedural Activities are used.
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After the observation is completed, the observer should fill out the

time log, filling in the complete identification field at the top of each

page of the time log. The time log has space for three concurrent activities

to be noted, so that it will be possible to describe the different schedules

.of various groups in the classroom. If there are four or more groups following

different schedules, the observer should use an extra page, rather than trying

to squeeze all four on to the three sections of one page.

If the class meets as a whole for the entire period then only the left

hand set of columns will be filled. 'Whenever small groups ire used for reading

or other purposes, each group's transition imes, activity and subject codes,

etc., must be filled out using a separate set of columns. If all of the

students in the class are involved in the same activity except one or two

students, the class should be coded as a whole. In order for a group to Le

coded as separate, 3 or more students should be involved. When the time

log is completed, it should be possible to follow the schedule throughout the 41'

class period for all of the students 'in the class, for every minute of the

iservation. An example of a completed time log is attached.

When completed, the pages of the time log should be numbered consecutively

and noted as "Page of ." If there is a continuation on a second page

for a fourth group, that page should be numbered "2a", etc.

When the observer has finished filling out the Time Log form, s/he should

use the beginning and ending time of the observation to determine the total

number of minutes the observ4tion. The observer should then.add up the

minutes in the left-hand Min. column as a check to be sure that all minutes

in the observation have been covered in the Time Log.
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TIME. LOG - 7

Column
Label

Start

Stop

Min.

#Ss

Subj.

Act.

Beginning time of activity

Ending

Number

Number

time of activity

of minutes in activity

of students involved in activity

Subject (See list)

Activity (See list)

Sub'ects Activities

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11.

19

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Reading

Spelling

Handwriting

Grammar

Language Arts

(combo of 1-4)

Math

Science

Social Studies

Foreign Language

Art

Music

Library

Physical Activity

SoCial/Affective
(Magic Circle)

Social/Procedural
Routine

Transition

Dead Time

Other

Mixed (Please specify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Lecture/Lecture with Questions (films, speakers)

Recitation

Discussion

Recitation/Discussion

Checking

Introduction to Seatwork

Individual Seatwork Clorkbook, Free reading, art, or
other project

Pairs or Group Seatwork (Projeat, experiment,
listening center, other centers

Testing

Non-academic Activity (Storytime, TV, games, Show &
Tell, recess, etc.)

Opening and Closing Routines (Social, Procedu.al)

Other Social/Procedural

Transition

Dead Time

Other Activities
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SAMPLE

TIME LOG

Teacher # bb School # Oa. Observer # 6:2) nate j :3_40
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(Summary ratings completed at end of the fir,st four weeks of :

of school for,every teacher an observer saw two or iziore times.)

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT IrUDt

OBSERVER RNTINGS OF TEACHER

1. How ready is this class at this point? That is, how well,are routines

and expectations established 30 that the room runs with a minimum of

interruptions and maximum task orientation?

1 = Not at all ready

5 '" Extremely ready

2. In the observer's opinion, how often does the teacher let the class get out

of hand, or to a point where half or more pupils are off-task?

1 = Never
5'21 Frequently--several times pet obsetvation

. How. often does wandering occur that it obviously not task lrel ed?

I = Not much at all
5mc A lot

.

4. What is the noise level of the clasiroom in general on a day-to-dAy basis?

I, Low. very little if Any
5 = High;' A lot of talking, moving around

*.

5. What ic the teacher's expectation regarding talk among students during

seatwork?
1 = Students must maintain rigid silence.
2 = Students are allowed to talk only in(getting help with seatwork.

3 = Talking allowed only when work is finished or with special
permission.

4 = Students cah converse quietly without special permission.
5 = Students are allowed to talk as much as they please unless it

,becomes very disruptive.

6. What is the efficiency of transitions between activities or formats?

I = Usually has overly long transitions, poor systems far distributing
materials, little student cooperation.

5 = Mostly smooth, efficient transitions with efficient procedures,
good student cooperation.

7. Row often are "come-up*" observed while teacher is engaged with another
student or lesson?

1 = Never
-5 = E'requently, constantly

26'3



CMIS/ORT--Z

8-10. What is the teacher's usual response to comeups?

8. Teacher ignores student.

I Never
3 = Sometimes
5 =. Always

9. Teacher tells student to sit dowm.

I = Never
3 = Sometimes
5 = Always

10. Teacher answers student's question.

1 = Never
3 = Sometimes

1 5 = Always

11 How often do students approach teacher; leaving their desks, When.they need.

helo frorCher?

I = Never
5 = Feequently

IZ. '4.ow ofteh do studencg raise their hands when they need help Erom the

teacner?

1 = Never
5 = Always

13. How often do students call out without raising their hands wien they need

teacher's help?

1 = Never
5 = Frequently

14. How often did the teacher leave the boom during your observativs?

1 = Never
3 = During half
5 = Several times per observation

15. gow are students with behavioral disturbances handled?

1 = Very poorly; the situation eets worse
5 = Well; stops the behavior quIckly



.CUIS/ORT-'.3

16. How well has the teacher utilized the space of the classroom (efficient

use of available space,.easy access to materials,..etc.)?

1 = Poorly.; heavy concentrations in partiáular Areas
4 I Fairly
3 = Good
4 = Better
5 = Excellent; aLL paits of room used well

17. In. terms of equipment and Aupplies, how.ready was the teacher for the first

week of sohooll

I * Not ready; teacher had not anticipated needs, problems.

5 = irery ready; all necessary equipment and supplies were on hand,
,k4

in good working order

18. Does the teacher consistentlyjean enough work for students during a
\

typioal Observation?

1a Never
5 = Always

A

19. Are assignments ma hard; students' Can't get started, or continually need

help?
r,

1 = Never
5 = Always

20. How often does the teacher-allow an activity to continue too long, until

Oucals get off-task?

1 = Never,

5 = Always

21. Are typicarassignments too short or easy?

1 = Never
5 =Always

22. How many itudents use free-time materials during an average observation?

1 = None
1 = Half of,the students
5 = All or almost all

1

23. In giving instructions, how often does the teacher question to

determine the.extent of students' understanding?

1 = Never
5 = Always

9



CMIS/ORT--4

24. How'successful has the teacher been in establishing and maintaining
students' responsibility (accountability) Eor their work?

I. Not at all; this teacher does not usually krfow if students

finish daily work; s/he has not communicated high academic
standards.

5 =Very successful; teacher checks all work, firmly holds
students to high academic standards, gives plenty of academic
feedback.

25-32. How often did you see students receive the following types of
academic feedback from the teacher? (1 = Never, 5 = Frequently)

25. Notes on papers

26. Messages in small groups

27. Grades on papers

28. Papers on-bulletinipard
a

29. Verbal citing of individuals in front of class

30. Individual conferences with teacher

31. Evaluative comments to the class as a whole

32. Other. ?lease specify.

33. How confident and relaxed did this teacher appear in the first weeis of
school?

I = Not confident; scared, timid, unsure, nervous
5 =Very confidpnt; relaxed, in control

34. How warm and pleasant is this teacher's manner toward the'children?

1 = Cold, unpleasant, harsh
5 = Very warm, pleasant, likeable

35. How enthuslastic is this teacher?

I = Very unenthusiastic, draggy, tired, dull.
5 = Very enthusiastic, alert, stimulating, vivacious.



CMIS/ORT--5

36. 'What kind of showmanship (showwomanship) does this teacher display?

1 = Teacher is evenspoken, nondramatic-4although s/he Tay be
enthusiastic in nondramatic ways).

5 Teacher is dramatic, theatricar, creates sus ense.

37. List any extenuating,circumstances or unusual contraints ich you think
affected this tepcher's ability to manage and organize th class. Some
possible examples: unreasonable number of students (stet mumber), unusual
ndinber of problem students in one class, great range of stu nts' ability,
inadequate equipment, supplies, space, furniture, etc.



CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT STUDY

OiSERVER RATING OF TEACHER

CMIS/ORT

Teacher C School # Observer # Grade

I. 5 4 3 2 1 28. 5 4 3 2 1

2. 5 4 3 2 1 29. 5 4 3 2 1

3. 5 4 3 2 1 30. 5 4 3 2 1

4. 5 4 3 2 1 31. 5 4 3 '2 1

5. 5 4 3 2 1 32. 5 4 3 2 1

6. 5 4 3 2 I 33. 5 4 3 2 1

7. 5 4 3 2 I 34. 5 4 3 2. 1

8. 5 4 3 2 1 35. 5 4 3 2 1

9. 5 4 3 2 I 36. 5 4 3 2 1

10. 5 4 3 2 -1 37.

11. 5 4 3 2 I

1/. 5 4 3 2 1

13. 5 4 3 2 1

14. S 4 3 2 1

15. 5 4 3 2 1

16. 5 4 3 2 1

17. 5 4 3 2 1

18. 5 4 3 2 1

19. 5 4 3 2 1

20. 5 4 3 2 1

21. 5 4 3 2 1

22. 5 4 3 2 I

23. 5 4 3 2 1

24. 5 4 3 2 1

25. 5 4 3 2 1

26. 5 4 3 2 1

27. 5 4 3 2 1

2 L:
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Teacher
CMIS Narrative Reader
Analysis Form

Dates (From) . No. of
(To). Observations

After reading a set of narratives for a CMIS teacher, Complete the following
ratings, making notes and comments in the spaces provided to substantiate your
ratings. You may wish to jot down comments and notes as you read, then_rate and
add comments ea needed when you complete the whole set.

Unless a special scale is given with a particular variable, use the scale below

in making all your ratings:

5 Description is highly characteristic of the
teacher or class in this set of narratives

4 Description is characteristic of the teacher
or class in this set of narratives

3 Description somewhat or occasionally
characterizes-the teacher or class

2 Description is not very characteristic of the
teacher or class in this set of narratives

1 Description is never or not at all
characteristic of the teacher in this set of
narratives

5 4 3 2 1 (1)

5 4 3 2 1 (2)

5 4 3 2 1 (3)

During the first week of school, room is orderly, well

organized. Materials and props bre readily available and in
place. Describe any problems.

-

During the first week of school, student nametags (or desk
labels) are used effectively and appropriately. Describe use.

Accurate'understanding of students' and skills;
students' problems with the curriculum a anticipated. (Note

teacher explanations: are they complete, appropriate in
vocabulary and level of complexity? Do they prevent possible
difficulties for all subgroups of children in the class?)



Teacher Reader'

Dates (From)
(To)

5 4 3 2 1 (4)

5 4 3 2 1 *(5)

5 4 3 2 1 (6)

5 4 3 2 1 (7)

5 4 3 2 1 (8)

5 4 3 2 1 (9)

Narrative Analysis Page 2

A procedure has been established for what students"are to do
upon entering the classroom. (This may'be a regular procedure
or something specific planned in advance; ot the teacher may
announce what they are to do as they enter.)

Regular academic feedback to SS (not including oral feedback
to individual student responses). Describe kind of, feedback.

*Scale: 5 Most students receive academic feedback in
each major academic activity

4 Most students receive academic feedback in
almost all major academic activities

3 Most students receive-academic feedback
in several academic areas

2 Most students receive academic feedback
in one academic area

I Most students receive no academic feedback
in any academic area

Earns personal credibility as behavioral authority:
communicates self-confidence as an effective behavioral
manager. Has virtually no student complaints, argument, or
wheedling.

Is competent in academic content areas: has command of the
subject, conveys accurate academic information. (Caution: Do
not confuse simplification of subject matter for young
children's comprehension with actual errors dr inaccuracies.)

Work requirements are clear: due dates, form, standards of
completeness; neatness, procedures for make-up work.

Deadlines are enforced consistently; deadlines for completing
work are not ignored or routinely extended. Teacher keeps
track of papers turned in and papers due for each lesson.



Teacher

Dates (From)
(To)

5 4 3 2 1 (10)

5 4 3 2 1 (11)

5 4 3 2 1 (02)

5 4 3 2 1 (13)

4eader

Narrative-Analysis Page 3

Consistent routines for communicating assignMents to students
(note regular postings, SS assignment sheets, etc.).

Effectively Monitors student progress and completion of
assignments. Inspects student work while in progress, by
going around the room or by having students demonstrate or
display their work at various times. Collects work or

evaluates assignments regularly.

Has regular and efficient routines for turning in, checking,
and returning work.

Sufficient number and scope of workable procedures and rules
for all important aspects of small group and related
activities (i.e., seatwork for out-of-group students, cehters
and stations, transitions, materials, contacts with teacher).
Note problem areas.

5 4 3 2 1 (14) Sufficient number and scope of workable procedures and rules
for all important aspects of whole class activities (i.e., use
of space, materials and equipment, seatwork, out-of-seat
policies, beginning and_ending the day, transitions,
housekeeping chores). Note problem areas.

5 4 3 2 1 (15)

5 4 3 2 1 (16)

Procedures and"rules are well taught: clear presentation,

review, and subiequent reminders or corrections. (Note amount

of time spent on rules, procedures in first weks.)

Teacher rewards appropriate behavior consistently. Describe

how teacher does this. (Rewards may be as subtle as teacher
approval or as overt as happy faces, stickers, etc.)

2 7 o



Teacher Reader

Dates (From) Narrative Analysis Page 4

(To)

5 4 3 2 1 (17) Negative donsequences (penalties) are clearly defined.
Describe the negatiVe consequences.

5 4 3 2 1 (18) Teacher follows through with negative consequences
consistently. Describe how the teacher follows through.

5 4 3 201 (19) System of consequences is appropriate, sufficient and, if
applied, effective.

'5 4 3 2 1 (20) Teacher ignores inappropriate behavior when ignoring is
appropriate (i.e., the problem is momentary; not serious or'
dangerous; drawing attention to the student would interrupt
the class; the student is usually wet/ behaved; and other
students are_not immolved).

5 4 3 2 1 (21) Teacher effectively monitors at the beginning of activities.
When a new activity begins the teacher is observant of Whether
the students are engaging in the activity.

5 4 3 2 1 (22) Effective monitoring of transitions, Teacher supplies
information or structure facilitating completion of present
activity and preparation for next activity.

5 4 3 2 1 (23), When task avoidance occurs, the teacher is successful in
interventions in changing student behavior from avoidance to
task engagement. ,

5 4 3 2 1 *(24) Extent of avoidance behavior during seatwork activities.

*Scale: 5 More than five pilpils frequently noted as
avoiding tasks

4 Four or five pupils frequently.noted as
avoiding tasks 2'1 1



Te*dh r 'Reader

Dates (From),,___;___ Narrative Analysis *Page 5

(To)

Two or three pupils frequently noted as
amoiding tasks.

2 One pupil frequently noted-avoiding tasks
4

I None, br just one, briefly
"(Do not include just momentary daydreaming as avoidance
behavior.)

5 4 3 2 1 *(25) Extent of studeht participation in Small group or whoye class
discussion or recitations.

.*Scate: 5 Most students participate (all but 1 or 2)
4 A majority'participate (2/3 plus)
3 One half te 2/3 participate
2 Fewer than half the-students participate
1 Participatioh byonly-a few-(1-to 3)

students

Describe the following:

(26) Teacher's establishment and maintenance of lines of
communication with parents. Include, e.g., the teacher sends
daily work samples home with students; T mentions parent
conference(s) or calling parents; the T enables children to
earn happygrams to take home; one step in the behavior system
includes calling parents, etc.

(27) Ways in which the T deals with the wide range of children's

abilities.

(28) Problem child/children in the class-and how the T deals with ,

them.

2 7 2



Teacher

Dates (From)
(To)

Reader

Narrative Analysis,page 6

For each of the.following areas of concern, indicate the extent to which there
are related problems in the class described by this set ã narratives. Describe

what the teacher has done to solve them, including-establishment of
'corresponding rules and procedures tor each.

*Scale: '5 Chronic,troublesome problems in this area
during each observation

4 Frequent problems in this area

Sometimes ,rou. some problems or often

minor problems

2 Occasional minor p oblems. Procedures in

this area are for t e most part adequate

I Never any problems in this area. Class

functions smoothly with respect to this
area

5 4 3 2 1 (29) Movement of SS in classroom (including out-of-seat)-

5 4 3 2 1 (30) Class verbal participation (include SS callouts, sarcasm,"
ridicule, etc.; individuals dominating) .

5 4 3 2 1 (31) Contacting T (for help, for permission to leave, etc.; T not
seeing or acknowledging students with hands up)

5 4 3 2 1 (32) Use of materials and supplies (including bringing sppplies to
class)

5 4 3 2 1 (33) :Talk among students

;A

5 4 3 2 1 (34) Interruptions, noise from hall or next room,

2"



Teaoher

Dates (From)
(To)

Reader

Narrative Analysis Page 7

5 4

5 4

3

4

2

2

1

1

(35)

(36)

School-wide scheduling (e.g., late buses, children entering
late from other classes, etc.) ,

Wide ability ranges of children

Informatiori for Case Study Material,

Mark with a (+) if this teacher's narratives present clear,positive examples and
with a (-). if they present clear negative examples of the' following categories.
If particular narratives are outstanding, list the dates of these.

1) Use of space

2) Classroom readiness

3) - Appropriate rules and
procedures

40 Teaching rules and procedures

5)" Appropriate positive
consequences

6) Appropriate riegative

consequences

7) Following through with
consequences

8) First day of school (e.g.,
smooth, disorganized)

9) Monitoring -- during seatwork,
transitions, etc.'

10) Stopping inappropriate
behavior

11) Whole group instruction

12) Dealing with problem children

13) Use of centers and stations

14) Small grOUp activities

15) Transitions

16) Instruction for low-level
studepts

17) instruction for,highrlevel
itudents

18) Dealing with heterogeneity

Academic feedback

2,q? Enfor ing 'dates

21) Instructiofal aarity

22) Checking for student

understanding

23) Dealing with content (e.g.,.

dry, exciting, over
children's heads,
appropriate, etc.)

24) Fidelity to a particular
case study (or studies) in
CMIS manual. Indicate
which:

274
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Teacher -Reader'

Dates (From) Narratilie Analymis P

Academic strength or weakness in:

8ath Social studies

Reading Science -----

Language arts/spelling Art

Strength or weakness in other area. Describe.:

.2.
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We epprecialod your comsents aboutthe CRIS NanulePlIlkn your recent telephono interview. Now woOld you pleasd tale
a minute or two to give tittle more information about your use of individual parts of the manual. For each .

prescription, circierthe number of the appropriate ansWer.holow.

'ilow Useful Did You 'Find the Suogestions in Each Section? *

:

. Very helpful and

Moderately use- useful. Having

Not useful; not Slightly use- ful. -Used soMe Useful and help- thls material

appropriate or ful. .1 used one . of tWsugges- ful. I used made a peoltive

'practical for or two sugges- 'tiOns. Mater- many of the differ!pnce In my

my'cless. tions. . 'lets helpful. suggestions. tlass.

Prescription 1

Readying

thu Classroas
1 2

i

4

M
0
0
a

AD
0
m
0
rt
1.4
o
0
0
0

Pt
M
....

...

Prescription 2

Planning Rules and

Procedures

.

1 2 3
_

Prescriptlon 3
_Conseciences

,

I 2 4 5,

. .

Prescription 4

7eaching'Rules and 0
Procoduros

I 2 3 4 5

\ Prescription 5

Ueginning of School

Activities
1 2 .3 5

Prescription 6

Strategies for Potential

Problems
t

a- 1 2

I

3 4 5

Prescription 7
Monitoring

1

N,... .

2 3
4

4

Prescription 8
Stopping Inappropriate

Uehavior
1 2 3 4 5

Prescription 9

Organizing instruction 1 2 3 4 5

Prescription 10
Student

Accountability
1 2 3 4 5

Proscription II I 2 3 4 5

Instructional Clarity

", .2'78



a

How Much Did You Read or Study the Contents of Each Section? *

None, or very

little outside

CRIS workshop.

Rad time for onli
a quick reviel

after the work-

shop.

Read it carefluily

once after work-
.

shop. Old at
least slime of

activities.

Read it more than

once. Used check-

liAt'and did

activities.

Studied this part
carefully. Used

checklists. Old

activities.

Reviewed it after

school started.

Prescription 1
Readying

the Classroom
2 4 4 5

Prescription.2
Planning RuleS and,

Procedures

1 2 3 4 5

Prescription 3
Consegences

3 5

Prescription 4

Teaching Rules and

Procedures

2 4 5

Prescription 5

Beginning of School

Activities

2 3 4 5

Prescription 6

Strategies for Potential

Obblems
3 4

Prescription 7

Monitoring

2
1-4.

4 5

Prescription 8
Stopping Inappropriate

Behavior
1 2 3 5

Prug'criptiOn 9

OrgenIzIng instruction 2 3 4 5

7A3rescription H)
Student

Accountability.
2 3

5

Prescription II , 1 3 4 5

instructional Clarity

Additional Comments

t.,

2 S
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(Pre-workshop QUestiohnaire)'

nu: twrvERsal, OF muis Alr )0=1
=atm! OF EDUCATION ,*

AUSTI14,.TEXAS 787;2

Remora and Development Cents?,
for Teacher Edttentkn

Eelmeation Annex

This is a questionnaire designed to help us understand how you

deal wi.th certain issues that all teachers face when.they teach

in public schools. We are interested in knowing how you do

(or would) handle these issues. It is our hope that this

information will help us.to better assist other teachers in

their search for ways to have pleasant classrooms for themselves

and their students.

Pleas) do not spend a lot of time answering the questions. There

are no right or Wrong answers and all of Your responses will be

eonfidntftNo- anuothur . an thb staff-at--the Research Anld-

DeVelopment Center will know how you respond to the questionnaire.

,

Remember, BE BRIEF. Use incomplete sentenc4.'s or phrases wheh you

choose. Although the questionnaire is bulky, it should not %.ake

more than 30 UP-40 minutes to complete.

Thank you for your help.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

I. Do you know about the Center's work on classroom management?

7TT No

2. If you answered "Yes," how did you get.this information?

,

REMINDER

BRING THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE

TO THE! WORKSHOP ON AUGUST,2lst.

8 9



-

Almost everY teacher, at one time or another, faces the issues which follow.
P\lease answer every question even though you may believe that your answers are
nbt as complete or detailed as they might be if you had more time. Remember,

/there are no "right" answers to this questionnaire -- only responses that Lou-
believe are good ones should be written.

1. Nhen do you start planning for a new school year? Why do you start when
you,do?

<-*

-Mat Jpeclric items do you include in your initial planning for the school
year? (List no more than five.)

REMEMBER: BE BRIEF

2



CMIS/2

3. What are the most important things to think about or plan for to get the
school year started off right? (List no more than five.)

4. What allie the most ng problems during the first days of school? How

can they be manage voided? (List no more than five.)

"Problems How to Manage/Avoid

",

REMEMBER: BE BRIEF

284



CMIS/3

S. What would be a typical lesson plan'for the first day of school 4.n your
classroom? (Be brief: List major headings and activities only.:

, REMEMBER% BE BRIEF



CMIS/4

6. What is your general pproach to student discipline? In this brief

statement, please include the purpose of discipline, how it should be

ilmplemented, if and when a student should be disciplined, and any other

issues you believe are important.

,.. .

7. What do you believe are the most important rulesfor.your class?
What would,happen to the student who did not follow the rule? (List no

more tnan five.) 0
,

RULES PENALTY FOR NOT FOLLOWING RULE '

REMEMBER': BE BRIEF



-13. What would you do if each of the following events occurred in your class
room? 'Write your response to the right of the events.

0

°Wanf takes Sally's paper away
and tears it up.

. Jim is repeatedly late for school.,

c.o For the first time;% Jean forgets
to turn in her homework.

d. Bob and Sam get into a fight over
whose turn it is at the pencil
sharpener.

Jack, ,a usually debendibla student,,
turns to his neighbor gnd makes a
Wel' comment while you are 'giving
dlre:ttionsto' the class.

1

REMEMBER: SE BRIEF



,

9. Awe are several very bright students in your class who always raise

their 'hands first when questions are asked. Some of the other students

neVir seem io answer questions. What would You do?°

4.

A

.

10. ,Several of your students never seem to understand the,instructional inate-

' when tt is first presented. What would you do in this situation?

11.,There is a problem ,in your-class related to using the reading centeriand

the listening center. Some students monopolize the materials, some
seem to know:how to use the centers, stole children netter seem to get a turn

at the centers, etc. How would you go about changing thts situation?

L



CgIS/7

12. If you have several low academic level students in your class, what teaching
techniques do you believe are especially effective with these students? 0

13. What would you do if you find that'several students consiste::1>to hot hand
in their work on time?,

14. A teacher friend it worried because his students do not seem to be making
good progress. Part of the problem seems to be that the students are not
following the ppagher's directions. What advice would you give your friend
about presenting material and giving directions so that students will have .

a better chance to succeed?



IL*

Vrocucdi tor.Post-worksuop Atiephoe inttr.rViuw Group 1)-

TEACHER'S NAME:

4

I. "These questions are about the manual you recieved before school
began. I'd ,like you to be as 5pecific as you can when you answer.
If YoU have the manual with you, you might want to refer to it as .
we talk."

S

A. "Which of the prescriptions have you actually used this year?"

B. "Which of thdse were most helpful?" "Why were they most helpful?"

Most Heipful

C. "Did you have any trouble putting ti-e prescriptions info practice?

If so, why? Why de you think it was difficult?"

Difficulty . kRiz

D. "Which prescriptions did you use which were easiest to put into

place? Why do you think that's so?"

Easiest tAIX



4.1
i1tervii7eN

E. "What is your overall impression of the manual?" (Try to find out
what they think the specifics of the manual: case studies, rationalei,
activities, checklists, etc. but don't push too hard.)

II. "These questions are about the workshop you attended before school
started." (Skip these if you are talking to Pena or Boyd.)

A. Did you find the workshop helpful in getting school started this year?

B. If yes, "What was particularly helpful to you the workshop)?"

C. "How could the wcrkshop have been made more helpful?"

D. "As you remember the workshop, which parts of it did you appreciate
most?" (You may have to remind them that there was an overview of
the study, a general explanation of how to use the manual, small group
discussions of the specific prescriptions, and a videotape of a
teacher using the prescriptions.)

2 ,31



1.4,4'S Incervie41,.,

E. "If you were planning a workshop for other teachers to use the manual

and the prescriptions, what would you add/delete/change from the

workshop we planned?"

III. "These questions are about our next session together. We'd like your

help in planning that session.!'

A. What Particular classroom management problems have you-encountered this

year so fer-that we might include in the workshop?

Q

B. Are there any specific prescriptions in the manual that you woujd like

us to give attention to as a part of the next workshop?

C. Are there any particuTar activities, ways of working together, that you

would-like us to include in our planning? (In case this isn't clear,

you could note that we could examine case studies, have small group

discussions, hear presentations by Center staff, and so forth. What we're

after here is the teacher's workshop format preferences.)

IV. Which of the two sessions we have planned will you attend? (ONLY ONE)

Wednesday, September 24th, 3:00 - 5:00
.Saturday, September 27th, 9:00 - 11:301

Tell.him/her that we'll let them know where,the session will be held when we
know how many people will be attending each ,session.
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Group 2 Teachers

Interview Protocol for CMIS Study
Spring 1981

Introductory remarks: One reason for this interview today is that'
we would like to hear your perceptions of this study, including
the workshops, the manual,'and the classroom observations.
Another purpose is to get a little more information about your
system, or general approach, to classroom management.

have a list of specific-questiOns that we would like .to ask'

all of the teachers in the study, so you'll have to forgive me if
I have to limit our discussion at some point so that we can cover
all of them. If there is some time at the end, we can go back and

talk some more.

1. First, how many years of elementary school teaching experience
do you have? What grade levels?

2. You told us something of how you plan and whtn you plan for
the beginning of séhool in that questionnaire you filled out.
Did you feel ready for the students when classes began this

year? Why, or why not? (If teacher did not feel .entirely'
ready) In'what areas did. you feel least ready?

3. Are your classrooRproceduree this.year the same as you-used
last year, or are they different? (Rules, general procedures,
behaviors you expect) .

4. (If different) What caused you to make changes? How satisfied
,were,you with the changes that you made?

5. Were any of the changes a result of your.participation in the

project this year? Which? How do you think these changes
affected your students?

6. Do you feel that your classes are running better or worse this
year than in previous years, or are they about the same? Any

reasons?

7. Is there any part of your classroom management you would,
change if you could? Are you planning -t0 keep things pretty
much as they are, or do you intend to make any specific
changes next year?

8. You've already commented on individual prescriptions in the
manual on that one-page questionnaire we sent you, but we
would also like to know your opinion of the manual in general.
Does-the-content-seem appropriate to your grade level?' Types
of students?. 'All the subjects you teach? Are there any major
points you disagree with or which don't work for your
classes?

2 4



'Group 2. Teachers
Interview - Page 2

s

Were there management areas or problems that were omitted
from the manual, or which you think shoufd have received more
extensive coverage? (For example, can you think of any area
you have experienced difficulty with or perhaps you have
obseived other teachers having a problem?)

10. Did you have any reaction, positive or negative, to any of
the case studies? To any of the checklists?

11. Do any of the prescriptions come to mind immediately as being
new to you this year? Wilich?

What wOrkshop activities were most appealing to You? Why?

13 What workshop activities were least appealing to you? Why?

14. Do you believe the workshop influenced how you taught after
the Christmas break? If so, how? If not, why not?

1 . Do you think the workshop and manual could be useful to other
teachers you know? Which?

16. Do you think you teach pretty Much like other teachers you
know, or differently? In what way? Why do you think so?

17. We are.aware that teachers have to cope with many probleis
and.sou?ces of stress. It would help us as_ me plan our
future work if you would tell us what you find most stress-
ful, frustrating, or discouraging in your present teaching
situation?

18. .How did having an observer from this'project in your class-
room affect you or your students this year?

19. Finally, we would like to know what other help you have had
with respect to classroom management, either in the form of
in-service or sire-service training, or contacts with other
teachers or administrators. (Did you attend an in-service

, session this year before school began on classroom management .

or beginning school? Did you view a videotape about begin-
ning school?)

20. Did you see the CMIS manual before you attended the workshop?

*****Remember to pick up the one-page manual questionnaire from
Group 2 and Group 3 teachers. Tell -teachers that we will soon be
mailing them a voucher to sign so that we can process their
end-of-year honorarium and get it to them before school ends.
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Table A

Repeated Measures Analysis of Viriance on Component Ratings Variables,.

Variable

Means for groups Means for 'time periods Inter-
actionControl Treatment

(ft = 16) (a = 22)
Weeks

Week 1 2 to 4 5 to 8

Describes objectives clearly 2.91 3,39 .-.03 3.38 3.25 2.83 .01 ns

Materials are ready 3.91 4.15 ns 4.10 4.02 3.97 ns ns

Clear directions 3.52 3.93 .09 3:74 3.68 3..76 ns ns

Waits for attention 3.50 4.12 .01 3.95 . 3,75 3.74 ns ns

Appropriate pacing of lessons 3;47 3.69 ns 3.37 3.58 3.78 .02 .08

Clear explanations and
presentations 3.55 4.04 .03 3.83 3.76 3.79 ns ns

,

Monitors student understanding 3.46 3.85 .06 3.77 3.70 3.50 .092 ns

Consistently enforces work
standards 3.25 3.92 I < .01 3.60 1.68 3.48 ns ns

Suitable traffic patterns 4.02 4.10 ns 4.04 4.02 -'4.11 ns ns

Degree of visibility 4.06 4.33 .10 4,15 4.26 4.18 ns ns

Efficient administrative
routines 3.55 3.92 .02 3.56 3.81 3.84, ns ns

Appropriate general,

procedures 3.33 3.92 .01 .3,62 3.64 3.62 - ns ns

%Efficient small grOup
proCedures 3.56 3.61 ns 3.47. . 3.58 3.70. ns ns
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Table A, continued

Means for groups Aeans for time periods Inter-
Control Treatment Weeks . action

5 to 8 pVariable (a - 16) (a = 22) _a_ Week 1 2 to 4

Suitable routines for

assigning, checking,
collecting work , 3.42 3.73 .08 3.55 3.65

Uses warm-up or wind-down,
activities 2.94 2.56 ns 2.53 2.61

Student.agression 1.34 1:16' nq 1.21 1.25

Attention spans considered
in ledson 3.38 3.57 ns 3.34 3.56

Student success 9.66 3.80 nii, 3.77 3.72
...

,

Rewards appropriate performance
c
2.94 3.35 .08 3.36 3.16

Signals apprcepriate behavior 2.74 '3.47 < .01 ' 3.37 3.11

Consistency in managing
- 4

behavior 4 43.11 3.90, < .01 3.60 3.44

..
.-

,,

Effective monitoring 3.29 3.91 < 41 9..73- 3.60

Amount of disruption 2.00 1.62. .06 1.79 2.04

Stops.disruption quickly 3.09 3.60 ns 3.56- 3.30

Cites rulesor,proceddres to
stop disruption 1.76 2.65 .07 2.38. 2.30

Punishes or criticizes-to Stop

disruPtions 2.34 2:43 ns 1.75_ 2.47

293
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3.54 ns ns

2.20 .10 . ns

7 1.30 ns .05

3.53 ns

3.70 qs ns

2.91 .01 ns
\

2.82 .01 ns

hs

3.47 ns ns

3.47 ns ni

1.58 < .01 ns

1.18 ns ns

1.93 ns ns
r

2.94 < .01 ns-
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Tabie A, conOmuqd

Means for groups 'Means for time periods
Contrdl .Treatment Weeks

Inter-

. action
Variable (n 16) ,(n 22) Week i 2 to 4 ':.5tO 8

IgnoreS disruption

Amount of inappropriate

-2,26 1.71 ns: 1,96

behavior 3.09 2.61 .02 2,85

Source,of inappropriate .

behavior ., 3.29 2,97 .10 2.96

Stops inappropriate-behavior
`.- quickly 2.84 3.73 - < .01 3,43

,Cites rules or procedures to
stop-inappropriate behavior 2,19 2.92 .01 3.02

Uses nonverbal contact to stop,

inappropriate behavior ,2.16 2.32 ns 2.28

Punishes or ciiticizes to ,-41

'stop inappropriate,behavior 1.82 1.99' . ns 1.52

-

Ignores inappropriate behavior 2.97 2.30 '< .01 2.60

-Class has task-oriented focus 3.42 3.98 .02 3.82

Class has relaxed, pleasant
atmosphere 3.76 3.75 ns 3.79

Teacher displays'listening

skflls 3.56 ) 3.51 ns 3.70

Teacher expresses feelings 2.41 )2.74 1 ns 2,89

Manages inter74ptiOns 3.70 4.17 .02 3.99,

2.22 '1,77 'ns

:2.02. 2.79 ns

3.23 3.21 .09

3.34 ;3.07 ..04

ns

ns
.

ns

.02

:2,65 1.98 < oil

2.30 - .:2.15, ns

1.98 '2.21 < .01'
P

2.80 2.51 na

3.69 3.59 ns

3.72 3.76 ns

3.41 350 1,0.07

2.48 2.35 .01

4.04 1.78 ns
4

ns

As

ns

ns

nS,./

ns



, Table B

T-test Between Treatment and Control-Teachers

on Addendum Comporient Ratings

AddenduM Component Ratings
(5-point rating scale)

Control
meat).

= 18)

Treatient,
meat -

(n. = 23)

Teacher presents, reviews; or
disdusses classroom rules or
procedures 2.64 3.51 < .61

Preseniation of rules, procedures,
and penalties is clear 3.62 4.07 ns

Presentation includes exOlanation of
rationale for rules and
procedures . 2.65 3.52 .01

Rehearsal or practice of procedures
is included for
presentation/review of rules and .

procedures 2.20 3.15 .01

.Teacher provides feedbadk and
review 3.35 4.13 .03

Teacher stays in charge of all
students, avoiding long
involvement with individuals or
small groups and absence from the
room 3.53' 4.32 < .01

Adequate convenient storage is
provided for supplies and
studentsi belongings 3.81, 4.20 ns

31..! 3
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Table C

T-test Between Treatment and,Control Group Teachers

on Obierver Ratings of'Teachers

Observer Ratings,
(5-point rating scale)

'Control
mean

Om.mt 18)

'Treatment

Mean
Om se 23)

Routines and expectations
established 3.31 3.91 .03

Class gets out pf hand with half or
more pupils off-task 2.94 1.91 < .01

r
Frequence of wandering.that is not

task related 2.77 2.04 .03

Noise level of classroom on
dar,to-day basis. 3.19 2.24 < .01

Effiaenep of transitions between'
.activities.orlormatd 3.27 4.04 .01 ,

Frequence of come-ups While teacher
is engaged with other student 2.86 2.26 .03

Frequency with whiCh students
approach teacher when need help, 3.25 2.47 < .01

Frequency with which students raise
hand when need help from teacher' 3.44 3.85 .02

Frequency with which students call
out when they need belp from
teacher 2.94 2.35 .03'

How well ihe teacher handles
behavioral disturbances 4.39 < .01

Readiness of.teacherfor first week
of school in terms of equipment 4.1 4.43 ns

Teacher allows activities to
continue too lOng 2.72 2.46 ns

When giving instructions, teacher
questions to determine student
understanding 2.94 3.63 .01

Teacher was sUccessful in holding
studehts accountable ,for work 3.33 4.0 < .01



Table C, continued

Observer Ratings
(5-point rating scale)

Control
mean

(m at 18)

Treatment
mean

(s. 23)

Teacher was Confident and relaxed
the first weeks of school 3.66 4.2 .04

Teacher was enthusiastic 3.41 1.71 ns

Showmanship of teacher 2.64 2.97 ns



Table

T-test Between Treatment and Control Teachers

on Narrative Reader Ratings (NRR)

Narrative Reader Ratings'
(5-point rating scale) A

Control
mean

On In 18)

Treatment
.mean?

' (m 23)

During the first Week of schoOl,
k,f

room-was orderly, well organized 3.71 4.28 '.02

0

During the first week of,school,
student nametags were used
effectively 2.76 . 3.72 < .01

Accurate understanding of students'
knowledge and skills 3.44 3.72 ns

,garns personal credibility as
behavioral authority 3.07 3.89 .04

Teacher is competent in academic
content areas 3.89 4.15 ns

Deadlines are enforced consistently 3.15. 3.59 ns

Teacher effectiVely monitors
student progress and completion
of assignments 3.32 4.09 ,02

Sufficient workable procedures and,\
rules for small group work 2.69 3.86 < .01

Sufficient, workable procedures and
rules for whole class work 3.02. 3.93 .02

Procedures and rules are well
taught 2.88 3.70 .02

Teacher rewards appropriate
behavior conaistently 3.30 3.39 ns

Negative consequences are clearly
,defined 2.78 3.11 ns

Teacher follows through with
negative cOnsequences
consistently 2.19 3.11 ..02

System of consequences is
appropriate, sufficient, and
effective 2.61 3.37 .05



Table 0, continued

Narrative Reader Ratings
(5-point rating scale)

Control
mean.

(n. .0 18)

Treatment
mean
.g 23)

Teacher ignores inappropriate

behavior when ignoring is
appropriate 2.84 3.30 ns

Teacher effectively, monitors at the
beginning of activities 3.40 3.83

Teacher effectively monitors
transitions 2.89 3.72 '.02

When task,avoidanaenocurs, teacher
manages successfully 3.00 3.61 .08

Extent of avoidance behavior during
Seatwork activities 3.15 441 .94

Extent of student participation in
recitation or discussion 3.82 3.87 ns

Problems with movement of students
in classroom 3.11 .2.48 ns

Problems with class verbal
participation 3.02 2.35 -^,.05

Problems with contacting teacher 2.63 2.22 ns.

PrOblems with talk among students 3.80 3.07 .04

Problems with school-wide
scheduling 2.02 '2.04 hs
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APPENDIX N

Plots 'for teachep behavior variables and classroom

management criteria over time
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V15 APPROPRIATE GENERAL PROdEDURES
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V26 EFFECTI VE MONITOR I NG
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1/29, STOPS 'DIRUPTION QUICKLY °
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V7 OFF TASK, UNSANCTIONED
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V9 ON TASK, ACADEMIC
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In.0 ON TASKI PROCEDURAL
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V27 AMOUNT OF DISRUPTION
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V35 AMOUNT OF INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR
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